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Abstrac{

The purpose of this study was to investigate and implement universal design of trails and outdoor
recreational areas according to current thought, theory and practice.

lVhile barrier-free design codes and guidelines for the urban environment were established through
the 1930's and 1990's, efforts towards the development of guidelines for the outdoor recreational
environment have been more recent and more varied. Primarily arrived at by consensus rather than
through empirical research, existing guidelines for trails and the outdoor environment present the
designer with a diversity of both scope and technical parameters. In an attempt to simplify the
decision-making process, a literature review is utilized to distill appropriate design guidelines and
specifications.

This study examined existing codes, guidelines and research relating to pedesüian circulation in the
outdoor recreational environment. An explanation of each trail characteristic and a summary of
technical specifications found within reviewed standards and guidelines is presented. A synthesis
of these specifications, supported by empirical research where available, results in design
recommendations appropriate within the concept of universal design.

The site of Camp Manitou, a children's nature camp est¿blished in the I97-O's, provided specific
direction for research as well as an appropriate subject for design implementation. The program
for Camp Manitou includes the provision of equal access and opportunity for all users, young and
old, able-bodied and disabled. A thorough site analysis, traditional in scope, was conducted to
identify bio-physical and behavioral characteristics. In addition, technical analyses were conducted
on the site's trail system and those structures that provide pedestrian access to site facilities in order
to deûermine existing levels of accessibility.

The study concludes with design development wherein the trail system is re-organized and re-
designed. This redesign is directed by determined design recommendations and according to the
findings of site analyses to produce a legible and universally accessible pedestrian circulation
system, providing access to siæ amenities and a range of experiential opportunities.
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lntroduction t.

lntroduc'tion

i. Project Background and Overvierv

This study investigates and propos€s ways to implement universal design of trails and outdoor
recreational areas according to modern theory and practice. A eonsiderable proportion of
Canadians, I57o in 1991, have disabilities which limit mobility and/or experiential opportunity,
and the number of senior Canadians is expected to expand to an estimated20%o by 2010. In 1991
lvlanitoba had an even larger proportion of persons with disabilities than the national average, at
17.6Vo upfrom 15.77o in 1936. rilhilefewerCanadianchildrenwerereportedtohaveadisability
th"n adults or seniors, the proportion was a still considerabl e 7 .ATo of the O - 14 year old
population. (Statistics Canada, 19q2) Witl recent building code amendments focussing primarily
the interior built environment, efforts must be aimed at the exterior environment, by reducing
barriers to built landscapes and the natural environment.

Outdoor recreation has been empirically shown to have many benefig to the self, the local
community and society. (Robb, G.,2001, p.n.Ð The benefits of leisure and recreation for
people with disabilities include such elements as positive changes in relationship development
improvement in the capacity to focus attention, and a general improvement and rnaintenance of
physical and psychological health and well being. (Brown, T.J., Kaplan, R. and Quaderer, G.,
1999.p.2) The benefits for children may be even more important than for the general public as
various studies have suggested that contact with nature can help to encourage positive behavioral
change and develop children's skills. (Stoneham, J, 1997, p.2+25)

ANational Survey of Recreation an¿The Environmenl was conducted by the US Forest Service in
1994- 95, which identified some significant issues regarding the relationship betrveen outdoor
recreation and persons with disabilities. (McConnick, B.P., 199{3) It was found that, "Overall, the
presence of a disability does not appear to have a consistent relationship to rates of participation in
outdoor activities." In fact, when age is factored in, the rate of participation by persons with
disabilities is higher than by people without disabilities in the youngest and oldest categories.
Significantly higher numbem of those people with disabilities were found to participate in the
activities of fishing, day hiking, primitive camping, viewing birds and outdoor life and horseback
riding.
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D"sign of outdoor recreational facilities with respect to universal design is not only a quality of life
issue, but also a legislative one. In the United States, the Americans with Disabilities Act (the
ADA) was passed in 1990, and in 1991 the ADAAG, orADA Accessibility Guidelines? was
published by the Access Board in order to force accommodation of universal design in new
construction. Recognizing that outdoor recreational areas cannot be regulated by the ADAAG, the
Access Board set up the Recreation Access Advisory Committee (RAAC) in April of 1993. This
commiüee, along with their subcommitæe, the Developed Outdoor Recreation Facilities
Subcommitûee, who examined trails and outdoor recreation access routes, have been responsible
for recent guidelines pertaining to outdoor recreational design including proposed guidelines for
trails.

The National Building Code of Canada now includes a Barrier-Free Section, mandatory design
guidelines accommodating persons with disabilities. These guidelines, howevero focus primarily
õn buildings and are only binding for new construction. The few associaûed regulations regarding
the exterior built environment involve building ramps, sidewalks, and access routes. They are also
primarily designed for people who use wheelchairs, in particular, manual wheelchairs whose
dimensions are smaller than power wheelchairs. Canadian Heritage Parks Canada (1994) have
developed a set of design guidelines regarding access in outdoor environments, but these are not
included in the National Building Code, and they provide very little information on trails.

Carnp Manitou is a well established children's camp located on the outskirts of W'innipeg,
Manitoba , within the City Limits.In keeping with the inaugural objective of providing a nature
camp for inner-city and underprivileged children, an effort has been made by camp owners and
operators to include the wide diversity of ability levels of children in the V/innipeg region. Some
modifications have been made to accommodate persons with mobility impainnents in the built
structures on the site, and recent construction has incorporated an appropriate level of barier-free
or accessible design. The pedestrian circulation system and outdoor areas however, require further
development to increase access to bring the site up to contemporary standards and to meet the
orryners' and operators' intentions.

2
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¡i. Goals and Objedives

The goal of this study was to redesign the existing landscape and expand the outdoor recreational
oppoiunities at Camp Manitou by incorporating the concept of universal design. The intended
users a¡e children attending the camp, adult camp councillors, and persons of all ages including
seniors who may attend various functions. Primary focus was placed upon the pedestrian
circulation or trails system, followed by the associated access to building entrances. The redesign
of the existing site included a re-organizattonand redesign of the circulation network and its
elements to pêrrnit appropriate access to features, amenities, and activities presently located within
the camp.

This study incorporated an examination of the pertinent components of American and Canadian
codes and guidelines, as well as an investigation into the existing resea¡ch and practice of design of
outdoor recreational facilities which has accelerated in the wake of the passing of the ADA.

3
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ii¡. Program

The site was developed for universal accessibility and according to the following program:

The Camp Manitou site will accommodate a day- and ovemight-camp for children and youth,
including those with disabilities, consisting of built sfuctures incorporating coÍrmon areas and
sleeping quarters, nature and access trails, outdoor open spaces for activities and education,
outdoor recreational structures, and structures, spaces, and access routes for the adminishation and
maintenance of the camp.

The site will support the typical aspects of a children's camp located in scenic and natural
surroundings, those of education and recreation, but will be designed to include people with
various abilities. Children and youths attending the camp will participate in activities resulting in
physical and mental development.

Additionally, tle site will accommodate users of all age groups and abilities who may rent the site
or a portion of the site for special group functions and activities.

A particular emphasis will be made on the development of a nature and access network of trails of
various diffrculty levels weaving throughout the site to initiate and promote contact with the natural
environmenl

4
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iv. Prciect Methodology

Literature Review

The study begins with a literature review encompassing the concept of universal design and a
review of existing standards and guidelines pertaining to the design of the outdoor recreational
environment.

Universal design means products, structures and environmeûts, "...that are accessible and usable
by everyone, including people with disabilities." (Steinfeld, 8.,199/+) The resultant design
philosophy is gaining acceptance by professionals and is beginning to be represented through
design codes and guidelines that are less and less based upon the able-bodied six-foot male.

A review of existing and proposed standards and design guidelines conceming trails and outdoor
recreation was conducted. This included an examination of the ADAAG, the recommendations and
guidelines proposed by the RAAC and their Developed Outdoor Recreation Facilities
Subcommittee, the NBC of C-anada,the CSA Banier- Free Standards and the design guidelines of
Parks Canada. Incorporated into this analysis was a thorough investigation into contemporary
thoughÇ theory, and practice.

SiteAnalysis

The site of Camp Manitou was analyzed according to established l-andscape Architec¡¡ral
procedures. Particular emphasis was placed on the site's rmiqueness of character, circulation,
topography, and opportunities for expansion of the trail network.

Facilities Acceeeibility Analysis

An analysis was conducted of the existing level of access to the site's main facilities, including the
entrances to all buildings and structures, vehictrlar circulation and parking area.

5
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Trail Accsibility tuaþis

A detailed analysis of Camp Manitou's existing trail system was conducted to deærmine the level
of access presently supported by the various trail segments. This examination involved the
determination of appropriate levels of accessibility for all measurable trails as they relate to other
site structures and elements and an in-depth objective measurement of trail characteristics.

Design tÞvdopment

The program and its requirements were combined with the results of the research and site analysis
to form a conceptual framework used to guide design intervention.

A conceptual site plan of Camp Manitou, along with details of circulation pathways, access routes,
nature trails, and entrance points to buildings and facilities was produced.

Conclusion and Recommenddions

Conclusions and closing staûements will be presented as will recommendations for further
research, study and development with regards to the Carnp Manitou site.

ïime Frame

Research and site work were conducted during 2000 and z0CIL, with design development and
practicum document production completed in the fall of 2001. Final document submission was in
October af ZOOL, and public presentation of this study was conducted in December,Zû0l.

6
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ll. Literature Review

A review of existing literature is required, measured against the site program and analysis to guide
design development. To generate an appropriate design, allowing for access by as many people as
possible, it must be developed witlin the concept of Universal Design. The diffrcuþ involved in
designing universally lies in the limitations of available infonnation with which a designermay
direct design decisions. Generally, design information takes the form of standa¡ds or guidelines
that have been created to guide barrier-free design. The development of such standards as the ADA
Accessibility Guidelines in the U.S., and the barrier-free guidelines attached to the National
Building Code of Canada require the designer to follow specific minimum measurements in their
designs to account for people with disabilities. Standårds and codes such as these have not been
fully developed to incorporate the conceptof universal design; they are typically the result of
consensus rather than research, and the specifications often vary greatly from one standard to
another. Universal design dictates that one must think outside of the existing codes, while
assuring that minimum standards are also being met" A discussion of the concept of Universal
Desiga is followed by an overview of existing guidelines, and a review of those guidelines and
minimum standards that affect the scope of this study's design intervention.

7
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i, UnivesalDesign

a. lÞvdopmentof Accessible Design

The origins of universal desig!, as with other design with such terms as accessible, barrier-free,
adaptable, or trans-generational, lie in the exclusion of particular groups of society from
traditionally designed buildings, spaces and products. As described by lvlatthews and Vujakovic
(1995) the modern state is suMivided into 'textural communities' within which different patterns
of relationship to the dominant society determine people to be either 'insiders' or'outsiders', either
within or on the edge of mainstream society. "Through a prCIcess of marginalisation, some ...
become excluded and, in order to legitimise their exclusion, these people are "defined as 'other' or
residual, beyond the boundaries of the acceptable. In these terms, society is organised for the
benefit of some at the expense of others."(p.1069) As the visions of planners and architects
implicitly reflect the dominant perceptions of the society, their landscapes become, 'odocuments of
power", reflecting the different value systems and the, "... dominance, position, and influence of
different social groups within them." (p.1069)

Traditional design, together with the codes and guidelines upon which it has been based, reflect the
etric dimensions, needs, and desi¡es of the average human adult male. Persons of

different ages, at5pical body dimensions, with physical, emotional, or developmental disabilities,
or even of different culture, are therefore excluded to some degree or another from the built space,
and as a result, excluded from dominant society. This was particularly reflected in the
communities in which people with disabilities found themselves, "They had separate schools,
sheltered workshops, and segregaûed recreational facilities." (Moore, R.C., Goltsman, S.M.,
Iacofano, D.S. (eds), 1992,p.A7) A move,ment towards integrating persons with disabilities
with mainstream society, tenned 'nomralization' by Wolf Wolfensberger in the 197Os, represented
¿ çhange from prevailing attitudes towards people with disabilities. (Moore R.C. et a1.,1992)

I
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b. Specialized Design

Accessible design, adaptable design, barrier-free design, and mostrecently universal design are all
terms describing the efforts toward changing the built environment to include rather than exclude
haditionally marginalized members of society. 'oTerms such as accessible, adaptable, barrier-free,
transgenerational, life span, and universal design have been used almost interchangeably."
(Connell,El.R., Jones M., Mace, R., Mueller, J., Mullick,4., Ostroff, 8., Sanford, J., Steinfeld,
E., Story, M., Vanderheiden, G.,1996,p.43Ð Accessible,adaptableandbarrier-freedesigntend
to refer to the needs of a specialized population, and as such the resultant designs tend to segregate
and stigmatize. (Ringaefi., tggÐ Specialized spaces that are designed only for the needs of people
with disabilities or the elderþ will always be more expensive and look different frcm adjacent
traditional design. (Connell, B.R. et a7.1996, p.a35)

Adaptable design, '0... means readily adjusted." (Mace, R., 1990) Adaptable design features
modifications made to a standard design for the purpose of making the design usable for a
particular user group or individual. These features sometimes look tacked on, axe stigmatizing,
and add expense. (Story, M.F., 1998)

Accessible desigl, o'. 
. . means products and buildings that are accessible and usable by people

with disabilities." (Steinfeld, E. L994:) It is defined by M.F. Story (19f4) as design meeting
prescribed code requirements inænded foruse by people with disabilities. Story notes that it is
often achieved by providing separate design features for "special'o users, and that it therefore often
segregates people with disabilities. (p.4)

Barrier - free design is almost a synonym for accessible design and it is invariably the term used
to describe the construct within which contemlrcrary design guidelines for persons with disabilities
are presented. Plae, Inc. (1996) states that *Barrier-free design" promotes the elimination of
physical barriers to access in design and construction, and that in so doing, it focuses on the
anthropomerics and spatial needs of people who have a disability but are ambulatory, and those
who must use wheelchairs. (p.1Ð Since it has particular dimensions and imposes unique physical
limitations on design, "... the wheelchair is viewed as the common denominator for barrier-free
access." (Plae, Lnc.,1996, p.18) The assumption that sites, buildings and facilities that are
accessible to wheelchairs will also be accessible for other people with disabilities has guided the
development of accessibility guidelines and specifications.

o
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Not only does design based on the needs of wheelchair users often fail to satisfy the needs of
people with other disabilities, if designed solely forthe wheelchair user, some barrier-free features
can be unusable or hazardous for others.

The fact that design codes and guidelines such as the ADA Accessibility Guidelines are built on
barrier-free assumptions plays a role in the effect on the landscape resulting from adherence to
these codes. The requirements for hard, stable surfaces, special parking and ramping create a fear
that open space will eventually all be paved, and that single-story buildings will predominate,
effectively suburbanizing NorthAmerica. (Campbell, R. 1991, p.43) Holmes-Siedle (1994)
notes that, "Architectural imagination often stops at the idea that buildings should be 'barrier-free',
but this is not enough: buildings also need to be welcoming and inclusive."(p.3Ð While barrier-
free design guidelines will heþ to alleviate the lack of access for some people with disabilities, it
does not fully solve the problem of societal exclusion, or rnarginalizaaon.

c. Principles of Universal tÞsign

The response to the above specialized design methods is found in the development of the concept
of Universal Design, which has been gaining acceptance since its inception in the mid 19&s. It
provides a philosophical approach to accessible design that combines the principle of eliminating
baniers to access (accessible and barrier-free design) with a comprehensive view of the human
being in general. (Plae, Inc. 1996)

*Universal Design can be defined as the design of products and environments that can be used and
experienced by people of all ages and abilities, to the greatest extent possible, without adaptation."
(Story, M.F., 199{3, p.4) While few built environments are truly usable by everyone, certain
designs are more usable than others. As presented by Connell, B.R. et a7., (l%), the important
characteristics of universal design solutions are that nothing needs to be added or adapted ûo make
the design more usable, it does not segregate users and it does not become less usable by those
who are not disabled.

Due to the fact that universal design is a concept, it describes an ideal which has been
communicated most often through citation of good examples rather tlan concrete description of its
characteristics. (Story, M.F., 199{3, p.6) In an effort to produce directive information regarding

10
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universal design, the Center for Universal Design at North Carolina State University conducted a
research and demonstration project with the goal to assemble a set of principles that would
encapsulate the existing knowledge base. The resulting Principles of Universal Design, presented
below, apply to all design disciplines and all people and are intended for use in evaluation of
existing designs, guidiog the design process and educating both designers and consumers about
the characteristics of more usable products and environments. For the designer, it is inænded to
provide principles and criteria that would encourage a variety of design solutions rather than
dictating one accessible solution to a given problem. (Connell, B.R. et al., 1996)

The Principles of Universal Design
Version 2.0, April I,lW7 (Connell,8.R., Jones M., Mace, R., Mueller, J., Mullick,4.,
Ostroff, E., Sanford, J., Steinfeld, E., Story, M., Vanderheiden, G,I9E7)

PRINCIPLE ONE: Equitable Use
The design is useful and marketable to people with diverse abilities.

PRINCIPLE TWO: Flexibility in Use
The design accommodates a wide range of individual preferences and abilities.

PRINCIPLE THREE: Simple and Intuitive Use
Use of the design is easy to understand, regardless of the user's experience,
knowledge, language skills, or current concentration level.

PRINCIPLE FOUR: Perceptible Information
The design communicates necessarJ¡ information effectively to the user, regardless
of ambient conditions or the user's sensory abilities.

PRINCIPLE FIYE: Tolerance for Error
The design minimizes hazards and the adverse consequences of accidental or
unintended actions.

PRINCIPLE SIX: Low Physical Effort
The design can be used efficiently and comfortably aûd with a minimum of fatigue.

PRINCIPLE SEVEN: Size and Space for Approach and Use
Appropriate size and space is provided for approach, reach, manipulation, and use
regardless of user's body size, posture, or mobility.

These principles can be used to evaluate an existing facility or site or can be used when designing a
new site.

11



d. Universal Planning and Deoign

As is evidenced by the above principles of universal design, the designer must, "... adopt a
different attitude about how to approach design." (Solomon, N.8., 1991) Appropriate design
must incorporate an understanding of the spatial requirements, needs, desires and perceptions of
the entire user group. Robert Campbell (1991) suggests a commandment as follows: "Any change
in the built environment made for the sake of any one segment of the population, shall also
improve the environment for everyone else - or, if that is not possible (and only if it is not

Literature Review lt.

possible), shall
the heartof the

at the very least, not degrade that environment." (p.44) This commandment lies at
concep of universal design, "...the best examples blend in with the environment.
attention to themselves. They just seem like the dght way to do things, just plain

design." (Salmen, J., 1994)
They
god

don't call

12
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ii. Overuiew of Existing Guidelines

a. Legal Framework

In many countries accessibility has been legislated by the passage of laws, such as the 1990
Americans with Dsabilities Act (ADA) in the US, the 1992 Disability Dscrimination Act in
Australia, the 1993 Act concerning Support and Service for persons with Certain Functional
Impairments and The Assistance Benefit Act in Sweden, and the 1995 Disability Discrimination
Act in the UK. (Robb, G., 2001, p.2O.3)

The Canadiaû appro¿ch to accessibility differs in that specific equivalent legislation has not been
passed, however design must not only satisfy the minimum requirements of the National Building
Code's Barrier-Free Design section (National Research Council of Canada, 1995), but must also
answer to human rights legislation. The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms states that no
one may be discriminated against due to mental or physical disability. (Government of Canada,
L997) Provincial Human Rights Acts such as in Manitoba can describe the failure to make
buildings and facilities accessible, unless undue hardship would result, as discrimination.
(Manitoba Human Rights Commission,I993) Therefore, in Canada any oew construction is
subject to scrutiny by all users who have upon themselves the onus to challenge the design in terms
of equal rights.

b. Developmentof Guidelines

Guidelines or standards intended to provide equal opportunities for people with disabilities have
been in development around the world, primarily focussing on the built urban, rather than outdoor
recreational, environmenl In countries such as the US, the legal mandate of the accessibility act
often specifîes the method and bodies responsible for development of guidelines.

In tle US, an independent federal agency, the US Architectural and Transportation Barriers
Compliance Board (Access Board), is responsible for developing guidelines and standards for all
environments. In 1991, the Access Board, under the auspices of the ADA, published the

13
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Americans with Dsabilities ActAccessibility Guidelines (ADAAG). rilhile encompassing all
manner of indoor elements, the ,ADAAG contains few guidelines regarding the exterior
environment. Beginningin 1993, the Access Board has been developing guidelines for recreation
environments. The Recreation Access Advisory committee (RAAC) was formed, and issued a
report in l9%t considering the types of recreation facilities that had to date not been addressed by
accessibility standards. ln ï997, the Access Board created a Regulatory Negotiation Committee on
Accessibility Guidelines for Outdoor Developed Areas, who subsequently submitted a final report
in L999. This report, containing proposed regulations and technical specifications, is presently in
the public input stage and is expected to be finalized late in 2001. (ATBCB, 2000)

Resulting from the lack of a specific disability law in Canada the development of guidelines
addressing disability issues has been decentralized, conducted by the provinces, local authorities,
and private partnerships. (Robb, G.,2001, p.2O.3) Standards relating to accessibility in the
outdoor recreational environment have been published inærnally and externally by federal,
provincial and municipal parks deparhnents across the country.

c. Scope and Technical Provisions

Building codes and design guidelines pertaining to accessibility present two types of information,
scope and technical, which must be addressed in the analysis of existing environments as well as in
guiding future development. Scope information describes where accessibility is appropriate, when
it is required, and how many aspects of a building or site must be accessible to comply. Technical
information delineates what aspects should be accessible and how those features should be
designed to ensure accessibility. (Plae lnc,lÐ3, p.38).

In the urban or built environment, scope requirements are typically directed towards
accommodating the proportion of the population that is considered disabled. A good example is in
provision ofparking spaces; the percentage ofparking spaces required to be 'accessible'is based
on the percentage of the total population that needs such accommodation. For the outdoor
environment recreation researchers have suggested that a raûge or continuum of opportunities be
provided. (Plae Inc., 1993, p.25) It is therefore primarily within this context of a range of
opportunities that scope provisions for the outdoor recreation environment are provided.
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Technical provisions are based on anthropometrics, human performance dat¿ and ergonomics.
They include the detailed dimensions that must be adhered ûo in construction to accommodate
persons with various disabilities.

d. Approaches to Scope

As stated by Goltsman and Driskell (I9E2,p.8Ð, "The key to Universal Design is providing a
diversity of design elements in the environment to meet the needs of different ability levels." They
recommend that a "Levels of Accessibility" system be used by designers to create and manage
diverse opportunities. This general approach has been used by recreation managers for many years
to guide development of parks and wilderness areas.

Paths and trails perhaps benefit the most by the application of an approach offering a systematic
assortment of opportunities. In the development of trails, there is a need for a diversity of
experiences with varying degrees of challenge and difficulty. Paths which provide access to a site's
facilities and prirnary amenities should be constructed to meet or exceed the recommended
guidelines for accessibility. Those trails which are intended to provide a natural experience or an
element of challenge could not be constructed to the accessible trail's required level of development
and retain their intent.

"Research has shown that people choose a specific setting for (outdoor recreational) activities in
order to realize a desired set of experiences." (USDA Forest Service, 1990, p.1) This research has
suggested that an approach based on environmental settings is appropriate to both provide a
spectrum of opportunities and to protect those settings that could be destroyed by over-
development. The most detailed and often referenced system was created for recreation
management by the USDA Forest Service, and is called the Recreation Opportunity Spectrum
(ROS). The ROS provides a framework for stratifying and defining classes of outdoor recreation
environments. (USDA Forest Service, t982) The ROS divides recreation settings into six
categories rangrng from the highly developed and socially active to the natural and remote: urban,
rural, roaded natural, semi-primitive motorized, semi-primitive non-motorized, and primitive. The
categories are defined by the 'setting indicators': access, remoteness, naturalness, facilities and site
management, social encounters, visitor impacts and visitor management. (USDA Forest Service,
1990).This complicated system was condensed for the purposes of simplicity, in the Forest

Literature Review il.
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Service's 1992 Desígn Guide for Universal Access to Outdoor Recrea.tíon Drafi, into four basic
categories: urbanlrural, roaded natural, semi-primitive, and primitive. The Design Guide utilizes
the ROS to present a variety of levels of accessibility as the experiential spectrum changes. The
spectrum should present a changing experience in which the progression towards the primitive
brings an expectation of decreased accommodation for accessibility." (Dercks, D., L995, p.7)

The U.S. Access Board Regulatory Commiuee on Accessibility Guidelines for Outdoor Developed
Areas final report identifies that the committee considered many different approaches to developing
accessibility guidelines for trails. Each approach intended to balance accessibility with the
uniqueness of the outdoor environment. (ATBCB, 1999a) The resultant proposed guidelines are
based on a system of exceptions which are to be made when certain environmental conditions are
present. The proposed guidelines require all new construction or alterations to comply with the
technical specifications for accessible design except where:

. Compliance would cause substantial harm to cultural, historic, religious, or significant
natural features or characteristics.
. Compliance would substantially alter the nature of the setting or the purpose of the
facility.
. Compliance would require construction methods that are prohibited by regulations or
statutes.
. Compliance would not be feasible due to terrain or prevailing construction practices.

General exceptions for the entire trail are also provided for extreme environments, where it would
essentially be impossible to construct an accessible route. (ATBCB, I999a)

The committee also felt, as did the RAAC in their 1994 proposed guidelines, that it is important to
differentiate between two types of paths that are found in the outdoor recreational environment;
OutdoorRecreation Access Routes (ORARs) and Recreation Trails. (ATBCB, 1994 &. ATBCB,
I99a) Outdoor Recreation Access Routes are paths that link accessible facilities, and Recreation
Trails are means of travelling within and experiencing a particular environment; the recreation trail
is itself the experience. (Axelson, P., Axelson, D.Y., Kelley, 8., Longmuir, P., Mispagel, K.,
Pasternak, M., Wong, K., Wright, W., Pratt, T. and Passo, M., 2001) Technical guidelines for
ORARS are inherently more strict than those for Recreation Trails, but differ from the Access
Board's AF}AAG standards in that it is assumed that grades and cross slopes will not be able to
meet the rigid specifications of the urban orbuilt environmenl An additional third level of trail is
implied, that of 'wilderness' trails not meeting the minimum standards for Recreation Trails.
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Parks Canada is presently investigating the use of the USDA's Recreation Opportunity Spectrum
for management of iæ own natural areas, but has been developing accessibility guidelines based on
the ROS for the past 1O years. (Parks Canada, 2001) Parks Canada established the Access
Program in 1990, and has implemented a number of approaches to trail development based on a
spectrum of environment types. (Robb, G., 2001, p.20.a)

In the 1993 Draft Document A Guíde to Designing Accessíble Trails, a stratification based on the
ROS includes five settings categories: urban oriented / accessible, day use, frontcountry,
backcountry and wilderness. Detailed design guidelines are assigned to each category for the
following characteristics: average length, maximum desirable grade, maximum sustained grade,
maximum grade for short pitches, maximum cross slope, width, level rest areas interval, shoulder,
edge and surface. (Public Works Canada, l9y3). ln Best Practices for Pølæ CanadøTraíls, Parks
Canada classifies trails according to another set of similar settings: Park Services, Outdoor
Recreation, Natural Environment,'Wilderness and Special Preservation. (Parks Canada, I9%)
The descriptions of these setting zones each include a statement concerning their intended level of
accessibility. In addition, the setting zones reference a list of five trail classes, each of which
defines a short set of technical specifications. ln Design Guídelín¿s for Accessibl.e Outdoor
Recrealion Facilities, a simplified system is presented divided into three categories: accessible,
useable and difficult. (Architectrne and Engineering for Parks Canada, 1994).

e. Application of Scope

A synthesis of the above approaches to Accessibility lævels must be applied to this study in order
to define the parameters of guideline review, assess the site's existing facilities, and direct design
developmenl Given the scale of the siæ and its programrnatic elements, a system comprised of
three setting zones is appropriate. The three-tiered spectrums of Canada Park's simplified system,
as presentedin Desígn Guidelínes for Accessíble Outdoor RecreaÍion Facilities, and the guidelines
for ORARs and Recreation Trails as presented in the Access Board Regulatory Committee on
Accessibílity Guidelines for Outdoor Developed Areas fi.nal report will be used for basic structure.
Goltsman and Driskell (LWz) present a relevant description of a setting scale utilizing the same
categories as the Parks Canada document:
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The Accessible level "...is applied to all main facilities and activities, including parking
and the primary circulation system. It means that the progfirm, service or facility is
designed for the most independent and easy use feasible for the majority of persons with
disabilities."

The Usable level, "...applies to outdoor siæs and settings with grades and surface
materials that are more challenging to persons with limited mobility. Some disabled users
rnay need assistance."

The Difficultlevel, "... is applied in more natural and "wilderness" settings where grades
may be steeper and surfacing materials rough. These settings are usable without assistance
by the more athletic person with a disability; generally, however, a person with limited
mobility would probably need assistance."

These caûegories will be used tlroughout this document to provide direction in the review of
standards and guidelines, the analyses of existing facilities and trail accessibility, and in final
design development.
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i¡i. Review of Standards and Guidelinæ

A review of standards and guidelines appropriate to the scope of this study and the scale of the site
is necessary to detennine the technical parameters of design intervention. Along with current
building code specifications, which must be met by law, the direction of design will be guided by a
review of current standards and guidelines for persons with disabilities. Existing and proposed
guidelines from government and private organizations, as well as the results from recent research
studies will be analyzed to determine appropriate technical parameters. Due to the fact that
standards and guidelines tend to result from an 'accessibleo or 'barrier-free' design approach, the
review will be conducted within the concept of 'universal desigÊ', to account for the needs of all
intended users of the siæ. A brief discussion of anthropometrics will be followed by the review
proper of those elements of outdoor recreational design pertaining to trail systems and entry to
buildings and structures.

a. Anthropomeüics

The first step in operationalizing the universal design philosophy, and that which is focussed on
the designer, is designing for a broader range of people. Universal design should consider the
needs not only of people who use wheelchairs or have visual impairments, but also those of
different strength, intellectual abilities, perceptions and values. (Steinfeld, 194,p.4)
Traditionally, design has been based upon the dimensions of the average male, as exemplified by
Corbusier's Modulor man. Christine Bevington points out that, "One great flaw ... of architectural
tbeory and practice in our century has been our relentless focus on designing for an erect human
body about six feet long, witl strong arms and legs ... , about 33 years old, and with car keys in
his pocket. (Bevington, C.8., lW\ p.82) For all those who do notfit this description, the built
environment is never quite right''.

Anthropometrics are human dimensions, such as height, weight, arm length, eye level and forward
and side reach. They are the dimensions that a designer uses to create a space thatfits the human
form. To begin the äccommodation of more people-into the built environirent, most codes and
guidelines for barrier-free design incorporate a collection of anthropometric dimensions for people
using the most common assistive devices, most commonly for manual wheelchairs and white
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Figure l.
Le Corbusier's
Modulor Man
(Beavington, t992)
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canes. Research continues into the development of appropriate anthropometric data as evidenced
by the recent study by Ringaert, L., Rapsoo, D., Qiu, J., Cooper, J. and Shwedyk, E., (2001) in
which, "... the data clearly indicate that this study population of persons with disabilities has
different anthropomeric findings compared to those figures regularly used in codes and
standards." (p.63)

In addition to general anthropometrics, reach ranges and spatial allowances help to define the
movements and requirements of the users of a siæ. While guidelines and recommendations may
help to direct design, the designer should be familiar with the basic spatial dimensions necessary to
accommodate people using wheelchairs and othermobility aids.

Reach Ranges

Current anthropometric reach range dimensions found in standards and guidelines do not represent
the range of persons with disabilities. They are based upon neurCI-muscular disabled army
personnel sitting in wheelchairs. Ringaert et al. (2001) empirically tested reach ftmges of real
persoûs with disabilities and found that reach ranges differed considerably from current codes and
standards.

Reach ranges are typically included in anthropometríc dimensions, howeverthey have here been
excluded due to the variability inherent in the user group of children of different ages and due üo the
intended seope of this study. Among other dimensions, detailed testing of forward and side reach
mnges of young people with disabilities was conducted by Seeger and Bails. (1991) As would be
expected, minimum and maximum reach ranges vary greatly by age group, requiring creative
desigu of such elements as door handles and washroorn facilities which are beyond the scope of
this project

Space Allowances

Appropriate space allowances must be addressed if persons that use assistive devices are to be
welcome within a built environment. Powered wheelchairs and scooters are often used for persons
accessing the outdoor environment, and it is apparent that the most critical device measurements
related to clearfloor space for these devices are overall length, width, and wheelbase length.
Maximum dimensions for these devices are as follows (Ringaert, L. et al. 2ffi,p.&66)z
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Table l. Dimensions of Power Wheelchairs and Scooters (in millimeters)

Device Maximum Width Maximum

810 1428

Diameter

Literature Review il.

Scooter
Both

Overalt
Overall

3243
3222

The design considerations of a children's nature camp must include the differences found between
the dimensions of children's wheelchairs and those of adult chairs. General anthropomehics are
developed according to adult-sized chairs. The following measurements are presented with the
study findings of Seeger, B.R. and Bails, J.H. (1991 p.91):

Table 2. Dimensions of l{heelchairs for Users by Age Group (in millimeters)

j-6u2 6uz-1guz lguz-14u2 l4u?-lE adult
Dimension Years Years Years Years

[ængth
width

944
560

980 1030
630

1075
635

1250
660570

Space allowances p'resented below have been compiled from the following solrrces in combination
with relevant anthropometric dimensions recommended by various additional studies:

ADA Accessibility Guidelines. (ATBCB, I99I)
Access Series: Design Guidelines forAccessible Outdoor Recreation Facilities (Parks

Canada, 199+)
A Design Guide, Universal Access to Outdoor Recreation (Plae, Inc., 1996)
Access: A Guide to Accessible Design For Designers, Builders, Facility Owners and

Managers 3d &lition (Iinkel, 2000)
Detemrination of New Dimensions for Universal Design Codes and Standards with

Consideration of Powered Wheelchair and Scooter Use. (Ringaert, et a1.,20O1)
Barrier-Free Design, CAN/CSA-8651-95. (CSA, 1995)
Banier-Free Site Design Manual. National Capitol Commission (NCC, 1994)
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A great deal of variation was found in the review of space allowances. Dmensions illustrated
represent the best fit of compiled guidelines, most often representing the most conservative (ie.
larger dimension) measurements. 'Where empirical evidence was found these dimensions are
presented. The following space allowances should be considered minimum measurements; for
maximum accessibility, design should accommodate dimensions appropriate to the maximum
number of persons.

Figure 2.
Minimum Clear Width
I)imensions

No Aid
Cruûches
White Cane

(Finkel,2000) (ParksCanada (Finkel,2000)
t994j
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Figure 3.
Minimum Clear W¡dth
Dimensions

Manual Wheelchair and Walking
TwoManual Wheelchairs

I

I

(ADAAG,leel) (ADAAG,1991)
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(ADAAG, 1991) (Fa¡ks Canada,
t994',,

f1

il.

Figure 4.
Minimum Clear Width
I)imensions

Manual Wheelchair Width
Manual Wheelchair l-ength
Powered Wheelchair width

Figure 5.
Minimum Clear Width
I)Ímensions

Powered lVheelchair Længth
Scooter\Midth
Scooter l-ength

Figure 6.
Minimum Clear Width
I)imensions

White Cane Pace l-ength

7û
(NCC,1994) &
(ADAAG.I99I)

1

(Ringaert et al,
2001)

(Ringaert et al,
200r)
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b. Trail System I Pedestrian Circulation

The pedestrian circulation system is perhaps the most important factor in ensuring accessibility for
persons with and without disabilities. The trail system is also an essential component of the
outdoor recreational environmenl It is therefore critical that appropriate design of the hail system
is conducted in order to both provide univemal access to important facilities and areas of the site
and to provide a variety of experiences for the site's users. Existing standards and guidelines
offer a wide variety of minimum dimensions, making it very difficult for a designer to make
appropriate design decisions. The following review is intended to synthesize available guideline
recommendations within the concept of universal design, resulting in suitable dimensional
characteristics to be used in making design decisions in the Camp Manitou site.

A literature review was conducted in order to provide design development recommendations
according to the scope parameters as discussed in Section lI.ä., Overview of Exísting Guidelinzs.
The setting zones applièd to this study, and their associated levels of access, 'Accessible', 'IJsable'
and 'Difficult', are utilized in the presentation of technical information. 'Accessible' paths and
trails are those that are truly designed for universal access, the review focussing on technicall
dimensions that allow the maximum number of people an easily navigable, safe and unobstructed
route. 'Accessible' trail specifications relate to the most rigorous requirements presented by the
various existing guidelines. Examples of specifications pertaining to 'Accessible' hails include
those found in the proposed guidelines for "Outdoor Recreational Access Routes'in the US
proposed guidelines (ATBCB, L99gb) or those for "Accessible" trails in the Parks Canada Desígn
Gufdelines for Accessible Outdoor Recreatíon Facilities, (I994). 'Usable' paths and trails are
those that provide a reduced level of access in order to meet expectations and to fumish a range of
experiential opportunities. The specifications referred to in the review for this level include those
foi "Recreation Trails" in the US proposed guidelines (ATBCB, t999b), those for "Usable" trails
in the Parks Canada Desígn Guidelines for Accessible Outdoor ReæeaÍion Facílitíes, (L994), and
those for "Class 4 - Walks" , in Best Practices for Parks Carwda Trails, ( 1996). The third setting
zone, with an accessibility level of 'Difficult', involves undeveloped'wilderness' trails. Such
paths play an important role in the system of hails, offering a sense of adventure and contact with
nature that precludes the application of design specifications. Due to the lack of design parameters
applied to these trails, few references to their technical requirements a¡e made.

Literature Review il.
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The review is organized according to the characteristics of trails that affect accessibility: trail layout or
form, length, surface characteristics, tread width, openings, protruding objects, passing space,
running slope or grade, cross slope, rest intervals and edge protection. Additional elements involved
in the design of circulation networks include ramps and stairs to accommodate certain site conditions
and the use of vegetation for safety and cueing.

The review of standards and guidelines pertaining to each trail characteristic involves the description of the
characteristic, a brief discussion on the technical provisions found in existing guidelines and current
research, and a set of recommended specifications for applicable setting zones to direct design development.

Form

Fomr refers to the general layout of the fail system. Few standards or guidelines include any mention of
trail or pathway form, however many Canadian federal and provincial parks guidelines do. It is generally
suggested that trail layouts should offer opportunities for a number of distance combinations and graduaæd
challenge levels. It is also suggested that closed networks of accessible travel rather than discontigrrous
units arè necessary for a pleasant experience for most people. (Hanis and Dines, L997, p.?N) The loop
form, or a variation of it, such as those shown in Figures 10 and 11, is suggested by various Canada
Parks trail guidelines to offer the above opportunities. (Public Works Canada, I9y3, p.5) (Parks C-anada,
I994,p.?-O) In addition,loops, o'... allow flexibility in programming by allowing for several groups to
simultaneously use the trail at one time." (Unknown, lg8ø) OMNR's guidelines suggest the avoidance of
complicated trail layouts and abandoned trail segments, and notes the importance of marking trail
intersections well. (Moos, Iw_I, p.3)

Figure 10.
Satellite
Loop Trail Form

(Adopted from Parks Canodo, L994)
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Figure ll.
Stacked
Loop Trail Form

(Adopted from Porks Conodo, 1994)

Length

The length of a trail is the distance between trvo facilities or the distance traveled to complete an
entire loop in one direction. Similar to the form characteristic, few design guidelines contain
provisions or discussions related to path length. Parks Canada documents contain discussions on
ihe subject, and a couple of other references were located, including trail classifications from the
Minneiota Deparrnent of Natural Resources (in Hanis and Dines, 1997, p.?.4O) and a supplement
to the US Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards (LIFAS). (Centre forAccessible Housing,
Lggz)

il.
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As noted in the DesígnGuidelinesfor Accessible Outdoor RecreationFacilrties (Parks Canada,
194,p.21), "It is difficult to establish arbitrar¡'trail lengths for accessibility." Grade changes and
difficulty of terrain, as well as individual ability levels affect appropriate trail length. Additional
concerns regarding extreme trail length surface when designing for a user group consisting mostly
of children. Young people's ability to travel distances is generally less than adults' due to lower
levels of stamina. (ATBCB, L9y2, p.8) The solution is to provide a range of distance
opportunities within the trail system. 'lVhere hail length provisions were found within guidelines,
the maximum length for highly accessible trails ranged from 0.4 to 5.0 kilometers; these
recommendations are designed for the adult population.

It is recommended for design development of Camp lvÍanitou that the shortest 'Accessible' level
trail be no greater than 0.4 kilometers in lengfh. It is also recommended that a range of distance
opportunities be provided through the trail layout.

Surface Characteristics

Surface characteristics are invariably addressed in standards and guidelines for persons with
disabilities. The surface of a path in large part determines its' accessibility. The characteristics
prescribed by most guidelines for barrier-free access include that they are stable, firrn, slþ-resistant
and flat. An additional recommendation, found in numerous reports addressing universal design,
involves the use of contrasting colour and texture for wayfinding purposes. (for example, Finkel,
2000, p.118)

Stable surfaces a¡e those that do not shift unpredictably when subjected to pedestrian traffic.
I-oose gravel and sand are examples of surfaces that are not stable.

Firm sufaces are highly resilient to deformation under concentrated loads. This characteristic is
important due to the small bearing surface of a cane or crutch tip and the area of contact of
wheelchair tires. (Moore et al., 1992,p.43.-.44¡
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Slip-resistant, non-slip, or anti-skid surfaces are the elusive opposite of "slip-pery". Often,
guidelines prescribe tñat a surface be stable and firm, "The firmness and stabllity of a surface
ãramatically affects user access, safety and enjoyment." (Axelson et al., 2901, p.l9)_Slip
resistance, however, is less apt to be prescribed, and in fact was dropped from the US proposed
guidelines due to the inability to guarantee slipresistance of any surface in the outdoor
environment. (ATBCB, 1999b)

Flat surfaces are those without abrupt changes in level and without irregularities. Uneven surfaces
can pose problems for people who use crutches or canes, and forpeople with-shufflìng.gaits.
(Moore ei a1., \992,p.434) The commoû requirement in most building cod"9 ryd guidelines for
an accessible route is that no abrupt level changes greater than 6mm are allowed. I-evel changes
between 6mm and 13mm must be,beveled, ancl changes greater than L3mm must be accomplished
by way of a ramp. (for example, National Research Council of Canada, 1995,3.8.1.3)

In the outdoor environment, a loosening of these requirements is necessary. In fact, the proposed
ADA guidelines suggest the replacement of the term 'changeg in level' and its' associated
specifi-cations with tñe term 'Tread Obst¿cles'. Tread obstacles are features that fall within the trail
Ue¿ an¿ may obstruct passage along the trail or pose a danger to trail user_s. The-proposed ADA
Accessibiliti Guidelines foian Ouldoor Recreation Access Route allow abrupt obstacles up to
25awtand beveled obstacles up to 50nrm. The minimum requirements for a more remote
Accessible RecreationTrail ailõw abrupt obstacles up to 50mm and beveled obstacles up to 75mm.
(ATBCB, 1999b).

Surface types suitable for barrier-free access are recorrìmended by many publications and
guidelineJ A range of materials is often supplied along the spectrum of accessibility_c1ass. The
foilowing list of materials has been collected from various guidetlnes and_is presented below in a
range from most accessible to least accessible based on their rankings in the referenced documents:
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Table 3. Surface Materials Acce

(L9y}),Public Works Canada (1993), US HUD (1975))
et et

Concrete
Asphalt
Brick or Pavins Stone in Concrete
Perpendicular Wood Planking
Very Fine Crushed Rock, well compacted
Stabilized Soil
Brick orPavins Stone in Sand
Flagstones
Grass
Coarse Gravel, well compacted
Packed Soil
Bound V/oodchips
SoftDirt
Engineered Wood Fibre
Coarse Gravel
Sand
Pea Gravel
Unbound Woodchips
Rocks

Highly
Accessible

Accessible

Challenging

Dfficult

It is recommended for design development of Camp Manitou that the above surface materials a¡e
used according to seüing zones and associated accessibility levels. 'Accessible' trails should use
only those materials presented as accessible or highly accessible, with preference given to highly
accessible types. Here also the wayfinding merits of surface type should be weigbed into the
decision. 'Usable' trails may use challenging surface types, but where possible should use a type
with a higher level of accessibility. 'Difficult' trails will rely on existing path surface type.
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Tread Width

Suitable clear tread width allows safe movement of people walking, in wheelchairs and on
scooters. The typical definition of tread width found in design standards is exemplified in Parks
Canada's Desígn Guidelines for Accessible Outdoor Recreation Facilities: "The width of a trail or
pathway is the na¡rowest clear dimension along its length. A trail that averagellsO0 mm but
nanowi to 1200 mm should be defined as a 1200 mm trail." (Architecture and Engineering for
Parks Canada, 1994. p.16)

Minimum tread widths are provided by all st¿ndards and guidelines, usually including a width
intended to allow passage ol one wheelchair, and another width to allow the passage of two
wheelchairs travelling in opposite directions. Guidelines that are intended for the outdoor
recreational environment usually include two ormore minimum widths corresponding to two or
more levels of accessibility. It is often noted that increased width may be required to accommodate
larger volumes of pedestrian traffic.

It may be helpftrl to provide for a greater width than some guidelines pr9¡,c1be-at a site where
childien are the primary usels, "Wider accessible routes work well in children's environments for
several reasons. 

-They 
are necessafy to avoid congestion and permit two-way traffic in settings

where one might expect a number of children using wheelchairs. In addition, age-, and to somc
extent, disability-relãted differences between children and adults' skill levels require that facilities
for children be þrovided with wider accessible routes." (ATBCB, 1992, p.8) In addition, wider
pathways aid travel by children on walkers or crutches, "... since children lsing walkers travel in a
side to iide motion and children on crutches tend to hold the crutches at a 5Gdegree angle from
their bodies." (Moore et al., 1992, p.39)

Reviewed guidelines include a variety of minimum tread widths. For the urban, or most higþly
accessible énvironments, minimum widths for one-way traffic range from 915mm (proposed
ADAAG for ORARs) to 1200mm (National Building Code of Canada, Parks Canada guidelines
and Manitoba Provincial Parks). Some guidelines recommend that all accessible routes be
designed to allow the passage of two wheelchairs, for example the OMNR Parks guidelines and
Harris and Dines (IW7) both suggest a minimum width of 1800mm for this reason.

Tread widths to accommodate two-way travel are provided in most of the reviewed guidelines for
highly accessible paths. They range from 1500rnm in the Parks Canada and National Capital
Cõmmission guidelines to 1900rnm in the Manitoba Parks document. Provisions for children's
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environments increase this minimum up to Ð.ffimm (Moore et al., ßqÐ and?-?35mm in the
LJFAS guidelines. (Centre for Accessible Housin g, 1992)

Outdoor recreation guidelines that provide for varying levels of accessibility ofæn present narrower
minimum widths for trails designated for lower accessibility. For the second level of access, or the
'Usable' level for the purposes of this study, minimum tread widths for one-way passage vary
from 915mm to 920mm, and for two-way passage are consistently 1200mm. It is interesting to
note that the proposed US guidelines prescribe a 915mm minimum width for both accessible
'ORAR's and for the less accessible 'Recreation Trails'. The previously released RAAC suggested
specifications provided three levels of access, the highest level 'easy' specifying 1200mm, and the
second level 'moderate' prescribing 915mm.

Openings

Openings in the surface of an accessible path or trail, often referred to in desigu standards as
requirements for gratings, can increase the level of difficulty for people with mobility impairments,
catch cane tips for white cane users, and pose tripping hazards for all pedestrians.

All reviewed standards and guidelines for the built environment, and some of the guidelines for
outdoor recreation, contain provisions for openings or gratings. The specifications invariably
involve the restriction of openings to no greater than 13mm in one direction. They also specify that

For design development at Camp Manitou, minimum tread widths recommended for'Accessible'
hails will be 120tmm for one-way trails (the largest dimension found in reviewed guidelines) and
zzCornlll'for two-way paths (the larger dimension recornmended in the UFAS guidelines is
inappropriately wide for outdoor areas). While universal use of wider trails would be ideal in
terms of access, there is the potential for accessible trails to be perceived as roads due to their
necessary expanse of hard surfacing. This potential should be balanced by the siæ program and
expected volumes for each particular trail segment to determine the appropriate minimum width.

For trails designated a 'Usable' accessibility level, the consensus within guidelines directs the
¡ecommendation of a minimum width of 920mm for one-way travel and 1200rnm for two-way.
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if the openings âre elongated, that they shall be placed so that the long dimension is perpendicular
to the dominant direction of travel.
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(Adopted from Ploe, Inc., 1996)
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Figure 12.
Openings

The proposed US guidelines are uníque in their exceptions to a requirement for a 13mm maximum
opening. Exception 1 permits elongated openings to be parallel to the dominant direction of travel
rihere ihe opening does not permitþassagã of a 1/4 inch (6mm) dialneter sphere. This exception is
to allow tmil managers to plãce boards lengthwise along a boardwalk trail to reduce environmental
impact. Exceptioni 2 and3 allow perpendicular openings up to 314 iqch (19mm) if one of the
general exception conditions, as explained in Section II.ii., are met. Exceptigg 4 allows
þerpendicular openings up to3l4 inch (19rnm) in the use of wood plank decking to cross wet,
*oãy, rocky, ofenvirbnmentally sensitive areas; this is to accommodate expansion and to allow
for drainage. (ATBCB, 1999d)

Recommendations for design development at Camp Manitou follow the coÍtmon restriction of a
13mm maximum opening, and the requirement for elongated openi:rgs to nm perpendicular to the
path 9f tryvel on 'Accessible' and 'Usable' level ftails. 'Difficult' level trails will not be subject to
opening size or orientation limitations.
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Protruding Objects

Objects which protrude into the vertical space of a trail pose hazards for people with visual
disâbilities and may make travel on the path more difficult for all people including those persons
with mobility impairrnents. In the built environment, site fumiture such as benches or picnic tables
often intrude intovertical space, and in the natural environment vegetation poses the greatest threat.

All reviewed design codes and guidelines include provisions for vertical clearance and protnrding
objects. Minimum vertical clearances range from lfflOmm (CANiCSA 199Ð to 2500mm in the
caie of Parks Canada's 1994 guidelines. Higher minimum vertical cleamnces are prescribed for
the outdoor environment than the indoor, often around 2030mm (proposed ADAAG, Plae Inc.
1997, Moore et al.,IW2). All guidelines require that a warning banier is located beneath any
vertical obstruction that is found lower than the specified height.

Guidelines relating to protruding objects most often refer to two different types of objects: those
that are att¿ched to a building, wall or structure, and those that are freestanding or post - mounted.
Objects located below a specific height are considered to be identifiable by a cane, whereas their
protrusion above the cane user's area of detection may prove hazardous. This minimum height is
ãccepted to be approximately 680rnm by all guidelines based on adult proportions. The accepted
maximum distance that an object may protrude if located above this heigbt is 100mm. If the
protrusion is greater than this maximum, a cane dekction element must be constructed below the

þrotruding object. Due to the various heigbts of children, a lower minimlm height may be
ãpproprraie. The UFAS Standards for Childrens' Erwíronmenrs prescribes that any object that
protrudes l02mm or more from a wall and any object projecting more than 2Smmfrom a wall and
located below '762mmmust continue to the floor. (Centre for Accessible Housing,l9y2, p.18) A
maximum height is also provided by most guidelines, above which the maximum allowable
protrusion does not apply. This maximum height ranges from 19[30mm to 2500rnm.

Freestanding protruding objects may be attached to a single post or a number of posts. Again there
is agreement between the various guidelines and standards in the minimum height at which the
provisions apply and in the maximum protrusion allowed. The median minimum height is
¿i80rnm. Objects located above this height may not protrude more than 300mm. Of the reviewed
guidelines, only the 1994 Parks Canada document included a specific provision for objects
suspended between supports. "Freestanding objects with a space of more than 300mm between
supports shall have their boüom edge not more than 680mm from the ground." (Parks Canada,
1994, p.18)
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While not specified in all reviewed guidelines, it is important that any objects protruding into the
accessible route do not reduce the cleartread width of that route.

Passing Space

Passing space is required on all accessible trails where the tread width is suitable for only
traffic. Wider passing spaces distributed along the trail allow persons using mobility aids
each other safely.

one-way
to pass

Design guidelines that recommend a general trail width that would allow passing of wheelchairs,
such as the Ont¿rio Parks guidelines (Moos, 1991) and Minnesota Natural Resources guidelines
(Hanis and Dnes, 1997) do not provide for passing spaces. All other reviewed design standards
include provisions regarding the ma¡rimum length of narrow paths between passing spaces and
technical information on the design of those spaces. Maximum intervals between passing spaces
range from 3Om as specified in the National Building Code of Canada, to 61m as found in the
guidelines for Outdoor Recreation Access Routes presented in the US proposed guidelines. To
account for severe site conditions, this may even be increased ta 92m. For children's
environments, both the UFAS standards (Centre forAccessible Housing,1992) and the guidelines
recommended by Moore et al. (1992) suggest a maximum interval of 3Om.

Recommendations for design development of the Camp Manitou site include a minimum vertical
clearance of 2ßOrnm, the median recommended dimension. In keeping with the UFAS standards
intended for children's environments, it is recommended that any protrusions gteater than 100mm
and any objects projecting more than 25mm and located below 762mmmust continue to the
ground. Freestanding objects with one support must not protrude more than the commonly
recommended 300rnm regardless of height above ground. Objects whose multiple supports are
spaced more than 300mm apart must incorporate horizontal elements between supports at or below
680rnm from the ground to act as a tactile cue. All constructed elements and vegetation must
comply with these recommendations on 'Accessible' level hails. All constructed elements and
unyielding vegetation, such as tree limbs but not including ne\ryer growth or thin branches, must
comply with the above recommendations on 'Usable' trails.
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Only one reviewed set of guidelines, again those proposed by the US Access Board, provide for
passing space in different r"!io_g zone:. -For Recreation Trails, the maximum interval between
passing spaces increases to 305m, and all other specifîcations regarding passing spaces on Outdoor
Recreational Access Routes remain the same.

The dimensions of the passing space itself are provided for, most often specifying a width but not
length of passing space. V/idth specifîcations range from 1500mm, as in the National Building
Code of Canada, to 188ûmm, as found in the UFAS standards and in Moore et aL. (19V2). Both
the UFAS and Moore et al. documents, however, provide a different width, that of ?-235mm,for
accommodation of two children in wheelchairs to pass. Length of passing spaee ís provided for by
both the US proposed guidelines (1525mm), and the National Building Code of Canada
(2000mm). The US proposed guidelines also provide for the use of T-intersections of trails as
passing spaces. A recent study found that the maximum length of powered wheelchairs is
2030mm, much longer than the anthropometric standards used in the development of guidelines.
(Ringaert et al., 2001) This suggests that the length of passing spaces should be increased to
accommodate these chairs.

It is recommended for design development at Camp Manitou that'Accessible' trails, where the
running tread width is less than 2200mm, be provided with passing spaces at least every 3Om (the
most conservative distance in light of the young user group). Those passing spaces must be a
minimum of 2200mm in width and must nrn for a length of 2050mm to accommodate the
dimensions of powered wheelchairs. On'Usable' trails with a tread width of less than l200mm, it
is recommended that passing spaces be provided every 60rn or less, those spaces a minimum of
1200mm in width and 2050mm in length. As with the US proposed guidelines, use of suitably
sized trail intersections may act as passing spaces on all trails.

Running Slope l Grade

The grade of a pathway, or the slope of the trail running parallel to the path of kavel, plays a
significant role in the difficulty experienced by a user regardless of their level of mobility. Steep
grades are strenuous for persons with mobility impairments, children and the elderly, particularly if
the grades are encountered over a long distance.
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Moore etal. (1992, p.4O) provide the following descriptions of grade where children's
environments are considered:*O-lVo islevel

2-47o is moderate
5-7Vo is steep
7Vo is impossible"

Standards and guidelines developed for the built environment provide a maximum grade
specifîcation for accessible routes, and often include a more conservative preferred grade. If the
maximum grade or running slope is exceeded, that portion of the route or trail must be designed
according to the guidelines for a ramp. In the outdoor environment, perhaps the most obvious
attribute of ramps, and one which may interfere with certain outdoor experiences, is the
requirement for handrails. (Martin, 19Ð) The maximum grade presented by reviewed guidelines
is ã consistent 5Vo, and the preferred grades, where provided, recommend 37o or less. The
guidelines provided by the US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD, Iy75),
Manitoba Parks (1983), and Parks Canada (1so4¡ include provisions for level rest areas to be
located every 18m (Manitoba Parks) to 12Om (Parks Canada).

Guidelines directed towards the outdoor recreational environment provide ranges of grade
specifications and associated conditions according to either setting zones or site conditions. Parks
Canada has published a few different setting - based design guidelines that include grade
provisions. The 7994 Design Guídelines for Accessible Outdoor Recreafíon Facílíties will be
presented due to its' use of the three levels, Accessible, Usable, and Dfficult. The proy!_sioq¡ fo1
an Accessible üail involve a maximum sustained grade and a maximum short grade of 57o. Usable
trails are assigned a sustained grade of 6.257o or less and a maximum grade of 8.33To. Difficult
trails must have a sustained grade of up to 8.337o and a maxirnum grade of 12.57o or less. Harris
and Dines Qry\ recommend a maximum grade of SVo,but their reproduction of trail
classifîcations from the Mnnesota Departnent of Nafural Resources identifies a maximum running
slope of 2Vo îar highly accessible trails, 57o for level II, and837o for level III trails.

The proposed ADA Accessibility Guidelines for Outdoor Developed Areas (ATBCB, L999b)
designate two levels of trails and present their specifications according to a set of exceptions.
Outdoor Recreational Access Routes may consist of running grades of up to 5Vo for any distance,
grades up to 8337o with rest areas every 15.5m and grades of up to IAVz with rest areas located
every 9.2m. RecreationTrails may have running slopes also up to 57o for any distance, up to
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8.337o if rest areas are provided every 61m, LtTo with rest areas every 3.1m, and grades up to
I47o if rest areas are provided every 1.lm and cross slope is 47o or less.

It should also be noted that surface characteristics affect the difficulty of negotiating a grade. All
recommendations above refer to maximum grades on routes with firm, stable, and slipresistant
surfaces. Axelson et al. (1995) suggest that soft and very soft surfaces increase the trail difficulty
categonzatton by 2 or 3 categories respectively. @.n) In other words, an otherwise 'Accessible'
level grade with a very soft surface such as loose gravel would be well within the 'Difficult'
accessibility level.

Recommendations for design development of the Camp Manitou siæ include the following: The
preferred ¡¡nni¡g gade for 'Accessible' and 'Usable' trails is less than or equal to2Vo.
¡Accessible' level trails may have a maximum sustained grade of up to 3Vo for any distance, and a
grade up to SVo if level rest areas are located within 3Om. 'Usable' level trails may have 1 _-
sustainõd grade of 57o for any distance, 8.37o withlevel rest areas located within 6Om. 'Difficult'
trails may have any grade.

Cross Slope

The slope of a trail perpendicular to the path of travel, or cross slope, affects the level of difficulty
and safèty for all trail users. Large cross slopes are troublesome for all people and make travel by
persons in manual wheelchairs difficult or dangerous. This is particularly true when combined
with a steep running slope.

Similar to the provisions for running slope, cross slope specifications are conservative and rigid in
guidelines for the built environment, and flexible when directed by guidelines for the outdoor
iecreational environment. Søndards and guidelines for the built environment, including the
CAN/CSA barrier-free guidelines, the National Cupttål Commission guidelines and the Universal
Design Instituæ Access Guide (Finkel, 2000) prescribe a single maximum cross slope of ZVo. A
preferred cross slope of wo is suggested by both the Manitoba Provincial Parks (1983) guidelines
and Moore etal.(1982).
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Most of the reviewed guidelines developed for outdoor areas provide for a ftmge of accessibility
levels. Parks Canada, in their 1993 guidelines prescribe a maximum2To cross slope for both their
first and second highest levels of accessibiLity,3Vo maximum for their third level anð 47o for the
fourth. In Parks Canada's 194 gaidelines, the three levels of access specify maximum cross
slopes of 2Vo ,3 .33Vo , and 57o . Hanis and Dines (IW) recoûrmen ð 27o and 37o for two levels of
setting zones. The proposed ADA guidelines prescribe 3.3Vo martmum cross slopes for Outdoor
Recreation Access Routes, with an exception allowing ap ta 5Vo where necessary to ensure
adequate drainage. Proposed ADA guidelines for Recreation Trails allow a maximum cross slope
of SVo, with an exception providing for up to tWo where open drains are necessary, as long as the
trail width is a minimum of 1067mm.

Axelson et al. (1995,p.26) found througb empirical research that guideline provisions for
maximum cross slope did not reflect the true levels of difficulty experienced by people in
wheelchairs or ambulatory people. This study determined that steeper cross slopes than were
currently suggested by the US Access Board should be allowed on Outdoor Access Routes
(ORARs) and Recreation Trails. Recommendations for ORARs, based on the RL\C system of
three levels, include: 'easier': a maximum cross slope of 3Vo,with 57o allowed for a distance of
3.1m, 'moderate': a maximum cross slope af S%o,with3%o allowed for 9.5m, and 'difficult': a
maximum cross slope of 8To, with I27o allowed for 9.5m. Recreation trail recommendations
included: 'easier': 5To maximum, with I2Vo allowe.dfor3.lm, 'moderate': 87o maximum, with
I2Vo allowed for 9.5m, 'difficult': I2Vo martmumwith 167o allowed for 9.5m, and 'most
diffîcult': 167o maximum wirh?-O%o allowed for 9.5m.

Recommendations for design development at Camp Manitou roughly follow the empirically
detemrined recommendations of Axelson et al. (1995), and include the following: 'Accessible'
trails shall have a maximum cross slope of 3Vo,with an allowance for up to SVo for dist¿nces not
greater than 3m. 'Usable' trails shall have a maximum cross slope of 5%o, with an allowance for
up to8.3%o for distances not greater than l0m. 'Difficult' trails may have any cross slope, with a
preference for a maximum cross slope oI8.37o, and an allowance for up to L27o allowed for l0m.
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Rest Areas

Rest Intervals or Rest Areas are required on accessible paths
with mobility impairments, stamina problems, and the elderly
breath after traversing a length of trail.

Requirements for Rest Areas are found within all reviewed guidelines that were de-veloped for the
exterior recreational environmenl Some guidelines provide only for the design of rest areas and
the elements to be located within the rest areas (for example Manitoba Provincial Parks, 1983),
some provide only for the distance between rest areas (for example Parks Canada, 1994), while the
majority contain specifications for both characteristics.

The design specifications of rest areas is typically aimed towards those located on the most highly
accessiblé pathways. Common requirements include that the rest a¡ea should be relatively l9ye1,
out of the path of travel, should be set back from the trail, should contain seating, may provide
shade and that the ground surface should contrast with the path of travel.

Spatial requirements regarding the size of the rest area and the setback from the pathway 3r,e-post
ofæn provided. The minimum setback from the edge of the path is specified by 9orye glidelines to
assure that no obstructions are placed in a dangerous location. Parks Canada's 1993 guidelines and
the National Capitat Commission (I9O4¡ guidelines delineate a 600mm setback for all built
elements. A minimum size of rest areas is specified in three of the reviewed guidelines. The
proposed ADA guidelines (ATBCB, 1999b) and Moore et al. (1992) recommend a leq$þ o!
lí?S,mm,with a width of 1525mm in Moore et a1., and a width of no less than the width of the
adjacent trail specified in the proposed ADA guidelines. The National Capital Commission (1954¡
guidelines presènt relative spatfalrequirements; an ¿rea 850mm x 120ornm for each "nlcipated
wheelchaifbeside a bench, and an additional300mm of surfaced area behind the bench to a]low a
wheelchair to align. Note that none of these spatial requirements could accommodate power chairs
as long as 2030mm which was the maximum length found by Ringaert et at. (2001)

A great deal of variation is found between guidelines in their specified distances between rest areas.
For highly developed areas, they range from every 15m (Finkel, 2000) to 61 - l22m (Moore et
aL,Iry2). tæss highly developed areas are likewise provided with a great range of recommended
distances; ranging from 45 - 90m (Parks Canada, l9g3) to 122 -244m (Moore et al., 1992) Itis
inæresting to note that the higher ranges of these distances are presented for children's
environments by Moore et al. Not only are the distances between rest areas greater than in any

by most design standards. Persons
must be able to break and catch their
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otherreviewed guidelines, but for each accessibility level, seating and shelter are recommended
only for every second rest area.

Edge Protection

Edge protection refers to the provision of a raised trail edge along vertical drops to prevent the . _

unðontrolled rolling of a wheelchair, and to provide an edge locator for the can€s of persons with
visual disabilities. 

-In 
this discussion, trail edge design is considered for areas that are not adjacent

to vertical drops as well; it is noted in l-ouis Hellman's artiele, There's Nonc So Blind (1988,
P.43),that, "Biorders should be flush or raised from the paving and may be a contrasting colour."
klge protection for potentially hazardous areas rnay also include guards. 'â guard is a protective
bariiei used between level changes to prevent accidental falls from one level to another . ... Most
guards consist of posts, guardrails or balusters, and curb rails. Handrails should be added when
needed for support or guidance." (Parks Canada, L994,p.?5)

All reviewed guidelines include provisions for edge protection. Those developed forthe built
environment iáclude a single specification, for example the National Capital Commission {1994)
guidelines state that a raised curb is necessary at level changes over75mm, and the Access Guide
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Recommendations for the development of the Camp Manitou site involve the following provisions:
On 'Accessible' trails, rest areas must be located within every 45 - æm, a conservative range for
lessdeveloped areas based on Parks Canada (19o4¡ and Moore etal. (1992). On'Usable' trails,
rest areas must be located every 90 - 12Om, based on the range maximums of Parks Canada

GgSa¡ and Moore et al.'s (LW2) developed areas distances. The nature of 'Difficult' trails is such
that no requirements for rest areas are made, but where possible, adaptations should be made to
inforrnal areas which may serve the purpose with little design impact.

Rest Areas along any trail must be relatil'ely level, with a slope of no more th¿n 37o, as is
recommended fõr cioss slope. They must be located out of the path of travel along any trail and of
a size at least 1525mm in length and 2050rnm in width on'Accessible' and 'Usable' trails to
accommodate mobility devicès. Seating should be provided at each rest area, and shelter if
practicable, with no birilt elements nearèr than 600mm from the path _of trayel. The surface of rest
areas located along 'Accessible' trails should be of contrasting color from the trail tread.
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(Finkel, 2000) recommends an edge at least 75mm in height and a railing and guards for any
change in level at a path's edge.

Guidelines for the outdoor environment tend to present a range of specifications based on setting
zones or accessibility levels, and often include in their provisions edges, curbs and guards. For
the most parl the reviewed guidelines suggest a defined edge condition for all levels of
accessibility, either by a distinct change of material, as in the Parks Canada Q9%) and Moore et al.
Gryz) guidelines, or by a curb or berm such as found in the Plae Inc. (1996) recoürmendations.

All guidelines include a provision for curbs on highly accessible trails where hazardous conditions
exist or where the ground slopes away from the trail. For example, where the ground slopes
steeply away from the path's edge, Moore et al. (LWz) suggest a 51mm curb, and the OMNR
guidelines specify a wood curb and handrail. Often a minimum height is provided for the ground
adjacent to the trail, over this height a curb or guard is required. A 75mm curb is required by the
Parks Canada (19Sa¡ guidelines where the adjacent ground is overT5mm below the pathway, and
a lfrOmm guard is specified where the height is over 600rnm. Moore et al. (L992) and the
Mnnesota Department of Natural Resources (Hanis and Dines, 1997) recommend that railings or
guards are constructed where needed for safety. They present different specifications for guard
height, Moore et al. specifying 8ó4965mm with children's handrails located between 4O6 and
660mm, and Minnesota DNR specify a height of 900mm.

At the second level of access, specifications are relaxed somewhat. Most guidelines suggest a
change of texture, but curbs and guards are limited to dangerous conditions.

The proposed ADA guidelines for Outdoor Developed Areas are unique io their specifications for
edge protection. It was decided by the Regulatory Commission that edge protection was not
required for either ORARs or Recreation Trails. It is specified that, if they are provided, curbs
must be 76mmin height in order to be detectable by persons using a white cane.

It is recommended for design development at Camp Mani¡su, that edges for 'Accessible' and
'Usable' trails be well defîned in terms of texture and colour. Vertical changes over 75mm
adjacent to 'Accessible' and 'Usableo trails must have a curb or berm at least 76mmin height along
that edge (vertical change as recommended by built environment guidelines and curb height
recommended by ADAAG). Drop - offs greater than 600rnm (as recommended by Parks Canada)
must have a guard between f}65 and lffiOfnm in height (ranging between recommendations by
Moore et al. and Parks Canada).
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Rampe

Ramps allow travel from one level to another on a sloped plang, allowing access for pe9pJ9 in
whee-ichairs or using walkers. They may also be easier to use for other people with mobility
problems, with shufTling gaits, andpeople with strollers. The grlat nee{ for ramps in children's
ènvironments is stressed 6y SeegeränóBails (199t,p.89) who found that ramps are required for
access by 8O7o of disabledyoufig people. It should be noted, as do Hanis and Dines (1997,
p.?,4}),that while ramps are cruCiãl for those who use wheelchairs, tþ"y, -"..: may not be.gryi-e¡ to
iregotiate than stairs foì others. Both means of access should be provided whenever possible."

All reviewed guidelines, other than those proposed for the US ADAAG, provide for ramp dgsign.
Ramps are inCorporated into an accessible route to allow access to different levels.whe-n simply
provi-ding an appropriate grade change to the ground plane is not possiþle or practicable. There are
ihereforãno ramp provisiõns presented for different setting zones within any of the reviewed
guidelines.

Specifications are made regarding the follo-wing characteristics of ramps: maximumgrade or
ninning slope, maximum cross si-ope, minimum width, maximum distance between landings, edge
protection, landings and handrails.

Maximum grades vary considerably between guidelines, rangrng from 5% (Parks Canada,
lW,Mooreet al.,19Ð, and Manitoba Provincial Parks, 1983) to837o (CAN / CSA barier-free
guidelines, LggíandOMNRParks, L99l) Oftenarangeof maximums{degisprovidedÞry¿
õn either vertical rise or linear length of the ramp. For example,the l99l Parks Canada_glidelines
specify a maximum grade of 57o, but allow a grade up to 8.3Vo for vertical rises up.to 750mm.
lWanitõUa ProvinciatÞarks (19ß) provides three grade maximums;57o îor linear distances of up to
I&m,67o for up to 13m, and up to anS%o grade for distances up to 9m. These numbers are

empirically supported by Sanfõrd, J.4., Siory, M.F. and Joûes, M.L. (1996) who found that for
adúlts, an83%-gade is acceptable for distances up to 9m, and that steeper grades are acceptable
with shorter rest intervals.

Childrens' environments however require further analysis. Moore etal. (1992) suggest that
children's requirements are similar to adults as they recommend that a 57o maximum slope is
suitable, a6.3Vo grade is passable, and that a grade of 8Vo is acceptable if theve$cal rise is less
than 152mm. Empirical testing of children of various ages and ability levels by Seegerand^Bails
(199L,p.83) founã that more Conservative grades were appropriate depending on length of ramp.
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For children aged 10 to 17 years, ramps of 4.57o grade are accessible if the length of ramp is under
8m, ramps of 59Vo grade are accessible if under6m, and 7.17o gndes are accessible for under4m
ramps.

Maximum cross slopes are found in most guidelines and where noted are invariably prescribed
tobeZTa or under.

Minimum widthis prescribed in all guidelines where ramps are addressed. This dimension
ranges from 914mm in the UFAS guidelines for children (Centre for Accessible Housing, 1992) to
as wide as 1117mm in Moore etal. (1992) for one-way traffic. Handrail spacing, addressed in
further detail later, is closely related to ramp width; the upper range of recommended spacing for
manual wheelchairs is 1000rnm (CANICSA,1995) For two-way passage, minimum width ranges
from 1200rnm (Parks Canada, 1994)to?.?35mm (Moore et a1., lWz).

Distance between landings is important as shorter dist¿nces allow people of all abilities the
opportunity to rest if the ramp proves strenuous.

The common distance between landings, as found in most of the reviewed guidelines, is 9m. As
noted in the discussion above on ramp grade, Seeger and Bails (1991) found appropriate distances

It is recommended for the design development of the C"*p Manitou site tbat maximum
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according to slope, ranging from 4 to 8m. Manitoba Provincial Parks (1983) likewise provide a
range of maximum distances related to ramp slope, but these are much less conservative.

Edge protection on ramps is addressed by most of the reviewed guidelines. The general
consensus is that edge protection is required on all ramps that rise above grade. This edge
protection may take the form of; a curb not less than 75mm in height, a raised barrier that has a
lower edge not more than 75mm above the ramp surface, or a rail that has a lower edge not more
thanT5mm above the ramp surface.

Landings are required at both top and bottom of each ramp and between each ramp run. Clear
floor space must be adequate to maneuver on and off the ramp, around comers at ramp direction
changes, and in and out of doors.

kovision for landings is extensive within reviewed guidelines. All guidelines addressing ramps
provide dimensional information regarding the location and size of level landings. Most of these
guidelines require that landings are located at the ramp's top, bottom, at changes in direction and at
doorway accesses. The designated minimum size of landings is often different for doorways than
at other locations, and in the case of Moore et a1., different dimensions are given for top, bottom,
and intermediate landings as well. The most commonly recommended minimum size of landings is
1500mm x 1500mm for landings at doorways. (CAN/CSA, 1995, NBC, L995, Finkel, 2000)
Width of other landings is generally stated as no less than the width of the ramp leading towards it.
Length varies however, ranging from 1200mm (NBC, 1Ð5) to the median of 1500rnm. Moore et
al. suggest that landings at the top of ramps should be 1525mm x l525mm, landings at the bottom
of ramps should be as wide as the ramp and 1828mm in length, and that intermediate landings
should measure the width of the ramp by L525mm in length.

Recommendations for the development of Camp Manitou again follow the findings of Seeger and
Bails, and designate a maximum length of 8m for slopes up to 4.57o, 6m for slopes upto 5.97o,

of7Vo.and 4m for

Recommendations for design development at Camp Manitou follow the accepted guidelines above;
edge protection is required on all ramps rising above grade, taking the form a curb at least 75mm in
height or a raised barier or rail beginning not more than 75mm above ramp surface.
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For the purposes of design development at Camp Manitou, it is recommended that landings on 
_

ramps have the minimum dimensions of 150O x 1500 at the top 9f the nTnpt an equal y,'!d!h and a
length of 1500 at the bottom and interrnediate landings except where switchbacks 9r 18O degree
turns are required. At switchbacks, it is recommended that the turning diameter of scooters, as

found by Ringaert et al, (2001) is incorporaûed, necessitating a landing of 3200mm x 3200mm.

Literature Review il.

Handrails act as guards and as supportive aids for persons using a ramp.

All reviewed guidelines providing for ramps also address handrails. While details of handrail
specifications will be discussed in further detail later, the inclusion of handrails for ramps is
important. All of the included guidelines provide for handrails on both sides of a-ramp e_xgept for
tnáUanitoba Provincial Parks guidelines (1988), where requirements only state the need for
handrails on one side of the ramp.

Stairs

While stairs are critical elements in the built environment to allow changes of level, they also
constituæ the most severe safety hazañfor those with physical impairrrents. Many accidents
occurring to people with severe vision impairrrents occur at level changes. (Harris and Dines,
lW7, p.z O)

Guidelines relating to stairs are found in most of the reviewed documents. Desigu considerations
involve dimensions and characteristics of treads, risers, nosings, landings, detectable warning
srips and occasionally width and handrails.

A minimum tread depth is often specified, and was found to range from 275mm (Manitoba Parks
(1983) to 300mm (NCC, 1994). [n the outdoor environment deeper treads are often more easily
negotiated than shallow treads.
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For the purposes of design development at Camp Manitou, handrails are required on both sides of
any ramp.
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Riser design is critical to the inherent safety of a stairway and is often overlooked in the rough
construction techniques used in the outdoor recreational environment. "Risers are important for
two groups of people. People wearing prosthetic or orthotic devices on their legs often use the
riser face to guide their leg(s) up the step. Other people with impaired coordination, who use
crutches or canes, place their crutches against the riser of a step above tlem for balance as they
maneuver up the stairway". (Moore et al., 1992,p.5A) Guidelines often specify that stairways
comprise at least three risers in a run (Manitoba Parks, 1983 and the National Capital Commission,
lÐ4) and consistently provide for maximum riser height, ranging from 180mm to 200mm. Riser
slope is consistently required to be 60 degrees or greater.

Nosings perhaps present the greatest dangers in negotiation of stairways. "Open riser stairs
represent the worst kind of nosing design, that is, the stair with the greatest tripping harañ.
(Moore et al., I992,p.5O) Both the CANiCSA guidelines (1995) and Parks Canada's 1994
guidelines state that no open risers are allowed. The other guidelines infer this by providing
specifications which require risers. All of the guidelines which addressed stairs prescribed no
abrupt undersides. Many guidelines specify that a contrasting strip is located on or near the nosing
of each stair.

l,andings were not universally addressed by the reviewed guidelines. Both the Manitoba Parks
(19S3) and Harris and Dnes (1997) recommended level landings, at the maximum vertical rises of
1800mm and 1500mm respectively.

Detectable warning strips are prescribed by most of the guidelines addressing stairs. The UFAS
guidelines (Centre for Accessible Housin g, 1992) and Moore et al.(1992), both focussing on
children's environments suggest two or more detectable warning stuips before stairs begin.

For design development of Camp Manitou, due to the nature of the rustic outdoor recreational
environment, the following recommendations are made for 'Accessible' and 'Usable' areas:
Tread depth must be at least 300mm, the most conservative dimension found. Risers with a slope
greater than 60 degrees must be located on all stairs. No abrupt undersides are allowed. Where
nosings are located, they must be radiused or beveled less than or equal to a 13mm radius.
l,andings must be located at any vertical rise of 1500rnm or greater. Handrails must be provided
on both sides. As construction materials are presently lumber, detectable waming is provided.
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Handrails

Handrails are importantfor safety and can aid with mobility, wayfinding and cognitive mapping of
an environment.-Steps, ramps and diffîcult sufaces are not negotiable for many people if
handrails are not present. (Hanis and Dines, 1997, p.244

All reviewed guidelines, except for those proposed for the US ADA, contain detailed provisions
for handrails. The proposed guidelines for the ADA state that, "Handrails are not required on
trails", the committee believing that handrails are impractical in the outdoor recreational
environment. (ATBCB,l999d) Due to the level of development existing and anticipated within the
built areas of the Camp Manitou site, a discussion of guidelines addressing handrails is considered
important to this study.

Guidelines are often presented separately for handrails accompanying ramps and those
accompanying stairways, but most of the characteristics are shared by both types. The following
characieristics of handrails are generally held by the reviewed guidelines to be important design
issues: the number and general location of required handrails, shape and size of the handrail,
height above the ramp or stairs, continuity of graspable surface, termination of handrail, the
clearance from an adjacent wall, and extensions beyond the st¿irs or ramp.

Number and general location of handrails prescribed by the guidelines varies only slightly.
Only three of thè guidelines recommend that a single handrail is provided, and both of these, the
National BuildingCode of Canada (199Ð and tle National Capttal Commission (I9Sa¡ provide for
additional handrails if the width of a ramp or stair is greater than 1100mm. The provision for at
least two handrails is important for many people, including those who have had strokes,
amputations of hand or arm, or have hemiparisis from disease or accident as they will have only
one hand to use the handrail. In order to use their 'good side', handrails must be on both sides of
stairs and ramps. (Moore et al., 1992, p.fi) Additionally, a handrail on both sides is helpful for
people with guide dogs and those who need both handrails for balance. All remaining guidelines

þrovide for aminimum of two handrails, usually with a condition providing for additional
handrails with additional width. Only two of the guidelines however (Finkel, 2000 and CSA/CAN
199Ð, consider the importance of distance apart on ramps for people in manual wheelchairs; many
use the handrails to propel themselves up or to brake going down. For this provision, Finkel
recommends that at least one pair of handrails on ñrmps be located 900mm +l- ?Smm, and the
CANiCSA barrier-free guidelines suggest a distance of 920mm to 1000rnm.
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shape and size of h-andrails required by guidelines are very similar. Most guidelines state apreference for a circular cross - té"tiot, ãnã trrt¿i*tt"rr *lgg from 3o to 4ffi; (Nationalcapirar commission , rgg4,parks cilåa", ßgq*J cñiðse, rÐs)up ro 38 to 50mm(Manitoba kovincial Parks, 1gs3l 
-A 

o"*u"t 
"r!"iaãiii"r "rq"t 

a specification for non-circulargrips, prescribing that these sh.rlA 
"ff; rh"iuÃ;"gtñiöiorru"" aõ the circular dimensions.

Height of handrail is measured vertically from the surface of a ramp 
-or 

from the nosing of astair' Prescriptions provided uytn"guîq"*{dË qîiiä-"o"oardizéd for adurt users. The
äfffi#t range within tne revieTãd guideüåã; for=üorh ramps and stairs is between B00mm

The Manitoba hovinci?l Parks (19s3) and the universal Desigl lnstitute,s Aecess Guide (Fînkel,2000) however each offer * 
"pàão óíÅcrfting- a9r1ur"i*ä1ils,, providing a lower handrail forchildren or peoole inwheelchtñ. Fã; **p*, F" hig_Ë;tä¿*it, -" ,"oäm"nded at l lgomm(Manitoba parlcil *¿ ¡"t*ã* s50n; 

"r¿'g5nr;;iFi;k;î 1n! rhe lower handrails at 84omm(Manitoba Parksi an¿ uerwãen 60d; io zsomm. s"àîålä¿ Bails found rhar disabled childrenpref erredhigherhandrailstnãnrh;ñr*";i"..-r,ffiäiä*d*dr;;d;;;;endaramp

Equipment (19e0) andlvloöre 
"i'a'.-(gjz) ;;";;J1äå"*1, ar Soornm *áGt*""n 4o6mmand 66omm resoectively' These t""à**"o¿"ti;"r *!Ëi,îiihat a doubre handraiî is necessary in alocation where ðnit¿reíor;;rilõ;îäre tne primary users.
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Provisions for double handrails are likewise provided for staim by Manitoba Parks and remain the
same as for ramps in Finkel (2000). Manitoba Parks recommends a higher handrail of 840mm and
a lower handrail between 760mm and 915mm. Seeger and Bails found that the preferred handrail
height by children aged 10 to 17 years for stairs was 940mm to 960mm. Again a double handrail
appears necessary.

Continuity of handrails is addressed by the majority of reviewed guidelines. It is generally
accepted that handrails should provide a continuous grippable surface along their length unless a
doorway necessitates a break.

Termination of handrails is generally prescribed to be conducted by returning the handrail to the
wall, post or to the ground surface.

Clearance from an adjacent wall is prescribed by the majority of the reviewed guidelines.
Ofæn two clearances are offered, one a general clearance, and the other provided for situations
where the adjacent wall surface is rough. The minimum open space between the handrail and a
wall ranges from 35mm (National Capital Commission,199¿1) to 50mm (Manitoba Provincial

Recommendations for design development of Camp Manitou include a provision for double
handrails on all ramps and stairways. On handrails for ramps, the higher handrail should be
between 910mm and 945mm, the iower handrail between 5n0mm and 600mm. Upper handrails
for stairs should be between 940mm and fb0mm, and lower handrails between 500mm and
600mm.

Recommendationsfor design development of Camp Manitou acceptthis provision, all handrails
must provide a continuous grippable surface along their length unless a doorway necessitates a
break.

Recommendations for design development of Camp Manitou include returning the handrail to the
wall, post or to the ground surface.
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Parks, 1933) Moore etal. (1992) suggests that the clearance be 38mm or greater than 460rnm to
avoid trapping an afln.

Extensions of the handrail beyond the stairs or ftrmp are provided for by all guidelines.
Handrails extending beyond the surface of ramps aid in orienting persoûs with visual disabilities.
rilhile Manitoba Prõvincial Parks recommends projections 45omm beyond the ramp, all other
guidelines consistently specify a minimum of 300rnm at both the top and bottom of the ramp.
tlandrail extensions al tlre top and bottom of stairs also provide tactile cues for peñions with visual
impairments. Other than Manitoba Provincial Parks guidelines, whicl agaþ prescribe extensions
of 450mm, all guidelines recommend a horizontal extension 300mm beyond the top ofthe-stairs._
At the bottom õf t¡e stairs, the handrail must continue down one tread and then project horizontally
300mm. This continuation is to provide consistent support all the way to the stair landing as it 

_

maintains the handrail at the same height as it is on the stair. The horizontal projections are useful
for persons with physical impairments to steady themselves before climbing or descending the
stairs.

Vegetation

Reference úo vegetation along pathways is made occasionally in design guidelines and often in
articles focussing on universal design. Plants may create potential hazards or obstructions and they
may be employed to benefit trail users when handled appropriately.

As Hellman (1983) notes, ,"... overhanging or projecting plants or branches are hazards for the
visually impaired"; they are also hazards for people without visual impairments at night time.

It is recommended for design development of Camp Manitou that clearance from an adjacent wall
follow the recommendations of Moore et al.,38mm or than 4óû¡nm.
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These conditions affect spatial requirements; branches overhanging a trail create vertical
obstructions, and those extending into a trail frorn its' edges produce potentially dangerous
protruding objects. These points are also made in the OMNR guidelines (Moos, 1991) and the
Universal Design Institute's Access guide. (Finkel, 2000) Low branches orjutting tree roots may
create hipping obstacles or reduce tread width, conditions that may affect usability of a trail for
many types of users. These same obstacles may form with the accumulation of fallen or dead plant
material on a hailos surface. An additional concern regarding vegetation involves the presence of
toxic plants; the Access manual (Enkel,2000) and the guidelines developed by the National
Capital Commission (l9g+) suggest avoiding poisonous or toxic plants adjacent to accessible trails
and rest areas.

Vegetation may also be utilized to enhance a trail system for use by people with and without
disabilities. As pointed out in the National Capttål Commission document (I9*{:), plants may
serve to provide shade and shelter . Hellman (1988) suggests their use to avoid the accumulation
of plant debris on accessible trails. Great benefits to wayfinding may be provided by use of
vegetation when directed towards providing auditory cues for people with visual disabilities and in
use for non-visual orientation. (Haris and Dines, lW7,p.2 O-8)

Literature Review il.

Recommendations for design development at Camp Manitou include the avoidance of obstacles by
plant materials, the avoidance of noxious or poisonous plants adjacent to trails, and the
consideration of vegetation use for shade, shelter, and wayfinding purposes.
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c. Benc-hes / Picnic Tables

Benches or other appropriaúe seating is required at rest areas throughout the fail system. Picnic
tables are the most-c-ommon forrr of site fiirniture at Camp Manitou, many of which are located
near the camp's prima¡y buildings. Design of these seating and eating facilities should
accommodate the largest number of users possible.

Benches

Many standards and guidelines include provisions for benches. It is generally recommended that
benches be located adacent to an accessible route, are stable, and that surrounding surfaces are

relatively level. Characteristics of bench design provided for most often include seat height
dimensions and requirements for seat backs and armrests. A few guidelines present
recommendations pertaining to seat depth, width, heel space, pitch or clear space beside benches.

Seat heights recommended in reviewed guidelines are presented as allowable range_s. For.
adults, the accepted seat height is between 450mm and 500mm (Hanis and Dines, 1997, National
Capital Commission,lgg ,CnN/CS¡,I9Pr5 and Parks Canada, lW3). The recommended height
presented by Moore eral(lÐz) varied only slightly, ranging from460mm to 510mm.
Recommended seat height for school-aged children is presented only by Moore et al. (1992) at
305mm to 432tnn

Seat backs and armrests are prescribed for all benches by atl of the guidelines that provide for
benches.

Seat depth is provided for only by Harris and Dines (lgqQ,who prescribe between 360rnm and
45ûrnm, anA Uy Ittoore et aL. (lW2) who prescribe between 305mm and 460mm for users of all ages.

Width of benches is only addressed by Hanis and Dines (1W7) who recommend a minimum of
600utm per person.

Heel space is accommodated by both Harris and Dnes Qry7) and Moore et aL. (122), both of
which prescribe a horizontal overhang at the front of the bench of 75mm. This provision is made
to botf,provide comfort while seated and to help in standing from a seated position.

Literature Review il.
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Pitch of the seat surface is addressed by Harris and Dines (lW7) and by Moore et aL. (L992) who
recommend that seats be pitched to shed water.

Clear space beside benches is addressed by a few of the reviewed guidelines. It is provided
to allow space for a wheelchair adjacent to the bench. Parks Canada's guidelines (1993) and CAN
/ CSA barrier-free guidelines (1995) prescribe a level area 850mm wide by 1200mm deep. Moore
et al. recommend an areaT62mmin width and 1016mm in depth. Ernpirical measurements by
Ringaert et al. (2001) suggest that neither of these spaces would accommodate the length of the
longest power wheelchair in their study, which measured 2030mm.

Recommendations for design del'elopment at Camp Manitou include the following:

'Accessible' level areas and paths must have constructed benches on level ar€as, with the following
characteristics: Seat height for benches should be approximately 432mm; this is the maximum
recommended height for children who are the primary users of the site, and it should accommodate
most adults. Seat backs and armrests must be present on all benches. Seat depth, following the
recommendations of Harris and Dines (1997), should be between 360mm and 450mm, which is
within the range suggested by Moore etal. (1992). lvidth of benches should provide at least
600rnm per person. As suggested by both Hanis and Dnes (19Y7) and Moore et al. (1992), heel
space of at least 75mm should be provided, and the seat should be pitched to shed water. Clear
space beside benches must be provided with a minimum width of 850mm and a minimum depth of
2030mm to accommodate large power wheelchairs.

'Usable' level trails do not require constructed benches, seating may be provided by natural
features or sEuctures of varied construction. For example, large logs of appropriate height, or
walls constructed of stones and mortar may be utilized. Spatial requirements include adjacent
space for wheelchairs with a level surface a minimum of 850mm x 2ßOmm. 'Where constructed
benches are located along 'Usable' trails, they should follow the recommended guidelines for
benches located along'Accessible' paths.

'Dfficult' level trails do not require constructed benches or adjacent level spaces. Where
practicable, natural features located along trails should be incorporaæd or manipulated to serve as
informal seating.
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Picnic Tables

Due to their extensive use in the outdoor recreational environment, most of the reviewed guidelines
include provisions for picnic tables. Most guidelines include provisions for qcope parameters..
Those piovisions withiã the proposedADAAG (L999c) for 'fixed' picnic tablgs are repre-sentative
of the rèst; it is recommendeã that if one t¿ble is provided, it must be accessible and that if two or
more tables are provided, at least 50 percent, but no less than two, are accessible.

Technical provisions for picnic tables are typically designed to allow one or more peolle in
wheelchaiis to use the ta'61e. Some guidelines, such as those presented by Manitoba Provincial
Parks (1983), offer recommendations pertaining to adaptation of existing standardized picnic
tables. Plae Inc. (L996) suggest removing a section of bench at least 914mm in length, to produce
an accessible picnic table. Recommendations generally include specifications for extension({"pt¡
of unobstructed space underneath the table), unobstructed height, clear width and the size of firm
surface surrounding the table.

Extension of t¿ble top ranges from the median dimension of 4$rnm (Parks Canada, 1994, CAN
i CSA, lgg5andpropolsed,{DAAG, L999c)toamaximumof 600nrm(Manitobakovincial
Parks, (1983).

Unobstructed height beneath the table ranges from 680mm (Parks Canada, t991and CAN /
CSA, 1995) to 760nnm (Manitoba kovincial Parks, 1983). This range is supported by Seeger qnd
Bails (199t), who found a mean preferred workbench height for children aged 10 to 17 years of
approximately 620mm to 770rnm.

Clear width ranges from 650mm (Manitoba Provincial Parks, 1983) to 760mm (proposed
ADAAG, L999e) with a median width of 750mm.

Firm surface dimension recommendations vary greatly within reviewed guidelines. The
proposed ADA.I{G (1999c) guidelines prescribe a minimum of 914mm, Manitoba Provincial Parks
(tg&l and Parks Canada (L.lOa¡ recommend 1500mm and CAN / CSA Barrier Free Guidelines
(1995) recommend a minimum of 200ûmm of firm ground surface surrounding picnic tables.
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Recommendations for design development at Camp Manitou include the following provisions_fo_r.

picnic tables: Following thé scope parameters of the proposed ADAAG, if one table is provided, it
ilout¿ be accessible, if two or more tables are provided in an area, at least 50 percent, but not less

than two picnic t¿bles are accessible. Table top extensions on accessible tables must have a
minimum extension of 480rnrn, in keeping with the median recommended extension. Unobstructed
height shall be 6?ßtnlrr'to ?70mm. A minimum clear width of 750mm, the median width found in
revlewed guidelines, is required. A firm surface sur¡ounding an accessible table shall be a
minimum-of 1500mm, as iecommended by Manitoba Parks (1995) and Parks Canada (1994).

Literature Review il.

d. VehicularGirculationandParldng

Table 4. Minimum Required
(National Capital Commission,

Number of lÞsignated Parking Spaces

Vehicular circulation may be examined in a similar manner to pedestrian circulation. The network
may take one or a combination of forms such as loop, modified !*p or branch. Due to the relative
eqdality of motorists while behind the wheel, gurdelines with a focus on barrier-free-design
providè only for that element of vehicular circulation where the pedestrian and vehicle mix.
Parking lot design is provided for by virtually all of the reviewed guidelines to one extent or
anothei often incorpôrating specifîcations for passenger loading zones or dropoff zones.

Scope parameters regarding parking spaces are provided by most of the reviewed,guidelines,_with
moit in agreement that the number of accessible parking spaces per total spaces follow these figures:

t994, 3.13)
Required Accessible Total Number of

Par P

2
3
4
5
6

26-5A
5t -7576-tæ

101 - 150
151 - 200
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Most guidelines recommend that at least one of the designated accessible parking spaces, and ofæn
at least one in every ten designated spaces, should be designed for vans. The guidelines generally
recommend that accessible spaces shall be adjacent to an accessible route, and be arranged so that
that pathway is the shortest possible route connecting to the intended building or facility. Many
guidelines prescribe that access aisles adjacent to designated spaces are clearly marked if the lot is
paved, and that signage is used to clearly identify designated spaces and access aisles. Technical
þarameters most often involve a minimum width for car and or van parking spaces, width of the
adjacent access aisle, and occasionally provide for length.

Recommendations for minimum width of accessible parking spaces for cars are relatively
standardized, ranging only from 1200mm to244Ûrmt Recommended minimum width of
accessible parking spaces for vans, however, ranges f¡srli.?A40mrnin the U.S. ADA guidelines
(1991), to 3l00rnm in the guidelines published by the National Capital Commission (1994¡.
Recommended minimum width of access aisles adjacent to designated spaces for cars and vans are
also in agreement at approximately 1500mm and 2OOOmm respectively. In one of the very few
occasioni where the term 'universal' is utilized within design guidelines, the ADA guidelines of
1991 suggest the use of a single parking space for both cars and vans with a minimum width of
3350mm plus an access aisle of 1500mm. I-ength dimensions for designated pafting spacg! are
provided by the National Capital Commission(I994), at a minimum of 5500rrm plus a 1000rnm
aisle for car spaces, and 54OOmm plus a 2000rnm aisle for vans.

Passenger loading zones or drop-offs are provided for in the ADAAG (1991), National Capital
Commission guidelines (19ryÐ, and in the Manitoba Provincial Parks guidelines (198).
Provisions are made for an accessible aisle adjacent to the vehicular stopping space, ranging in
width from l$Omm (NCC, 199z1and Manitoba Parks, 1983) to 1525mm (ADAAG, 1991), and
ranging in length from 3800mm (Manitoba Parks, 1983) to 6100mm (ADAAG, 1991).
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Recommendations for design development of Camp Manitou include the following: Due to the
nature of the facility, the dropoff zone is of primary importance at this site. Width of the__adjacent

access aisle should be a minimum of ?.235, corresponding to the minimum for 2-way traffic on an
accessible route. The length of this aisle shall be a minimum of 6100mm, the maximum of
reviewed guidelines.

A maximum of 50 vehicles are expected at any one time, therefore the guidelines would suggest
that two designaæd spaces be created. In an effort to provide for increased accessibility, it is
recommendeã that fow designated sfiaces are created and that they be located adjacent to the
building. Designated parking spaces shall be designed to accommodate cars or vans, and therefore
will follow the ADfu{G (lggllrecommended minimum width of 3350mm with an adjacent access
aisle atleast 1500srm wide.

The parking lot at Carnp Manitou will remain unpaved, requiring the use of adequate signage to
indicate the passengerloading zone and designated parking spaces.

Literature Review il.
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lll. Site Analysis

i. GeneralSite Gontext

a. Geographic Location and Adjacent l¡nd Use

Camp Manitou is located on the extreme western edge of the City of Winnipeg, in the Province of
Manitoba, adjacent to the Rural Municipality of Headingly. (see Figure 13. Regional Context
Mrp) The 15.6 hectare (38.5 acre) siæ is bordered on its westeflr, southern and southeastem
sides by the waters of the Assiniboine River, and on its northern and eastern edges by privately
held land. (see Figure 14. Camp Manitou Site Location Map)

To the north, Camp Manitou shares aN7 meter boundary with a single-family rural residential
parcel. The site shares a5?3 meter boundary on its eastern edge with an agricultural plot,
presently utilized as hay land; this boundary is emphasized by overhead high-tension electrical
power lines. These adjacent properties exemplify the nearby pattern of land use along the
Assiniboine's ban*s; small, disjointed agricrltural fields interspersed with rural residential
developmenl Due to the site's proximity to the City of Winnipeg, other area-intensive land uses
are found in the region including a large cemetery, a drive-in movie theatre, a sports field and golf
course complex, and numerous grcenhouses.

Access to the Camp Manitou site by vehicle is limited to a single gravel road 4OO meters in length,
named Green Oaks l-ane. Green Oaks hne is conneeted to the four-lane and divided Trans-
Canada Highway by Camp Manitou Road, a one-kilometer rural gravel road. These two local
roads provide access to the Highway for Camp Manitou and nine rural residential properties.
MetropolitanWinnipeg lies afew kilometers to the west, with the City Centre approximately 15
kilometers arvay.

Nearby destinations, within a 2 kilometer radius, include the above mentioned John Blumberg
Sports Fields and Golf Course, the Odeon Drive-In Theatre, and the Assumption and Chapel l-awn
Cemeteries. Various local stores and serviees are located in the town of Headingly, four
kilometers to the west.
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Site Analysis

As illushated in Figure 15. Camp Manitou Site Map, Camp Manitou is located on a curved, linear
site oriented north / south, measuring an average of 150 meters wide by approximately 800 metere in
length. The siæ is primarily forested with a large cleared field situaæd roughly in the center. Most of the
built structures are located adjacent to this field, the largest of which are the Keysûone building on the
northeastern edge, and the John Bock Friendship Center placed just outside of the clearing's eastern edge.
At the southern edge of the large field, a cluster of smaller buildings is nestled within the trees. The
remaining portions of the site, north and south of the central field, are wooded and may be referred to as
the 'north forest' and 'south forest' respectively. (see site photography in Appendix i)

White the existing pattem of development has remained relatively stable over the past twenty years,
suMivision for rural residential development continues, as evidenced by an offer to purchase the Camp
Manitou property for that purpose inl999.

b. GeneralSite Descdption

c. PoliticalJurisdiction

Until recently, Camp Manitou was located within the Rural Municipality of Headingly, but an expansion
of City Limits places the site within the political jurisdiction of the City of Winnipeg, in the district of
Assiniboia. T[e population of Winnipeg is approximately 650,000, and it is from here that most users of
the site originate.

d. Emlogical and HydrographicSystøtt of Region

Camp Manitou is located within the grassland region of the Central l-owlands, consisting primarily of
open prairie with riparian strips of forest along the edges of waterways. (Erlich, W.A. et al., 1953, p.15)
This region is generally very flæ and therefore poorly drained. Small creeks and constructed drainage
diæhes collect surface water and drain into the Assiniboine River, which flows inûo the Red River west of
the Camp Manitou site in rnehopolitan Winnipeg.
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Site Analysis ilt.

ll. Physical Data, Site and Adjacent l¡nd

a. Geology and Soil

The underlying geology of the area is of Ordovician origin, deposited during the Paleozoic Era.
Known as the Gunn and Penitentiary Members of the Stony Mountain Formation, the bedrock of
the area consists of calcareous shale, thin limestone beds, dolomite and sandy argillaceous
dolomite. (Geological Survey of Canada, 1994)

The immediateareaconsists of local alluvial Oakville soils (Ov) which are predominantly well-
drained, with a few poorly-drained zones. The Oakville se¡ies are juvenile or immature soils that
have been developed on fine to medium textured alluvial sediments deposited by flooding of the
Assiniboine River. The surface horizon found within the site is dark grey in color, ranging from a
silty clay loam to clay in texture, allowing a friable to hard pack surface in drained and traveled
areas. Underlying the alluvial deposits are lacustrine clay deposits from I¿ke Agassiz which retard
sub-drainage, causing subsoils to be excessiveþ moist. The substrate arrests internal drainage in
low-lying areas. (Erlich, W.A. et al., 1953, p.53).

Canada Land Inventory

The Canada [-and Inventory applied a system of analysis to determine soil limitations to
various natural and man-made systems, resources, and methods of developmenl This
analysis involved the southern portion of Maniøba, including the site of Camp Manitou.

Land Capability for Wildlife - Ungulates (Department of Environment , L9712)z

The entire site is classified as Class 3cl D

Class 3: L¿nds In This Class Have Slight Limitations To The Production Of
Ungulates. Capability on these lands is moderately high, but productivity may be
reduced in some years. Sligbt limitations are due to characteristics of the land that
affect the quality and quantity of habitat, or to climatic factors that limit the mobility
of ungulates or the availability of food and cover.
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Subclass c:

Subclass I:

D.

landforrn - Poor distribution or interspersion of landfonns necessary
for optimum ungulate habitat.
inundation - Excessive water level fluctuation or tidal action that
adversely affects the habitat or survival of ungulates.
Deer (white-tailed deer, Columbia black-tailed deer, mule deer)

Land Capabitity for Witdtife - Vtraterfowl (Departmentof Environment,IÍlts)z

The entire site is classified as Class 4t¡

Class 4: Lands in this Class Have Moderate Limitations to the Muction of
Vfaterfowl. Capability on these lands is moderate. Limitations are similar to those
in Class 3, *Capability on these lands is moderately high, but productivity may be
reduced in some years because of occasional droughts. Slight limitations are due to
climate or to characteristics of the land that affect the quality and quantity of habitat.
These lands have a high proportion of both tempora¡y and semipermanent shallow
marshes poorly interspersed with deep marshes and bodies of open water." but the
degree is greater. Water areas are predominantly temporary ponds, or deep, open
waters with poorly developed marsh edges, or both.
Subclass t: adverse topography - Either steepness orflatness of the land may

limit the development or peÍnanency of wetlands.
Subclass I: inundation -The limiting factor is excessive water level fluctuation

or tidal action, which adversely affects the habitat or the nesting
success of waterfowl.

Land Capability for Forestry (Department of Environm ent, 19732)z

The entire site is classified as fiVo Class 4wE
4O7o üass SxwE bO
1O7o Class 6w gÁs

Class 4: t-ands Having Moderately Severe Limitations to the Growth of
Commercial Forests. Soils may vary from deep to moderately shallow, from
excessive through imperfect to poor drainage, from coarse through fine texture,
from good to poor moisture holding capacity, from good to poor struchre and from
good to low natural fertility.
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The most coûtmon limitations are: moisture deficiency or excess, adverse climate,
restricted rooting depth, poor structure, excessive carbonates, exposure, or low
fertility.
Productivity will usually be from 5l toTO cubic feet per acre per year.
wE: Whíte Elm

Class 5: Lands Having Severe Limitations to the Growth of Commercial
Forests. Soils are frequently shallow to bedrock, stony, excessively or poorly
drained of coarse orfine texture, may have poor moisture holding capacity and be
low in natur:al fertility.
The most common limitations (ofæn in combination) are: moisture deficiency or
excess, shallowness to bedrock, advetse regional or local climate, low natural
fertility, exposure particularly in maritime areas, excessive stoniness and high levels
ofcarbonates.
Productivity will usually be from 31 to 50 cubic feet per acre per year.
Subclass X: a pattern of "M" (soil moisture deficiency) and "w" (soil moisfure
excess) too intimately associaæd to map separately.
wE: lYhite EIm
Ð: Bur Oak

Class 6: tånds Having Severe Limitations to the Growth of Commercial
Forests. The mineral soils are frequently shallow, stony, excessively drained, of
coaße texture and low in fertility. A large trrrcentage of the land in this class is
composed of poorly drained organic soils.
The most coÍìmon limitations (frequently in combination) are: shallowness to
bedrock, deficiency or excess of soil moisture, high levels of soluble salts, low
natural fertility, exposure, inundation and stoniness.
Productivity will usually be from 11 ûo 30 cubic feet per acre per year.
Subclass w: soil moisture excess.
Subclass l: soils periodically inundated by streams or lakes.
gås: Green Ash
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Generalized Land Use (Department of Environment, I9731)t

The entire siæ is classified as T

Class T: Woodland. Lands covered with trees or scrub growth . Artificially
restocked areas or plantations are included, as are recently cut-over and burnt-over
areas.

Land Capability for Recreation (Department of Environment, 197 4)z

The entire site is classified as 4xxn

Class 4: I-ands In This Class Flave Moderate Capability for Outdoor
Recreation. Class 4lands have natural capability to engender and sustain moderate
total annual use based usurlly on dispersed activities.
Subclass N: t-and (usually shoreland) suited to family or other recreation lodging
use.
Subclass Ic Shoreland or upland suited to organized camping, usually associated
with other featmes.
Subclass A: land providing access to water affording opportunity for angling or
viewing of sport fish.

b. Water

No lakes or ponds of any size are located near the site of C"tnp Manitou. The Assiniboine River
collects surface water and meanders across the flat prairie to drain into the Red River. It is adjacent
to one of these meanders that the Manitou site is located, thereby forming the site boundarie.s on its
ryestem, southern and southeastern edges.

A number of undrained depressions is to be found on the site where surface water collects and
wetlands persist for much of the lryarmer months. Much of the central and southeastern portions of
the site's north forest, which is contained by the Camp's raised entrance road, are such low-lying
areas. Channels have been recently constructed in this area to provide drainage, directing water
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through culverts installed underneath the road in the northwest and southeastern corners. In the
southérn forest a large linear depression is oriented southwest I northeast, and another depression
is located immediatély south of the John Bock Friendship Centre. The linear depression *ill dty
out during dry summers, but remain wet during the wetter seasons. The depression south of the
Friendship Center remains wet even during the driest of summers.

The entire site would correctly be described as located upon either the flood plain or terrace of the
Assiniboine River. However the built structures, which are located in the flood plain / terrace
transitional zone, have not been flooded in the past 80 years. The banks of the river are relatively
steep and high, but sufficiently supported by vegetation to minimize erosion on all but the
soutleastern site boundary. Here the banks have slumped necessitating an informal change in the
direction of the riverside pathway.

Water supply for the camp is provided by an underground aquifeç dishibuted to_the primary
buildingJfrõm a pump house-located near the washroom buildings. The water from this aquifer is
potable, but groundwater in the area is susceptible to high salinity.

c. Topography

As illustrated by the contour lines shown on Figure 15. Camp Manitou Site Map_, the site is
generally level with what would be deseribed as micro-relief. (Erlich, W.A, eta1.,1953).
Relative to the surrounding prairies of the Central l-owlands, there is a considerable degree of
topological variation. The-riverbank is quiæ steep at all locations, in particulgr on the southeastern
txtunóary. Smooth changes in elevation are prevalent within the site, with a few notable
exceptions. The linear depression in the middle of the south forest exhibits abrupt changes in
elevation on its long sides, with slopes of over ?-Wo in some areas.

Visibility on the siæ is little effecæd by its topography as most of the site is relatively flat. The 
_

high bariks of the river offer good visibility out of the site, with little or no visual access on to the
siæ from small crafts. The few deep depressions within the site similarly offer good visibility from
their edges, and no views from within.
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d. Climate

The regional climate is based on 1931 to 1990 averages recorded at the Winnipeg International
Airport,located approximately 10 kilometers to the northeasl (Environment Canada, 1998)

Temperatures have ranged from an extreme maximum of 4O C in August sf l9¿tt9 to an extreme
minimum of 42.2 C in January of 1!X6. Average daily temperatures by month are displayed below:

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun
Daily Maximum (oC)

Daily Minimum ("C)
Daily Mean ("C)

Daily Maximum (oC)
Daily Minimum ('C)
Daily Mean ("C)

-13.2 -9.7 -1.8 9.8 18.6 23.4

-23.6 -20.6 -12.4 -2.3 4.5 tO.4

-18.3 -r5.1 -1 3.8 r 1.6 16.9

Jul Aug Sep Oet Nov Dec Year
26.1

t3.4
19.8

24.9
tI.1
18.3

18.6

6.L

12.4

11.3

o.1

5.7

-o.4

-9.2
-4.1

-9.9

-19.4

-14.6

8.1

-3.4
2.4

Rainfall averages M.4mm per year with a maximum recorded daily rainfall of 83.8 mm in
August of I9&. The average daily rainfall is listed below:

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun
o.4 5.9 26.4 57.8 83.8I o.tRainfall (mm)

JUI Aug Sep Oct Nov l)ec Year
Rainfall (mm) 72 75.3 50.9 24.6 5.3 1.6 404.4

The extreme daily snowfall in the period 1931 to 1990 occurred in March of 1966, with a total of
35.6 cm. Average daily snowfall is displayed below:

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun
Snowfall (cm) 22.6 t1.t 19.2 9.4 2

Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov llec Year

o

Snowfall (cm) o o o.4 4.9 19 zg.t 114.8
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Averagehoursof sunshinerangefromaNovemberaverage of 94.9toaJulyaverage of 321.7.
The average sunshine is dispþe.d below by *$13, 

apr May Jun
Sunshine (Hrs) 

| 1t9.7 t39.9 177.7 232.4 276.4 290.6

Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov l)ec Year
sunshine (Hrs) | zzt.l 2a5.9 189.3 149.8 94.9 98.6 2377.3

While average wind direction in this area is primarity from the south, with an average speed of 18
krn/h, it is the extreme and gusting winds of up to I29 kmih, which tend to affect user comfort.
As seen below, these high speed winds most often blow from the northwest.

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun
Speed (km/h)
Most Frequent
Direction
Extreme Hourly Speed
(km/h)
Ilirection
Extreme Gust Speed
(km/h)
I)irection

Speed (km/h)
Most Frequent
Ilirection
Extreme Hourly Speed
{km/h)
I)irection
Extreme Gust Speed
(km/h)
Direction

18

NW

10

NW

106

s

Jul
15

s

89

SE

121

s

17

s

NW

t9
S

18

s

76

w
t24

w

17

S

t1
s

7t

NW

18

s

80 81 80 12 80

WNWNWNWS
t29 1r3 106 109 121

NWNNNWW

Aug Sep Oct Nov l)ec Year

18

s
20
N

l8
s

N

t9
S

7t

15

s

14

E

L22

s
8998

77

NW

102

Ns

I-ocal microclimates are created by the location of the site bordered by the Assiniboine River, its
topography, and vegetation paüerns. The higber northwesterly winds have the opportunity to
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gather over the river on the site's western edge. Coupled with the relatively narrow suip of
protective vegetation, the river pathway and associated open areas along this western pohon of the
site tend to be a few degrees cooler than elsewhere.

The large central field is similarly unprotecúed from the shong winds and may be cooler on a windy
day. This open area will tend to be warmer than the majority of the site on a hot summer day, it
lacks a protective tree canopy and the prevailing southern winds are reduced by the forest cover to
the south.

Snowfall in the area is considerable, and its removal from roads and pathways becomes an
important maintenance issue for winter use of the camp. Drifting occurs in the parking lot and in
the open area south of the main buildings, but is minimal throughout the remainder of the site due
to the presence oftrees and shrubs.

Air quality on site is good, excepting for occasional
becomes airborne throughout the region. No noise
to its separation from urban areas and highways.

dry periods when dust from agricultural fields
pollution or sound issues arise on the site due

e. Ecology

The location of the Camp on the banks of the Assiniboine River has determined the site's
ecological make-up; most of the grounds are comprised of river-bottom forest, a coillmon riparian
habitat in south-central Manitoba. The riverborom forest can generally be divided into three
sections: the channel shelf or riverbank, the floodplain, and the terrace.

In the case of the Camp Manitou site, the riverbank is the sloping area found right next to the edge
of the Assiniboine River. It is dominated by grasses and wildflowers with occasional willows; 

-

few shrubs are located here.

Above the rivertank lies the relatively flat floodplain; approximately half of the siæ fits into this
category. The southern forest is almost entirely floodplain, with only its northem part becoming a
transition zone to the terrace. The floodplain area is comprised of mixed hardwood forest,
incorporating primarily American elm, witl some Green ash and a very few Manitoba maple. The
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understory of this forest includes succeeding saplings of the above tree species with the addition of
shrubs including Red-osier dogwood, Beaked hazelnut, and Saskatoon. As indicated by the
pres€nce in the understory of American elm and Green ash saplings, this plant community appears
to be relatively stable. Numerous small clearings are found within the forest, dominated by
grasses and wildflowers.

The northern part of the southern forest, in the vicinity of the washroom buildings and pump
house, becomes the transitional area between floodplain and terrace. While there is liüle elevational
ctange, the plant community describes the difference. A mixed hardwoodforest dominated by
American elm becomes one dominated by Bur oak, a less flood-tolerant species. Accompanying
the oak species are Green ash, Manitoba Maple, and the occasional American elm. Common
shrubs remain Saskatoon, Beaked hazelnut, and Red-osier dogwood, and saplings of the above
tree species. As with the floodplain forest, the presence of dominant tree saplings in the
understory suggests relative stability. Small clearings, often low-þing and undrained, are found
tlroughout the terrace area which is dominated by grasses and some sedges.

The north forest is comprised largely of an open Bur oak forest with an understory of grasses.

Both the floodplain and terrace forests contain a large amount of dead fall, suggesting that they are
presently susceptible to fire. A maintenance effort was in effect at the time of this study to remove
the majority of this dead wood.

A few low-lying or wet areas are to be found within the site. These a¡e found at the center and
southeastern corner of the north forest, and in the central and northeastem portions of the south
forest. Clearings in the north forest tend towards becoming wet grasslands. These wet areas have
little in the way of succeeding saplings, and without the recent drainage works would likely have
become grasslands as the mature trees die off. The linear depression in the southern forest
contains a few shrub species, sparsely located, but is primarily grassed and appears to be well
established in iæ present forrn. The low-lying area south of the Friendship Center is comprised of
meadow grasses and sedges with occasional willows.
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Í. l¡lan.iladeSür¡dures

Camp lvlanitou contains a number of man-made structures, as identifîed in Figure 15. Camp
Manitou Site Map, including two large buildings, a swimming pool, two washroom buildings,
seven cabins, four picnic shelters, a single-family house, and a number of smaller outbuildings.

The primary camp structure, the Keystone Building, is located rougbly in the center of the site,
north of the central field and adjacent to the parking lot. Heated throughout the colder seasons, the
Keystone Building contains an adminisûative area, an institutional-sized kitchen, a multi-firnctional
main hall serving as a dining and gathering space, and sleeping quarters. The east wing of the
Keystone building contains ten rooms each sleeping four câmpers. The west wing contains four
rooms sleeping four each, one room sleeping six, and one room sleeping approximately 16
campers. It is adjacent to the west wing that the swimming pool and its associated pump house are
located.

The next largest structure on the siæ is the recently constructed John Bock Friendship Center,
situated to the southeast of the Keystone Building and east of the central field. Also heated during
the winter, the Friendship Center contains a large open hall, a basic kitchen, and washroom
facilities. Windows on three sides open onto a covered verandah to the north, west and south.
Access to this building for other than maintenance purposes is limited to a pathway leading from
the Keystone Building.

A log cabin, converted into a 'craft house' is located on the eastern edge of the central field,
between the Keystone Building and the Friendship Centre.

A cluster of smaller buildings is located at the southwestern end of the central field. This cluster
includes two wood-frame washrooms, a pumphouse, a covered wash stand, and a storage shed.

Six wood-frame / log cabins are located along the riverside pathway southwest of the central field.
They have been named for the six service groups that developed and maintain ownership of Camp
Manitou. The cabin furthest to the north has been converted into a nurse's station, while the others
are maintained as small-group sleeping cabins.
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Four picnic shelters a¡e found on the site property; one in the north forest, and the other three
dispersed along the southern and southeastern edges of the site along the riverside pathway. The
shelærs each consist of a small room for food storage and a large covered area for dining or
gathering.

On the southem edge of the north forest, the on-site caretaker resides in a small single-family
house; an associated workshop is located nearby adjacent to the parking lot.

North of the Keystone Building sits a shed containing the site's sewage plant

g. ile{works

The road network within the Camp Manitou site consists of a simple loop road connecting the
pa*ing lot to the site's entrance, and a maintenance road running alongside the western edge of the
central freld. The circular enhance road is paved in crushed limestone on a raised bed surrounding
the north forest area of the camp. It is a narrow road carrying one-way traffic to and from the
Keystone Building in a counter-clockwise direction. The maintenance road branches off of the
entrance road northwest of the Keystone Building and leads to the cluster of buildings at the
southwesûem end of the central field. This maintenance road doubles as the main access pathway
between these structures, and while little vehicular use of the road occurs during camp hours, it
remains a potential source of conflict.

The pedestrian network displays a combination of branch and loop form. (Lynch, K. and Hack,
G., 1990, p.I91197) Principal buildings and facilities, specifically the Keystone Building, John
Bock Friendship Center and the cluster of buildings, are connected by a system of linear pathways.
Access to the north forest, not including the entrance road, is via branching trails. The trail
network in the south forest is based on a loop distribution system, as the primary pathway follows
the river bank and then returns to its starting point. The loop system breaks down, however, as
the main pathway degrades in accessibility and leads through the deep linear depression earlier
noted, rendering it unpassable during wet seasons. An assorünent of minor trails branches off of
the main trail, many crossing each other and ultimately returning to the main trail. A thorough
discussion of the pedesrian circulation system will be found in section IV.
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'Water 
is pumped from a well at the pumphouse through underground lines to the nearby

washrooms and nurse's station, and north to the Keystone Building and Friendship Centre.

Sewage is pþd underground from the Keystone Building and Friendship Centre to the sewage
plant, where it is treated and released into the Assiniboine River. Sewage from the free-standing
washrooms and the caretaker's residence is stored in holding tanks and trucked to the on-site
sewage plant.

Two large propane tanks are located to the southeast of the Keystone Building with underground
supply lines running to the Keystone Building and the Friendship Centre. A single large propane
tank is located south of the swimming pool with a supply line running a short distance to the
adjacent pool pump house.

Electricity enters the site from its eastern edge running above ground to a point at the north-east
corner of the central field. From this point, power is distributed in three directions: northeast,
northwest, and southwesl The northeastern line runs to the Friendship Centre, the Keystone
Building, and the workshop. The northwestern line runs to the caretaker's residence. The
southwestern line runs to the cluster of building including the pump house, washrooms, nurse
station and cabins.

Three drainage culverts have been installed underground on the site, both draining into the
Assiniboine River on the western edge of the siæ. Two lead from the northern end of the cenüal
field, south of the Keystone Building, and the third originates between the washroom buildings.

h. Other Human Modifications

On the northern side of the Keystone Building, a climbing wall has been constructed, which is 20
feet wide and approximately 4O feet high. The climbing surface is built of plywood; a primarily
flat surface is broken by an overhanging center section and a'chimney' along one edge. Anchor
holes are located throughout, and a number of moveable finger- and toe-holds is attached at various
locations. A landing pit is located beneath the climbing wall, frlled with wood chips to soften a
fatl.
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Ftve fences are found on the site. A low wooden fence serves as an attachment point for block
heater electrical outlets and to delineate the northern edge of the parking lot. This fence overlaps
the six foot high chain link fence surrounding the storage area adjacent to the workshop building.
A five-foot wire fence with steel posts separates the propane tanks to the southeast of the Keystone
Building from pedestrian traffic. Surrounding the swimming pool area and an adjacent grassed
area which formerly contained a second swimming pool is a seven-foot high chain link fence. A
separation is made between the cental field and the maintenance road I pathway with the use of a
three-foot high fence constructed of log posts set aplxoximately ten feet apart, connected by a loose
heavy chain.

At the southwestern corner of the central field, near the cluster of structures, an accessway has
been cleared leading to the riverbank. A simple dock, in a state of disrepair, is located on the
water, constmcted of two hinged sections of decking, each of which measures four feet by 12 feet

Eight fire pits have been developed throughout the siæ, trvo of which are located in fhe north
forest, and the remainder in the southern part of the site. Most of these pits are small in size,
constructed of a circle of stones with diameters rangng from two feet to four feet and are
accompanied by a few short lengths of log serving as sitting stools. The southernmost fire pit
however is located in a large clearing and contains two pits constructed of concrete cylinders one
meter in diameter sunken into the ground. Five large sitting logs laying on their sides surround the
pits in a circular patúem.

i. Sensory Qualities

The general impression gained from tle C"mp Manitou site is one of a relatively cohesive nature
camp that has developed over mary years. Structures and constructed intervention for the most
part blend well with the natu¡al environment, and represent a variety of ages through their
construction techniques and condition. Impact of the built elements on the riverbottom forest is
minimal throughout much of the site.

A number of rewarding visual spaces and sequences is located within the Camp Manitou site, some
of which display unique characteristics demanding special consideration for design.
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From the first eûcouûter, passing from the open access road through the camp's entrance, one is
greeted by an intimate roadway enclosed on both sides by vegetation and above by joining tree
canopies. A view of the river is followed by a sharp turn to the left,leading the traveler along the
gently curving road thrcugh the forest and offering occasional glimpses of the Assiniboine. The
view tåen opens up to present the camp proper; the central field, the Keystone Building, and the
relatively distant cluster of structures at the south end of the field.

On foot, the main pathway presents a series of visual spaces, each with its own character. The
journey south from the Keystone Building to the cluster of structures is open to the central field on
the east, but enclosed on the west by a solid wall of vegetation, broken only by occasional views
down to the river beyond. As one enters the forest, the curving pathway draws the eye forward,
presenting nestled cabins and inviting trails branching off into the wilderness. The path
dete¡iorates as the southern end of the site is approached, offering a change of scale suggesting an
element of adventure. As the pathway continues along the southeastem portion of the site,
riverbank vegetation thins out to open up the view to one side. The path eventually heads inland
over an undulating ground plane, eventually leading to the deep linear depression. Here the
vegetation changes to become veritable grassland, and in weüer seasons the traveler is presented
with an impassable pond and marsh conditions.

Spaces of particular note are found at the northwesûern extreme of the site, in the cenüal portion of
the south forest, and in the northeastern corner of the south foresL A small clearing on the
riverbank is accessed by a steep, narrow pathway leading from tle entrance road in the northwest
corner of the site. At any time of the day, the light quality in this clearing is splendid, and due to
the location at the outside of a meander, views are available up and down the river to the west and
the south-west respectively.

In the southern part of the site, a large clearing is located on relatively high ground within ¿¡s
forest. Pathways of various sizes converge from all directions to form a large inviting gathering
space floored with grasses. Camp developers have taken advantage of this focal point and have
here constructed the large fire pit and erected a small totem pole.

The northeastern corner of the south forest contains a unique area of marshland. This lowJying
area is encountered gradually as the surrounding topography is not abrupt. In dry years, one is
able to t¡avel through the marsh area during summer and fall, surrounded by waist-high grasses
and sedges. Average years of rainfall, however, leave a region of wet marshland with sønding
water in the middle, a surprise for the uilvary adventurer.
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¡i¡. CulturalDah

a. User Population

Dfferent use patterns are found at Camp Manitou depending on the season. Summer sees the
higbest use and requires the greatest amount of organization and maûagement. Day camps are the
primary focus of the surnmer season, and are organized through the Rady Jewish Community
Cenfre. While the site's capacity is 250 day-campers, during the summer of 200O camping season,
Camp Manitou accommodated an average of 100 campers per day.

During the spring and fall seasons, use is primarily resident camping, where the camp or parts of
the camp are rented by outside organizations.

In the winter season, when only the Keystone Building and the Friendship Centre are heated,
Carnp Manitou is used primarily by Scout Troops. Often the large, open Friendship Centre is used
for communal sleeping quarters.

Throughout the year, weekend rentals of the site occur by various outside organizations including
inner-city youth organizations, church groups, and community centers. Uses range from camping
excursions and picnics to retreats and workshops.

Day and overnight campers consist of children ranglng from the ages of eight to fifteen, hailing
largely from lVinnipeg. The camp has a history of welcoming children of all levels of ability, but
until the present only a few children with mobility impairrnents have attended. Owners and
operators of the camp wish to increase attendance by campers with disabilities in keeping with the
camp's initial goal of providing opportunity for under-privileged children.

Rentals of the site may involve peßons of all age groups? and all ability levels. While the design
of the camp targets children, it must also accommodate adults and seniors.
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b. Behavior Seüings

A site may be analyzúaccording to how areas are or could be used by its human users. Lynch
and Hack use the term 'behavior seüings' to describe, "small localities, bounded in time and space,
within which there is some stable pattern of purposeful human behavior, interacting with somè
particular physical setting.o'(Lynch, K. and Hack, G., 1990, p.34) When analyzed for behavior
settings, Camp Manitou may be divided into four major areas; the north forest, the parking lot area,
the Keystone Building and its environs, the Friendship Centre and the central fîeld. In addition to
these areas, a sixth behavior seming may be found distributed within the north and south forests.

The parking lot area is distinct from all other areas of the site as the nature of its design and use is
geared towards the mixing of vehicular and pedestrian use. It is the only large firm surface on site,
and all persons entering the site must necessarily navigate tle space. Movement is essentially
limited to that between vehicles and the Keystone Building. Access to the north forest is available
via the entrance road, and to the south forest by way of the same road or by cutting past the eastern
side of the Keystone Building.

The Keystone Building itself, and its immediate surroundings form another behavior setting. AII
camp administration, including registration and group organization occur at this location.
Strucnred activities, and those requiring more infrastructure take place in tlis area, as it includes
such amenities as the kitchen and gathering / meeting space within the building, and the swimming
pool, climbing wall, and picnic tables outside of the building.

The John Bock Friendship Centre and its immediate surroundings form a similar behavior setting
to the Keystone Building. I-arge group gatherings crÌn occur inside regardless of weather
conditions, and smaller groups can gather in the protective enclosure of the outdoor front court.

Field and team sports can occlu in the large central field south of the Keystone Building where the
open ground is relatively level, smooth, and maintained by mowing.

More intimate and natural behavior settings exist outside of these locations within the north and
south forests. The pathway system provides many experiential opportunities along its primary loop
and branches, offered by a variety of natural environments, trail grade, surface material, width, and
enclosure. Clearings within the forest present a variety of distinctly 'naûlre camp' behavior settings
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differing in location, size, enclosure, and development. The small clearings located on the banks of
the Assiniboine provide intimaæ spaces for small gatherings about a fire pit. The nature of these
riverbank clearings differs greatly from those situated within the north forest, where similar
activities can take place enclosed by the oak/ grassland vegetation. In the large clearing of the
southern forest, large groups can gather for bonfires, celebrations, or nafure study.

c. Sib ûrnership and Managemant

Orvnership of Camp h¡Ianitou is maintained by the collection of service groups including the
Rotary, ffi1ryanis, Lions, Cosmopolitans, Optimists, and Kinsmen Clubs. Representatives from
each of the service groups form a controlling board that is responsible for all property decisions,
primary fundraising for major structures and siæ work, and awarding of camp management
contracts. Management of the camp was most recently performed by the Keystone Christian
Centre and the YMCA, and was awarded to the Rose and Max Rady Jewish Community Centre
beginning in January of 2000. The Rady Centre, as manager, is responsible for all programs and
minor site and building projects.

d. HistoricalDevelopment

In the l9?ß' s the site on the banks of the Assiniboine River lay outside of the City of Winnipeg and
was purchased by a collection of service groups, including the Rotary Club, The Kiwanis Club, The
Lions Club, the Cosmopolitans, Optimists, and Kinsmen. The intent was to develop the site into a
camp for inner-city, underprivileged children. Camp programs have been maintained since that time.

In the 1960's a slough was dug near the present location of the swimming pool to act as a swimming
hole. In tle 197O's two swimming pools were installed, one of whichwas removed in the 1990's.

Recent site alterations include the construction of the John Bock Friendship Centre in 199f1, site
drainage work in the north forest during the summer of 2000, and the laying of unfixed raised
boardwalks in the building cluster containing the washrooms and pumphouse.
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iv. Conelation of Data

a. Subdivisions of $e Site

A synthesis of the above inforrnation leads to the subdivision of the Camp Manitou site into a
number of areas, each consistent in their structure or character.

The norlh forest area constitutes a distinct zone due to its separation and limited access from the
rest of the site, its co.ntainment by the entrance road, and by the unique character of many open
areas resulting from its vegetation.

The parking lgtJ iq combination with those sections of the entrance road immediately adjacent to i!
forrn an individual zone of mixed use. The combination of vehicular and pedestrian usðs within
the sing]e space create an unavoidable source of conflict, and the spatial nãture of this space is
unique in scale and materials.

All areas directly connecæd to the Keystone buitding and the Friendship Centre have a distinct
character of developed and structured space. This 'built' environment iesults in the establishment
of a zone with exceptional cha¡acteristiõs.

The.open areu-to th. 
" 

south of the Keystone Building has a distinctive character. It is the only large,
level field on the site, and its cent¡al location within-the other zones of the camp make it a naiural- 

.

focal area.

A distinct nature-camp srvironment is encountered within the cluster of small buildings at the south
end of the cenhl field, the structures nestled amid the trees of the forest. The area is Iransitional in
scale as the built environment blends with the natural. The main pathway remains wide in this
are?, anqS large_clearing sits between the wash¡oom buildings, tñe pumphouse and the nurseos
station. Use of the areais Fgh * l result of the presence of ihe service buildings, and its location
at the essentiat trail head of the main pathway inlo the south forest.

Apart from the_alovg building ,cl_u¡ter, the south forest and its trail system form a primary zone,
with three notable sub-zones within.
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The forest trails create a primary zone with unique spatial characteristics and use patterns. The
forest is accessed by way of curvilinear paths dètivering a series of limited forward views,
suggesting adventure qrd disgovery !o the visitor. Use is typically by small groups of day-
campers on nature walks, or in transit to a location within the forest.

Threê subzones displaying unique characters and that are located within the south forest include
the large clearing in the south-center of the forest, the linear low-lying depression in the middle of
the forest and the marsh at the north-eastern corner. The large clearing has distinct use pattems of
largegroup gatherings and bonfires as well as spatial qualities unseen-throughout the rest of the
$t". Tlg depression displays*gnique topograpb-y ani limited sight-lines, and has unique potential
for activities and discovery. The marsh area is unlike any of thè other suþdivisions within the
st!9. Th9 loJv, flat, grassy ground plane is covered with st¿nding water during wet periods and
offers a distinctive, quiet environment, ideal for moments of refl-ection
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lV. Trail Accessibility Analysis

ln an outdoor siûe, paths and trails are often the single most critical factor in providing accessibility.
They enable users to move between and through elements and help to orient them in space (Moore,
Goltsman & Iacofano,lÐz). The level of perceived and actual accessibility in an outdoor site is
therefore greatly reliant on the organization and design of the trails located within it.

A detailed analysis of the existing trail system is necessary to direct design development and
intervention. The analysis generates inforrnation regarding trail conditions and characteristics, with
a primary focus on determining the relative levels of accessibility for persons with disabilities that
are provided by the existing trail network. An appropriate inventory of trail conditions and
characteristics provides the designer with the detailed trail information on which to develop the site
for increased accessibility.

Building codes and design guidelines pertaining to universal design present two types of
information, scope and technical, which must be addressed in the analysis of existing
environments as well as in guiding future development. Scope information describes where
accessibility is appropriaûe, when it is required, and how many aspects of a building or site must be
accessible to comply. Technical information delineates what aspects should be accessible and how
those features should be designed to ensure accessibility. (Plae Inc, 1993).

Analysis of the trail network for accessibility therefore begins with the specification of scope
parameters and the resulting technical aspects of trail characteristics to be evaluated. This is
followed by the trail analysis proper, which includes the measurement of specified trail
characteristics and the digestion of the accumulated data.
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i. Scope

Adherence to existing codes for barrier-free design requires that accessible routes comply with
certain minimum standards that were developed for the 'built' environment. Likewise, trails
designed to accommodate accessibility for persons with mobility, visual, and hearing impairments
incorporate such characteristics as wider tread-widths with firm, level, slipresistant surfaces.
In a children's nature camp, as in many outdoor recreational sites, there is a need for a diversity of
kail experiences with varying degrees of challenge and difficuþ. Recreation researchers have
suggested that a range or continuum of opportunities be provided. (Plae, Inc, 1993). Paths which
provide access to a site's facilities and primary amenities should be constructed to meet or exceed
the recommended guidelines for accessibility. Those trails which are intended to provide a natural
experience or an element of challenge could not be constructed to the accessible trail's level of
development and retain their intent. In these cases, information on the trail's characteristics and
level of difficulty would ideally be available to allow a prospective user the opportunity to make the
decision to enter the trail or not.

a. SeÊting Zoneo

Camp Manitou is located on a relatively small, level site and contains only 13 measurable trails. As
described in Section Il.ä. Overvíew of Exßting Guidelínes, numerous classification systems have
been developed for outdoor recreation environments. A synthesis of the classification systems for
the purposes of rail analysis within Camp Manitou suggests that a system containing the three
setting zones of accessible, useable, and difficult, such as that presented in Parks Canada's Design
Guídeliræs far Accessíblz Outdoor Recreatíon Facilitîes is appropriate. (Architecture and
Engineering for Parks Canada, 1994). The descriptions of these setting zones and thei¡ associated
levels of accessibility provided Goltsman and Driskell (lW2) are revisited:

l,evel 1, Accessible level "...is applied to a]l main facilities and activities, including parking
and the primary circulation system. It means that the program, service or facility is designed
for the most independent and easy use feasible for the majority of persons with disabilities."
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Level2, Usable level, o'...applies to outdoor sites and settings with
materials that are more challenging to persons with limited mobility.
may need assistance."

grades
Some

and surface
disabled users

I-evel 3, DiffÏcult level, "... is applied in more natural and "wilderness" settings where
grades may be steeper and surfacing materials rough. These settings are usable without
assistance by the more athletic person with a disability; genemlly, however, a person with
limited mobility would probably need assistance."

The analysis of the trail system at Camp Manitou involves the categorizationof the existing
trails and paths into the above setting zones according to their intended usage and context
within the site's facilities. As this categonzatron defines tle level of required or preferred
accessibility for each given trail, it will determine the number and detail of trail characteristics
to be measured.

b. Site Subdivision and LevelAssignat¡on

Analysis of the site is necessary to place the trail system in its context. Trail destinations and the
environments through which they pass determine the levels of accessibility that are required and
which may be expected. Appropriate setting zones are assigned to the site to direct the trail
analysis.

As described in Section III. iv. Correlatíonof the DaÍa, the Camp Manitou site has been divided
into a number of areas, each consistent in their structure and / or character. These subdivisions are
appropriate to categorization into setting zones, thereby prescribing the general levels of
accessibility appropriate ûo each zone. (see Figure 16. Site Subdivision and Setting Zone
Map)

1. The north forest area contains no necessary facilities but has unique wilderness
experiences to offer; it has therefore been categorized as a lævel L, Accessible setting
zone.
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2. The design of parking lots and entrance areas is extremely important to providing
universal use of a site. Therefore tle parking lot, in combination with those portions of
the entrance road immediately adjacent to it have been categorized as Level 1,
Accessible.

3. The Keystone building and the Friendship Centre are the primary camp buildings and the
only structures which may be used year-round. These buildings and the outdoor areas
directly connected to them have therefore been classified l-evel 1, Accessible.

4. The central field area south of the Keystone Building is the only open area of its type on
siæ. While universal access to this nét¿ is desirablelthe nature ofä grassed open area
limits travel by many people. This area has therefore been assigned an appropriate
setting zone of l-evel2, Usable.

5. \Vhile the cluster of smaller buildings south of the central field is transitional in characfer
between the built and natural environments, it contains many important facilities such as
the washrooms and nurse's station.It has been classified as Level 1, Accessible.

The south forest contains a total of four setting zones, a primary zone encompassing the
entire forest througb its system of nature trails and three sub-zones located within.

6. The southem forest and the connective system of trails within it have been categorized as
Mxed Levels 1-3, Accessible to Dfficult. The primary use of a trail system is to access
the natural environment, and the south forest contains the majority of this resource on
the site. Trails of varying levels of accessibility, challenge and mystery should be
located within this area.

The three sub-zones located within the south forest include the large clearing in the
south-center of tle forest, the linear low-lying depression in the middle of the forest and
the marsh at the north-eastern comer.

7. Due to the unique behavioral setting of the large clearing, universal access would be
preferred. However, the design intervention required to create Level 1 accessibility
would threaten the feeling of place and it has been assigned a l.evel 2, Usable setting
zoîe.
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8. Without s€vere desigu intervention, the linear depression will remain inaccessible to
matry persons with disabilities, and is classified Iævel 3, Dfficult.

9. The ma¡sh area is unlike any of the other sub-divisions within the site. While the nature
of the site conditions would require a great deal of construction to increase accessibility,
the uniqueness of this environment, in addition to its location neâr the Bock Friendship
Center suggest that this zone should be delined as l.evel 2, Usable.
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i¡. TechnicalTrail Characteristics

Design standards, including building codes and guidelines, describe the aspects of a given
strucfure or feature that must be accessible, and how they are to be designed to ensure accessibility.
As identified in Section II. iii. Review of Standards and Guídelínes, research has identified the
characteristics of for¡n (Architecture and Engineering Services for Environment Canada, l9g3),
surface, clear tread width, openings, protruding objects, tread obstacles, passing space, running
slope or grade, cross slope, rest intervals, and edge protection (ATBCB, t999) to be significant in
terms of providing access. The following breakdown of these üail characteristics identifies the
level of detail required in the analysis of trails located in a given setting zone.

Form. The form or organization of the entire trail system is analyzed regardless of the seüing
zones in which various segments are located.

Surfaces. Surface type, firmness and stability are important to measure regardless of the setting
zone; these characteristics play a very important role in a trail's accessibility.

Clear Tread tryidth. Clear tread width is important to measure regardless of the setting zone; a
width narrolver than one's mechanical aids or physical limitations allow deems that trail
impassable.

Openings. Measurement of openings is made parallel to the path of üavel. For pathways and
trails categorized at the highest level of development, openings in the surface plane must be noted.
In the case of more primitive recreation trails in natural environments, the inherent character of
natural surfaces to display an abundance of openings on the rough surface suggests that recording
of openings would be redundant.

Protruding Objects. Paths that are located in a setting zone of greater accessibility must be
analyzed for all protruding objects. Expectations of nature trails at lower levels of development
include the possibility of branches overhangrng the hail, and therefore only rigid protruding objects
such as large tree branches are recorded.
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Tread Obstacles. The analysis of the Cump Maniûou trail network involves the measurement of
obstacles over 6mm (1i4 incÐ in height on trails determined to require an Accessible level of
design, measurement of obstacles over 13 mm (ll?inch) on Useable trails, and over 76mmQ
inches) on Dfficult hails.

Passing Space. In highly developed setting zones, passing spaces must be recorded. In more
primitive zones, the characteristics of the trail will preclude the use of all but the most rugged off-
road wheelchairs, and determination of spaces adequate for passing is not necessary.

Running Slope or Grade. The measurement of running slope and maximum grade is
necessary on all trails regardless of the setting zone in which they are found.

Cross Slope. Analysis of trails in setring zones of high levels of development require detailed
measurement of typical cross slopes and of maximum cross slopes where they occur. In setting
zones of lower levels of development, only the measurement of maximum cross slopes where
travel is significantly more difficult must be measured.

Rest Intervals. Only on trails requiring the highest level of accessibility must rest areas be
recorded.

Edge Protection. All but the least developed of setting zones should be analyzed for edge
protection at appropriate locations.
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i¡i. TnailAnalysis

The analysis of the trails within the Camp Manitou site consists of an initial examination to locate
all existing trails, an assignation of trail hierarchy based on seüing zone categories, measurement of
trail characteristics in the field and digestion of the gathered data.

a. Location of Trails

Initial site visits involved locating all measurable frails within the site's boundaries. Existing trails
are not well identified, and the organization of the trail system is difficult to cognitively map.

As illustraæd in Figure 17. Trail ldentifTcation Map, 13 measurable trail sections were
found at Camp Manitou; these have each been assigned a letter alphabetically from "A." through
"N". In addition to these 13 trails, a number of minorl intermittent trails is noted. The minor trails
are composed of small, intermittent game trails or what appear to be trails that have overgrown due
to disuse.
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b. Trail Hierarchy and Level Assignation

Vpo.t completionof the initial analysis and subdivision of the site into general setting zoûes,
further analysis of the identified trail system was required prior to meas-urement of its
characteristics. The distribution of the site's subdivisions must be compared with the existing trail
sections to determine where on the setting zone scale each segment should lie. Universal
agcgss should be provided to all major facilities and to as many behavior settings as possible
without diminishing the opportunitiesfor a variety of experiences. A measurement lèvel
correlating with the requirements of setring zone categories, Level 1, Accessible, Level 2, Usable,
and l,evel3, Dfficult, was assigned to each trail, determining the appropriate degree of
measuremenl In some cases, trails of one level of accessibility may necessarily pass through a
subdivision that would suggest another level,

The inventory of trails is presented individually, with the appropriate setting zone f measurement
level defined. (see Figure 18. Trail Analysis Level Assignation Map)

A. The '14," trail which, for lack of other access points, is considered to begin at the eastern
end of the parking lot, takes the form of a loop trail for much of its length. It is the most
dominant hail on the site as it connects many of the
primary facilities and traverses many of the ecological seüings. This trail passes
through seven of the nine siæ subdivisions, whose setting zones range from l.evel I
through Levels 2 and3. The importânca of this primary trail deterrnines that it must be
measured as a Level 1, Accessible trail.

B. This trail crosses the interior of the southem forest connecting with trail "A" ateach end
and provides access to the clearing labeled'nrea #7". As this trail passes through a
mixed level zone (Area #6), and a l.evel 2, Usable zone (Area #1),ithas been assigned
measurement Level 2, Usable.

C. The short "C" trail passes through both a mixed level area (#6), and a lævel 1,
Accessible area(#S), connecting the building cluster area with hail "4". This trail has
been assigned measurement l-evel 1, Accessible.
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D. The *D'trail offers a distinctly 'wilderness' experience as it passes through the mixed
level area (#6). It has been assigned the lowest measurement lævel3, Difficull

E. This tnail acts as an extension to trail "4", proceeding along the riverbank and into the
interior of the south forest to dead-end into the marsh area. Passing only through the
mixed level area (ffi),it has been assigned a meÍrsurement level of 3, Difficult.

F. The "F trail connects trail *E o to trail "D", passing down the middle of the linear
depression in the center of the southern forest and crossing trail "4". This trail
progresses through the mixed level area (#6) and a Level 3 area(#8). A measurement
level of 3, Difficult has been assigned.

G. This trail has an ambiguous beginning behind a storage shed in the cluster of buildings
and dead-ends into the marsh after crossing trail "H'. 'While its western end crosses
Level 1 and Level 2 areas, most of its length lies within the mixed level a¡ea (#6) and it
has been assigned a Difficult measurement Level3.

H. Trail "H" leads from the paved court fronting the Bock Friendship Center to trail *F'
afûer crossing trail "G". It lies entirely within the mixed level area (#6), and has been
assigned a measurement level of 3, Diffìcult.

I. Located in the nofÌr forest area connectiag the entrance road, or trail "4", to the picnic
shelter. The north forest has been deterrnined to be a Level 1, Accessible setting zone,
and therefore this trail, the only non-vehicular access route from the central portion of
the site has been assigned a measurement level of L, Accessible.

J. This trail leads north from the picnic shelterin the north foresl While it lies fully within
Area#1, a l,evel 1, Accessible setting zone, this trail provides no additional experiential
op'portunities and has been assigned the measurement level of 2, Usable.

K. Providing access between the entrance road and the picnic shelter and trail "I" in the
Level 1 north forest, this short walkway has been assigned the measurement level of 1,
Accessible.
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L. The only paved trail on the site, ¡rail"L
buildings inside of a Level I arca (#3).
measurementlævel 1.

" provides access between the two main
This trail has been designated an Accessible

M..More a rough vehicular track than a trail in its present state, trail "M" would provide an
important connection between the parking lot and the John Bock Friendship eenter. A
measurement level of 1, Accessible has been assigned.

N. This short and steep trail,located within arca#6 which has been designated alxvel2,
Usable seüing zone,leads to the under-developed dock area. The only direct built
conrtection to the river, this trail has been assigned the measurement level of 2, Usable.
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c. TrailAnalysis Mdhodology

The number of characteristics and the level of detail measured and recorded for each trail was based
on its corresponding measurement level of accessibility, as determined above.
A team of two researchers measured trail chamcteristics by both subjective and objective means to
collect the relevant data.

A given trail was divided into a number of short segments, the nodes or stations of which were
determine.d on-site according to changes in trail characteristics or a limit to line-of-sight.
Measurements were recorded on data recording sheets for each appropriate characteristic for each
trail segment, resulting in a list of segments and their corresponding characteristics. Following the
site measurements, data was transferred from the data recording sheets to a spreadsheet to analyze
the results.

d. Measur€ment

Analysis of the trail segment characteristics involves the use of subjective measurements of surface
characteristics and objective measurement of segment distance and the characteristics: clear tread
width, openings, protruding objects, tread obstructions, passing space, running slope, cross
slope, rest intervals and edge protection.

Surface type is described according to the materials found on the site. As described in Section
[.iii., Review of Standards and. Guidelines, the degree to which a given trail surface is firm and
stable determines the trail surfaceos level of accessibility. The Universal Trail Assessment kocess
(UTAP), now in use throughout the United States and in some parts of Canada, has categorized
surface fîrrnness and stability for recording purposes as; paved, hard, firm, soft, or very soft.
(Axelson et al., 2ñl,p.I7). A paved surface category will display the characteristics of firm,
stable, and slip-resistant; a hard surface is firm, stable, and not necessarily slip-resistant; a firrn
surface is firm but not stable; soft and very soft surfaces are not firm or stable. While a rotational
penetromeûer is ideally used to measure these characteristics, the UTAP is designed to allow
measurement without the device utilizing the following subjective descriptions: "A hard surface
should not deform under the weight of the trail user. A firm surface will deform under an object

Trail Accessibility Analysis lV.
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with sharp edges or may spring slightly with force, Soft surfaces have footprints or other impacts
from trailuseis. Very soflsurfaces do not completely support the weight of the user so that the
user sinks into the surface with each step." (Axelson et al., 20O1,p.18).

Dstance between each station was measured with the use of a Rolawheel, which consists of a
handle, a wheel with a circumference of one meter, and a distance counter. The Rolawheel
accurately measu¡es off linear distance in tenths of a meter as it is rolled along the center of the
trail.

Clear Tread Width, Openings, Protruding Objects, Tread Obstacles and details of Rlge Protection
were measured in tenths of a meter utilizing a standard 20 meter tape measure.

Running Slope, or Grade, \üas measured with the use of two Suuntoru combination compass/ 
_

clinometers. 
-Two 

readings, one by each team member, in percentages were taken and compared
for accuracy between each station to determine the Average Grade between those stations. 

'When

Maximum Grade was encountered, it was measured with the use of an inclinometer, in this case a

SmartToolru . The inclinometer is essentially aVl inch construction level incorporating an oil-
leveled digltal slope measurement device. Readings were taken in percent grade and recorded
along with the disønce of the Maximum Grade parallel to the path of travel.

Cross Slope and Maximum Cross Slope were also measured with the use of the SmartToolru
inclinometer, with measurements takeã in percent grade and recorded along with the dist¿nce of
Maximum Cross Slopes parallel to the path of travel.
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iv. TrailAccessib¡l¡tyAnalysisResults

The resulting data accurnulated from trail measurements was entered into a Microsoft Excel
spreadsheetior analysis. From this spreadsheet, totals, averages, {runima and maxima were
calculated for distance, tread width, nrnning slope and cross slope for each measured trail to
complete the inventory.

Significant information derived from these calculations, presented in Table 5. Trails Analysis
- Calcnlated Data provides a condensed inventory of the measurable trails within the Camp
Manitou siæ. This tabG presents in brief those trail characteristics that have a direct impact on
accessibility. The calculated data in Table 5 provides the informatioo necessary to determine
whether thé trail segments meet their respective levels of accessibility as deærmiled by their
designated measurement level, as displayed in Table 6. Trails Analysis - Existing
Accessibility.

For the designer, Table 5 contains brief snapshots of the characteristics displayed by each trail,
directing fu*her inquiries regarding trail details to the det¿iled data recording sheets.
Transcriptions of tUe trait data recording sheets, in the form of spreadsþet tables, have been
appended as Appendix ii. Manitou Trail Data, Tralscription from trail data
rèèording sheets. Detailed measurements for each trail segment and notes on elements such as

obstacles are found within these transcriptions.

a. Existing Accessibility and tÞs¡gn Considentions

As presented in Table 6, Trails Analysis - Existing Accessibility, few trailg designated^
as either Accessible or Usable met their intended level of accessibility. The designation of I-evel 3,
Difficult, which was assigned to five of the 13 trails carried no technical limitations due to their
provision of 'wilderness' and challenging characteristics.

The intended form of the trail system, that of a combination of loop and branch disnibution
systems, is generally acceptable for the purposes of universal access. The primary loop (trail A)
would provide a circuitoui route of travel with trails of various levels of access branching off and
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most often reh¡ning to the primary t¡ail. The main üail(A) however, deteriorates in accessibility

o"tii it b"**"r im[assablË for ali but the fully able-bodied in dry seasons, and is impassable for
all during spring runoff and very wet seasons.

Considerations for desigu include organizational intervention, modifications to existing gails. 
.

a"ripuæn Accessible ío¿ Ur"bt", aãd develop{ent of additional trails to complement the existing

üailþ$em and increase the outdoor recreational opportunities.
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Table 5. Trails s - Calculated Data
DÍstance

(meters)
I,159

22r
49

2tr

115

186
94

126
85
56

13
64
49
3(}

2,458

wood chips

asphalt

packed dirt

material

packed drrt
forest vegetation
packed dirt / mud

packed dirt / grass
gnrss

grass
forest vegetation
mud
grass
grass I mud
mud
grass / torest vegetatron
grass
mud
grass

grass

dirt / crushed limestone
Total Trail Distancer

I-eåst Stable Sur{hce

firmness
stabilitv

solt

soft
llrm
firm

fïrm

very soft
soft

very soft
very solt
soft

fîrm
hard
lìrm
solt

Iength

(meters)
3

3tz.9

1.3
z.a
3.1
3.1

Maximum
Cross Slope

(%)
t l.a

z.z1.5

7.7

1.3
t.z
1.6
3.0

Slope

Typical
Cross

(%)
1.7

Minimum
TreadWidtlr

(meters)

o.5
I

o.75

o.5

I
0.5

o.25
2

o.75

lo.5
?,.3

3
z

0.5

Iength

(meters)
4

3

3

2

Maximum
Grade

(%)
22

t4.r
5
12

l0

3
4

t7
6.8
I

L
.,

3
t7

Average
Grade

(%)
2.r

2.1
1.ó
4.5

2.O

0.6
1.5

4.6
1.5
u.7

1.O

o.8
2.4

12.6

I'rail

A

B
c
D

$

I{'

G

tI
I
J

K
L
M
N
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Table ô. Trails Analysis - Existing Accessibitity.

Existing Levelof
Accessibility

Designation

Dilficull
Difücull

Usable
Dilltcull
Difficull
Dilfucull
Difficull
Difficull
Dilltcull
Difücull

Accessible
Accessible

Usable
Dillrcull

Level #

3
3
.,

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
I
1

2
3

Intended Levelof
Accessibility

Ilesignation

Accessible
Usable

Accessible
Difficult
Ditlicutt
Difficult
Difficutt
Difticult

Accessible
Usable

Accessible
Accessible
Accessible
Accessible

Level #

I
z
I
3
3
3
3
3
1

2
I
I
I
I

l'rail

A
B
c
D
E
¡'
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
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V. Facilities Accessibility Analysis

In the outdoor recreational environment, access is required to all necessary services and as man,y

f""fiti"r on site as possible. While universal accessibility of the gedes-trip circulation system is

i*p"rt""ti. the móvement of peoplq thrgugþou! the-siæ, appropriatg-{esçngnsur+g immediate

acð*r to the path's destinations is^critical. The buiJdings located *itt-ú9 thg C*q Manitou Site

serve various'functions, many of which are integral to the progJam o-f th" site such-as gathering

anO steeping structures, and inany of which seÑe the needs of the site's users such as washrooms,

kitchens^anð the nurse'í shtion. ivlost users of the site will first encounter the camp as individuals
uiu itr farking lot. It is important that appropriaç de¡Sn of thi¡ mixed-use open area is addressed.

In addition, fõr many useri, such as thosô with visual or coglitive impaimrents' the most

riglrfi"*t âesign elément of many sþs and facilities permitting orinhibitilg acc_els i1 sigryge..

¡,ããrtyrir anidiscussion of these characteristics as they are found at the Camp Manitou site is
necessary to direct appropriate design development.

i. Building Access

The scope of this study involves the outdoor. developed portions of the site; where buildings and

structurès are concernéd, objectives involve increasing access to the structure but not the structure

itself. Access to buildings råust be at least equivalentio or greater than the accessibility level of the

setting zone within whici the structure is locãted, As illustrated in Figure 16-. Site
Subdivisions and Setting Zone Map, all siæ buildings are found within Lævel L,

âccessible' zones, and therãfore must be fully accessible. The picnic shclters, dispersed -.
througbout the site, are located in a variety of_iening.zones. The shelær in the north forest lies
withiñ a Level 1, 'Áccessible' zone, and tLe shelærs in the southern forest are located within a
Mxed Level area. Due to their adjacency to the l-evel L, 'Accessible' trail labeled'.A", as shown

io Figo.u L8. Trail Analysis Level-Assignation Mtp, these picnic shelters of the south

forest must also provide the highest possible access-

An analysis of existing entrance access is needed to determine the extent of required.de$g1
iniervention. The foüówing discussion presents a description of present conditþn¡ including
technical measurements takén, and a disiemination of those measurements and their impact on
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accessibility. The general layout of the means of access is discussed, follow,ed by analysis 9{-th"
doorway landing, tñe stairway and the ramp if these are provided. It should be noted that while
many characteriitics of these access structuies may not meet the recommended dimensions
deæimined herein appropriate for universal design, they most often meet existing barrier-free
design codes for new construction.

a. Keystone Building

The Keystone Building is the
entrances to this structure, as

are located on the north side,
in the center of the courtyard
the east wing.

Figure 19.
Keystone Building Entrances
scale 1:500

structure on the Camp Manitou site. There are eight

Keystone entrance #1

Keystone entrance {2

Keystone entrances #3 &.4

Keystone entrances #5 &.6

Keystone entrance #7

Keystone entrance #8
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The Keystone Building's north side serves as the southem e{ee of the larklq lot, where all

;;p"ré and most rt"fi"oi"r both the building q{ tþ".tilg. Two entrances are located along.this

f,f,;il; *rlr. rl" ptilip.t building e_ntran"ä,lub"l"d'Keystone entrance #1',leads to the 'great

n"ff ', ,ø a service Ëntrance, labeled"'Keystone entrance ft leadsinto the kitchen .

,Keystone entrance #f is accessed fromihe parsng lot via a combined stair and ramp structure

¡ùfi of ¿i*"nsional lumber, as illustrated by a plan view in Figure 20. Keystone entrance
#1.

Analysis of Keystone entrance #t

The seneral lavout of this structure is universal in design,
prouídiog means of vertical access by both stairs and a ramp'

The landing at the doorway, measuring 2222mmwide by
?A1Lnniñlength is large enough to provide maneuvering
space, but there is a largè threshold between the access

rito"tot" and the buildiãg. This threshold takes the form of a
trough, perpendicular to the Ptt of havel, measuring . -
fmñáïiäe, with a depth of Z5mm on the structure side

and 38mm on the building side-

V

The stairway consists of two treads and three risers' Tread
depth varies, measuring 330mm on the upper tread and

2SOmm on rhe ro*"iltËuJ. ir*¿ depth niust be equal and at Figure ã)'
least 300mm. The ¡tåit 

"t" ""tticat 
an¿ nosings dö not Keystone entrance #1

piãt*¿". Handrails are appropriately located oä both sides scale 1:100

ãi;Ë;¿uú, tf;t; distaääe ô'tzzzítnr"apart, an additional
handrail should be located in between. The handrails are

i0û3tt- it height; inir is uuoue the recommended maximum of 96ornm for-higher handrails. The

hr"A*iÈ propei "ó"ltt 
of i*t"ogolq lumber-pos$o:red vertically on- one :'d:'i"9 horizontally

"" 
tl" óit'"r stide of thé stairs; theiails should 6e of circular cross-section. Handrails are

ão-otiooo*, Unt ¿o ooitètt"iiut" at the post at the bottom of the stairs, nor do they continue down

one tread or horizontallY 300mm.

The T4OOrnm long ramp is over the recomme nded 4.57o Sfde {o¡ q 9*P pt Sq lengtå.. lt' s 7 'sEo

g*ã" ir ;;p";tf; et'en the maximum recommended grade of 1.l%o,which is intended for ramps
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with a maximum length of 4O0Omm. The cross-slope is}To and the width of 1219mm is

õ;"f;;Ëfoio"" tíuy tiufn_" Edge_protection is prwi¿F ty a.woodenrail, b¡t its lower edge

lie's aËove the recomménded 75mm7 Fiandrails are lbcated on both sides of the ramp., bgt at

ïigotr* túy are further apart than the recommended 875mm to9?,Sln:rlrt Both handrails are

formed af 2x4lumoeJrptui"é¿ no¡rontally and thgrefgre._do not have a circular cross-section for

õd11Ìtl; gnppuuility. ,Ä.t u height of 876mm, the handrails- ge. hjsh3r than the recommended

t'"ighti;åioï n*'¿.uil, and lõwer than the recommended height for a high handrail.

Analysis of Keystone entrance #2

This entrance to the kitchens is primarily used for staff access. _The geq"ral layout, as illustrated in
i'ig";; 21. f"yrtotte entra'nc e #2: is poor, providing only stairs in the forrn of two

plaforms.

The upper pladorm acts as doorway landing, its width is adequate at?A3Ímm, but its length of 
.

ilõräilir"rã"iittð ã"o*"n¿eä tsoornîr. rilhile the struìture of the landing is wood, there is a

krdãft"i r""ri"" oi *t""t Stugqg-, with inappropriately.l.arge gpe*ngs; these openings are 25mm

fuåit"t to the path of traffic,-and 95mm perpénaiõutar to the path of traffic'

The lower pladorm is composed o{ 10" x 10" timbers encasing 
-a_gravel 

bed. Jh9 gravel is^^

pã*ãtrv 
"i""t"lùitn 

a loose rubber mar wilh ?ised edges. Ttrié is not a safe situation, offering

ä*oy olipo*unities for accidental tripping, slipping, and cane or shoe entrapment'

The rise is appropriately even at 152mm, and¡o obstructing ngsing¡ ar9.pre1e$. The structure is

r""r.iil""yiðt"f.f hãdrails, and a 3o5mm drop-off is creáted at [he sidè of the upper landing.

Analysis of Keystone entrances #3, #4, #5 and #6

Access to Keystone entrances #i and #4, wbich.-arc located on the north side of the swimming pool

;;;;i; piãuiá"A Uy ãìiop"¿ concrete ground plane. Access !o Ke-ystgne entrances #5 and#6is
n.*íi¿"ä bv a leveí 

"oo"tät" 
surface. fhe 

"onðt"te 
surface referred to is a continuation of the pool

i";Ë. ñ;iouíã ¡ã noæ¿ that the ideal accommodation for universal access involves a ground

plane freatment, with no ramps or stairs to be negotiated.

V

Figure 21.
Keystone entrance #2
scale 1:100
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Analysis of KeYstone entrance #7

The general layout of the structure pr91i{ing access to. this entrance, as illustrated in
i'iã,irã ZZ.-É"y*tãn" entrancä #7,is-iery -good 

in terms of universal access; both a

*'ripãoJrøo ui" provided, and they both leãd to and from the same locations.

The landing at the door provides an acceptau-tq y^t!ft of 1102mm, þut the length, at

titÍtt*l,iã narower than the recommended 1500rnm. There is also a stepleading up

fÃã tl" i""¿ing to the door threshold, creating a barrier to persons using wheeled

mobility aids.

Two treads and three risers comprise the stairway. Trea{ ¿:pF is anapp.ropriate 304mm,

U"t rirr ir 
"oi "quul. 

The two uip"r rises are 150mm and the lowgr rise is only an

ãppt".i*"æ ggr;*. The loweitwo treads have hazardous open risers, creating ab-rupt 
.

äãã*p;osings. Ag-ai;t recommended guidelines, no hanãrails are present on the stairs.

The ramp's grade, at I3.47o over a lenglh of 1821mm, is much stqeper than recommended

ro¿". *i¿ tli'" wiátn of 889nrm is narrõwer than recommended minimum width. -$gq
ñt;d"" ;theàpen side of tle ramp is prwided by a lumber rail, located much higher

ihan the recommen?ed75mm above ramp surface. A single handrail is present, as

.ip.rã¿ to the recommended double hanãrail, anl t!9 !"ight of 876mm does not

"ðã"rp""¿ 
with recommended height for gither the higheror lower handrails- A

;t""'g"t- board is utilized as theñandrail proper, *ni."f does not have a circular eross-

sectioñ, does not continue horizontally for 3-00rnm, and does not terminate into the post or
ground.

Analysis of KeYstone entrance #8

As identified in Figure 23. Keystone entrance-#8, the general layout of this access structure

is good, providing vertical access via both stairs and a ramp'

The doonvay landing is long enough at2434mrn but is too narrow to provide maneuvering space

at 1219mm. Similaíto Keyîtone ãntrance f7, abarner to access is presented by a step up to the

Figure 22.
Keystone entrance #7
scale 1:100

door threshold.
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The stainvay, consisting of three treads and four risers, is constructed of
expanded steel grating. It provides an inappropriate tread depth, of only
254mm, and presents potentially hazardous open risers on three of the fow
stairs. The stairway has only one handrail; it is located at an inappropriate
height of 777mm, does not have a circular cross-section, and does not
continue down one tread nor horizontally for 300rnm.

The ramp, which is4267mmin length, is steeper than recommended, with a
grade of l3%o. It's width of 1219mm is wide enough, but again the edge
protection is not located low enough to the ramp surface. A single handrail is
present, with an inappropriate height of 762mm; it does not have a circular
cross-section, nor does it continue horizontally for 300mm at the bottom.

b. Bock Friendship Centre

The recently built John Bock Friendship Centre was constructed according to
prevailing banier-free design standards. This single-story structure sits just above
grade, requiring only minimal groundwork to provide smooth access to all
entrances. A verandah surrounds the northem, westem and southem sides of the
building providing covered entry to the wide doorways. Entrances are located on
the north, west and south sides of the structure, as illustrated in Figure 24.
Bock Building Entrances. A large open court paved in asphaltfronts the
building on its westem side. Due to the construction of the verandah's decking at
an average height of l50rnm above grade, wheeled access is granted via two
raised asphalt ramps built into the court surface, one in the center of the western
side and the other at the northem end of the west side.

The central ramp has a width of 1829mm and a length of 1626mm. The slope of
the general travelling surface is a high 9.89o. The norlÍern ramp has a width of
1829mm, a length of tíV{mm, and a gentle 3.87o grade. While the central ramp
has a grade above the recommended maximum of '7.17o, its short length and the
nearby location of the gently sloping ramp suggest that access to this building is
adequately provided.

4á7

Figure 23.
Keystone entrance #8
scale 1:10O

Figure 24.
Bock Building Entrances
scale 1:500

ffi
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The Craft House, located between the Keystone Building and the John Bock Friendship.Centre, is

constructed an average of 558mm above lrade. The genéral layout of access structures is^pooras

no stairs are present.-Ã1o"g t"*p has beä built leaõng from-the grass / dirt ground surface off
the paved pathway up to the front verandah.

The ramp has a steep 13.I7o grade, but no measurable cross-slope. It is. 1041mm in width,

,fi-grt^Uv ]ãrün* tf" *inimuñ recommendedramp wi.dltr. Edge protectiop is.gqvided for the

;ñ;äi4r .f in" tu*lblway o{ boards fixed to the sides of tñe raryp 1n-d raised abo¡¡e the ramp

süfralezo*m. This eägð protection should continue the entire length of the ramp. There are no

handrails along this ramP.

d. Washroom Buildings

Two freestanding washroom and shower buildin_gs are lo^cated in the cluster of structures at the

northwest corner-of the south forest, one is for tñe use of boys and the other for girls-

No accommodation has been made for access to the boys' washroom building. A 1067mm wide

È*d;dk, i"q"i¡"gu srep up due to its 152mm heighi-leads froqr$; pathway to the small

lr"di"g ät1"'rtro"tit"" ,i*'*uy. At the landing, inother step of líztnrrtis encountered. No

handrails are present.

The girls' washroom and shower building is accessed yi.a a ffrP-,-bf the 3bt-"19: of stairs deems

the seneral layout oftn" $ructure insuffiõiently accessible. The-1143ryry by 1067mm landing at

th; ffiñV i" io.¿"quate for maneuverability bysomg.upp. The 7620mm long-ramp has a

r"tutiu"iy sú:ep graal at IZVo. Width of the "á*i 
il a slightly n3ffow 106lmm- No e$e! . .

;,jild" ir ffiia"a. Two handrails are proviåed, butáe an inappropriate 867mm in height, and

ão not have a circular cross-section-
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Accommodation for persons in wheelchairs have been made in the form of access sfuctures for all
nu" 

"u¡i"r 
located ii tUe northwestern comer of the south forest. The nurse's station, or Lion's

"uUio 
is of a different design than the other four cabins, resulting in a unique access structure. The

;ú"i"t cabins ut" 
"r*"ítiully 

identical to one another and acc-ommodation for persons with
disabilitiðs has been treated in the same manner for each.

The nurse's station, or Lion's cabin, sits approximately ?.S4mmabove grade. The access structure

incorporates a ramp and landing, but no_ si¿irs. The doorway laq{ing is undersized for
**.i"u"ri"g at 10å7mm by l219nrrr. The rampleadi_ng uf to thig landing fT a tegp slope o{
lSlEo, 

^n"àpt"Ut" 
cross'-slope oî l.S%o ana a s{ghtlyìayow 1067mm width- Edge.protection

is offeied in the form of raised iides 75mm in heigh:t alông both sides of the ramp and the open

sides of the landing. No handrails are present.

The remaining four cabins, namely the OptimiSEolury,-Spanis and Kinsmen cabins have

covered u"r"ridrhr with wooden d-eck surfaces. Their height above grade varies slightly but 
.

ã""iáã* ¡ã0ñ. A11 of these cabins have been treated to-the same form of access structure; in the

centeiof each verandah a single ramp has been constructed, varying only in slope.

The general layout of these aceess structures is limitingjn their lack of stairs. I-an$ngs o!
r"fnãi"Jri n u"provided by the covered verandahs. The ramps y: a!.rynryin-tenglh and

nu-uã *t" folowing relative grades: Optimist, 13.l%or-Fiotary, lß.88o,. Kiwanis, 6'8Vo and

Kil;*, ti,.OEolpor this iength of åmp, only the Kiwanis ramp suits the recommended grade.

All ramps have an appropriate Tsmmedgè protection, but no handrails.
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f. Picnic Shelters

Picnic Shelter #3, also located adjacent to Trail A, is accessed
IOTI over a distance of 4O0Omm. This exceeds the maximum
Iævel 3, Difficult trails.

Fourpicnic shelters are located on the Camp Manitou site. They h1v9 begn
labelêd #'s 1 through 4 for identifîcation purposes in Figure 25. Picnic
Shelter Locations. The picnic shelters are all of the same design,
consisting of a large covered open area and a small enclosed storage rgom.
The ground surface is invariably a mixture of packed aggregate and soil, at
gradé with the surrounding land. Access to the picnic shelters is therefore a
function of the surrounding landform and adjacent trails. Trail accessibility
specifications are therefore utilized in the assessment of access to picnic
shelters.

Trails leading up to Picnic Shelter #I were analyzed for accessibility in
Section IV, where they were labeled Trails I and K. Trail I leads from the
parking lot northwards to the shelter; this trail was found to have an e4sting
ãccessibility rating of Level3, Diffîcult (Table 5. Camp Manitou Trails
Analysis - Calðulated Data). Trail K, connecting the picnic shelter with
the ring road was found to have an existing accessibility rating of l.evel 1,

Accessible.

Picnic Shelter f2islocated adjacent to the trail designated as Trail A, which
was found to have an accessibility rating of lævel 3, Dfficult. The ground
leading from Trail A to the picnic shelter, however, was found to have an
existing accessibility rating of Lævel 1, Accessible.

Picnic Shelter #1

Picnic Shelter #41ies immediately adjacent to Trail A, which was found to
have an accessibility rating of l.evel3, Difficult. The portion of Trail A that
passes between the shelter and the riverbank run of Trail A has a maximum
grade of 6Va over a distance of 6200mm; this places that segment in the lævel
2, Usable category of trail accessibility.

Picnic Shelter#4

Picnic Shelter #3

Picnic Shelter#2

Figure 25.
Picnic Shelter Locations
scale 1:8,000

up a slope of
slope of all but
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¡¡. Vehicular Circulation and Parking

Camp Manitou is invariably enteredby vehicle-._ A one-way.l99n to4 carries site. users to the

t*kåti"r 1"""æ¿ òo the iorthem side of_the Keystone.B{aing. As discussed in Section Il.iii. ''Revieti of Snndards and. Guidetínes, the design õf parking lots is of great importance to the

comfort ãnd safety of users of all abilities.

The parking lot at Camp Manitou is surfaced in crushed limestone and has an easily nayrgablg,

á*tåÀ" grã¿" of L%o,rirnning southeast. No marAings are possible og a_n unpaved surface. No
rigouã" fiesignates aócessiblãparking spaces, and no separation ofvehicles and pedestrians is
made.
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¡¡¡. Existing Signage

Signage in the outdoor environment of Camp Manitou is primitive, as would be expected in a
children's nature camp such as this. Basic directional signs are present at the enûy gates, in the
parking lot, and at some major pathway intersections.

Signage is defined by the U.S. ATBCB (1992) âs, "... visual, tactile, or auditory means of
conveying information, implemented in such a \ryay as to effectively communicate information
about the building"(p.35). As stated by Hanis and Dines (1997,p.24UI4), "Clear and precise
signage is a crucial aid to negotiation for all people. Essential functions include place identity,
notice of accessibility, warnings, and directional information." All guidelines for accessible design
address signage, and most often to a highly detailed level; scope requirements prescribe locations
and levels of information, and technical parameters involve numerous characteristics ranging from
font type and size to relationship to sun angles.

Many types of signage have been developed for use in the built environment, and in fact many
guidelines prescribe the use of at least two different types for the presentation of information.
Standard printed signs have been advanced to include large print and raised lettering. Braille is
used to present information for those who read Braille. Audio signage is becoming more cofirmon,
and as technology advances, more useful and universal forms of audio signage are being utilized.
Audio cassettes, FM transmitters and fixed audio units are used in museums, galleries and concert
halls. Advanced voice message u its, chiefly "remote signage" systems, have recently been
developed in some parts of the US as a useful technology for providing basic information
regarding destinations of subway ticket booths and pedestrian crosswalks for blind, visually-
impaired and otherwise print-handicapped travelers (Bentzen & Mtchell,I9q3, p.2). In the
outdoor recreational environment, research has been undertaken to incorporate advanced audio
signage for directional, informational and interpretive information, as seen in that undertaken by
Carreon and Hogan (1996) where fixed digital transmitters emit messaging to personal hand-held
recervers.

The outdoorrecreational environment presents multiple necessities for appropriate signage to
prepare, protect and direct users throughout the site. Within a trail system such as that found at the
Camp Manitou site, universal access requires the appropriate placement of the necessary
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information regarding accessibility for the system as a whole, and for each individual segment, to

allow users the opportunity to make decisions.

Signage is a crucial aspect of universal dgsign, an{ a.gre$deal of information, through guidefines,

r"î"*õn and theory, iiavailable. An in-deplh analysil of this material would be necessary to direct

;tù;Ñ"t" aesign óf universal sign?gg for^the outtioor recreational environment. This level of
require¿ detail pïaces the analysiJof iignage outside of the scope of this project.

V
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The intent of design intervention at Camp Manitou was to fulfîIl programmatic requirements with a.

focus on increasiñg a"""ss to the full range of recreational and educational opportunìties presented by
the site's natural eãvironment. Development of the design incorporated the synthesis of researched

design recommendations and applied them towards the findingl of the site 1nd accesïbility analyses.

Theíe relatively concrete elemðrits were all considered within the concept of universal design.

Development of the design for the Camp Manitou site involved conceptral PlqS$ and general

organiåtion of the site, úe development of a supportive trail {pedesnian circulation network, an

inËgrated vehicular circulation sysiem and the development of appropriate access to site facilities.

Vl. Design lÞvelopment

i. GonceptualPlanningandOrganization

The general organization of the developed site, and the resulting.applic-atign ofappropriate technical
paraäeters, is ítructured within the setting zones i4entified by si!e- anatysis.and as illustrated in
irigure 16. Site Subdivision and S-etting Zone _Mtp. {p resulting from site
invästigations tryere points and zones exhibiting-unique characteristics, as identified ln Figure 26-
Camp-Manitou Site Development Oppo{unities and Challenges, Existing
Conditions, which demanded ãttention in ãesign development. These areas either presgnled

potential benefits to site users if incorporated r¡to the desiþ,-orthey displayed char_acteristics posing

ãifficulties which required design solutions. In some cases, both opportunities and challenges were
presented by a single area.

Figure 27 . Camp Manitou Conceptual Site Plan illustrates design intervention at a coarse

r"ã". Identified sátting zones, and theii respective levels of appropriate accessibility, have been

addressed by the develõpment of suitable ciiculation layout and in the design of.pathways.and
facility 

"ccers 
structures^. Existing opportunities and challenges ar9 me], provìding workable

solutións to areas of conflict an¿ iliffiðult site conditions and allowing the highest possible degree

of access to unique and special areas without degrading their unique characters.
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Figure 28. Camp Manitou Detail Sheet Ke-¿ $aq prgse$g a graphic.key to subse-quent

arã*i.rgs which illüstrate design development at a úigher lgvel of detail. Design details referenced

in Figure 28. are presented in Figures 29 through 33.
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¡i. Trail System I Pedestrian Circulation

The primary organizational element of an outdoor site, and the principal focus of a nature camp,
is the pedestrian circulation or trail system. The development of trails within Camp Manitou
offers a readable system of pathways, accessing safely the important areas and facilities of the
camp through the redesign of existing pathways as well as through the development of new
trails. A variety of trail designs were utilized throughout the site, maintaining a variety of
experiential and educational opportunities.

At Camp Manitou, design development of the trail system involved the application of design
recommendations, as determined through the literature review, to the results of site analysis in
order to realize the intended conceptual organization of the redesigned site. The examination of
existing guidelines and codes relating to trails yielded a set of design recommendations suitable
to the site and its program. A summation of key characteristics derived from these
recommendations was developed (see Appendix iii. Trail Development Matrix) and
utilized in conjunction with detailed technical parameten as discussed in the Literature Review,
to arrive at the final design of the trail network.

In keeping with the intention to provide a variety of experiences along with the highest possible
levels of accessibility, the trail system was developed using a combination of trail form. A
highly legible set of I-evel 1, Accessible trails, mostly of loop and stacked loop fomr, cover the
majority of the site. Usable, Level 2tranls take the forrr of stacked loop and returning branch
form, providing closer contact with nature and a more challenging journey. Branches of
primitive l-evel 3, Dfficult trails offer opportunities to access unique areas whose characters
would have been compromised by increased development, and provide intimate contact with
nature and challenging trail conditions. The general trail layout is graphically represented in
Figure 34, and its organization within the site is illustrated in Figure 35. Camp Manitou
Site Development Trail Accessibility Levels. The trails have been labeled numbers 1.1
through 3.6 for identification and discussion purposes.

Design Development Vl

Figure 34.
Graphic
Representation of
Trail Layout
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a. Level 1, Accessible Trails

The distribution of developed l,evel 1, Accessible trails provides a network of highly legible,
accessible and safe pathwãys connecting all primary camp facilities and fumishing a system of.
nature and educatioã trails throughout all major areas of the site. Responding to identified sefiqs
zones, as illustrated in Figure itr. Site Subdivisions and Setting Zones, Aecessible trails
were developed in all areas determined to require lævel 1 accessibility and in thc south forest mixed-
level zone. Site development opportunities, ãs illustrated in Figure 26,h¿ve been incorporated_.
into the Lævel 1 trails where the äegree of development does not degrade their unique character. Site
challenges identified in Figure 2íthatrequired a substantial degree gfdeyelopment were solved
with the use of lævel 1 trail and pathway establishment. The technical design parameters of all
l-evel 1, Accessible trails meet oi exceed the minimum recommendations determined for lævel 1

trails as presented in the review of standards and guidelines.

Facilities and services are all provided along a single short, easily navigable pathway southwest of 
-

the main buildings, identifiedãs Trail 1.1. The trail has been developed toprovide the gteatest level
of access and tne nighest degree of navigational simplicity and safety. Trail 1.1 t¿kes the form of a
single loop, differentiated fróm adjoining trails by surface color and texture. Connective trails
leaáing toprimary facilities are surfacedsimilarly, but are narrolryer, meet Trail 1.1 4 rigþl angle^s,

and aré divlded fiom it by path edging. As illustrated in Figure 37 , Trail 1.1, this hail's surface
is paved in asphalt, edged by contrasting colored paving stone, and is wide enough for easy two-
way passage.

Trat| t .2 serves a connective function, j oining Trail 1 . 1 , south-west of the Keystone Building, with
the parking lot and Trail 1.4 north of the Keystone as well as providing access to the lævel 3 trail
following the riverbank northwards. Wide enough only to provide one-way passage of wheelchairs,
Trail 1.2 is level and paved in asphalt, similar to Trail 1.1.

Trail 1.3 is a loop trail stacked upon Trail 1.1. and allows fully-accessible travel arou{ the majority
of the southern fõres¿ Providing a more natural character through materials, Trail 1.3 is paved in
compacted limestone, with the cõlored paving stone edgc characteristic of l-evel 1 trails. Due to the
incréased traffic anticipated along the trail adjacent to the cabins, Trail 13 is wide enough for two-
\ryay passage in this arà; the remainder of the trail is wide enough for one-way passage with
suitable passing spaces located appropriate distances apart.

1.4

1.2

1.1

1.5

1,3

Figure 36.
Level 1.,

Accessible Trails

Figure 37.
Trail 1.1
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The central depression in the south forest, which was found ig site analyses to exhibit
unique characferistics and to present considerable desi_gn ghaflelggs.is accessed yia an

introduced footbridge located along Trail 13, the detail of which is illustrated in Figure
38. Trail 1.3 Foõtbridge. Thè accessible trail passes over the depression allowing
views down into and alonglhe depression, providing visual accessto the uqique_
topography and vegetation presen[ at this location. A side trail, designed-.to l-e1el 3

acceãsi6itityjoinsTrail 1.3-toTr:lil3. whichfollowsthebottomof thelineardepression.

Access for all users is provided by the development of Trail 1.4 in the north forest. This
unique area is experienced along a relatively short loop trail offer_rng.l sense of seclusion
andìntimacy, while remaining ðompletely accessible. Trail l.4i.s wide enough for one-
way travel and is paved in asphalt with a colored paving stone edge.

The significant potential afforded by the dock area demands t41t aJyltf accessible route
conneðt the dock with the rest of thê circulation network. Trail 1.5 involves a relatively
complicated design incorporating switchbacks to_qggotiatg the riverbank's slope-and a

series of construòied guarãs along outer edges. Dfferentiating this trail frgry all others is a
surface of uniquely cõlored paviñg stones with raised edges of the standard Level 1 edge

paving stones throughout.

Rest areas along lævel I trails are highly developed, and are typified by
that illustrated in Figure 39. Level 1 Rest Area. This particular
rest area is located along the western side of the Trail 1.1 loop, as

identified in Figure 29. Camp Manitou Detail Sheet A.
Adjacent to the-boat storage shed, this rest area provides a large level
suiace of compacted crushed limestone, which is different in both
texture and colõr to Trail 1.1 and to the surrounding ground surface.
Two benches are provided, following the recommended technical
parameters determined in the liærature review, and a constructed shelter
protects the users.

Design Development Vl

Figure 38.
Trail 1.3
Footbridge

Figure 39.
Level 1
Rest Area
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b. Level2, Usable Trails

Development of Level2, Usable trails was limit€d to a total of three trails, as illustrated in
Figure 40. Level 2, Usable Trails, all of which are located within the mixed-level
south forest area as a response to site requirements. l.evel 2 trails generally require less
impact on the natural environment, thereby providing a more natural experience and an
increased degree of challenge for trail users. The developed Usable trails all adhere to the
recommended technical parameters as determined in the review of standards and guidelines.

All th¡ee Usable trails are of modified loop, or returning branch, form. Cognitive mapping
of these trails is more difficult than the Level 1 trails, as the user does not necessarily return
to the same loop from which she began, but all three hails b"gtn and end at l-evel 1,

Accessible trails.

Tn1I2.l connects Trails 1.1 and 1.3, and leads through the marsh areaatthe northwestem
corner of the south forest. The trail is constructed with a firm compacted crushed limestone
surface which relies on its unique texture and color to provide wayfinding cues without an
additional edge material. Approximately one-half of Trail 2.1 is wide enough to provide
two-way travel, leading from Trail 1.1 through the marsh; the remainder of the trail is
designed to accommodate one-way travel with passing spaces appropriately sized and
spaced. The site conditions creating the unique marsh area necessitaæ that a raised wooden
boardwalk be incorporated, as illustrated in Figure 33. Camp Manitou Detail Sheet
D, to provide a safe and accessible travel surface as well as to protect the existing character .

Traversing the interior of the south forest, Trails 2.2 and 2.3, which are illustrated in further
detail in Figure 31. Camp Manitou Detail Sheet C, branch from and return to Trail
1.3. A succession of limited forward views interspersed with forest clearings and a number
of elevational changes provide the user with unique and slightly challenging journeys. Both
trails are wide enough for one-way havel and are surfaced in compacted crushed limestone,
again without an additional edge treatment. (see Figure 4I. Trail 2.3)

Rest areas adjacent to lævel 2tralls are typically less developed than those associated with
Level 1, Accessible trails. As detailed in the review of standards and guidelines, rest areas
are located every 9O to 120 meters as opposed to a separation of 45 to 60 meters adjacent to
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Figure tl0.
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lævel I trails. Minimum spatial dimensions are equivalent, but the usage of materials is less

stringent; the intent for l-evel 2trail rest areas is ûo provide built components that are more
characteristic of the natural environment in which they are located. Figure 42. Level2 Rest
Area illustrates a typical example; the rest area identifîed is located in the approlimate center of
the south forest adjacent to Trail 2.2. Tlus particular rest area utilizes a change in topography.
for seat location; a rough bench is constructed of stone in mortar with a backrest of lumber. A
level, fîrm ground surfãce is provided by paving stones which are contrasting in color and in
texture from the adjacent pathway and the surrounding forest vegetation.

Design Development Vl

Figure 42.
Level2
Rest Area

c. Level 3, Difficult Trails

The distribution of lævel 3 trails, as illustrated in Figure 43, Level 3' Difficult Trails, is
relatively even across the Camp Manitou site. Most of these trails are developed from existing
trails idèntifîed in the site analysis, with liüle design interyention. An increased sense of
isolation and adventure is encountered on these trails as well as the expected reduced level of
accessibility. Challenging conditions are met, and few accommodations are made for safe

travel. Moit of the DiffiCult trails take the form of branches, often but not always connecting
with other trails at either end. As detailed in the recorn¡nendations resulting from the review of
standards and guidelines, these trails are primitive in materials and dimensions. Exigting
natural surfacei are found throughout, and recomrnended technical parameters include ooly a
maximum cross slope. It is within the l.evel3 trails that site users will find the most intimate
and natural experiences.

Trail 3.1 leads northwards from Trul l.Zalong the upper riverbank to reach the northwest fire
pit. Trails 3.2to 3.6 branch throughout the south forest, leading from various trails and
locations to others. Trail3.4 is of particular interest, as it follows the bottom of the linear
depression, under the footbridge which is part of Trail 1.1. During wet-seasons and years,
segments of Trail 3.4 will be impassable or particularly difficult, increasing the level of
challenge encountered.

3.1

3.2

3.3

3.5

Figure 43.
Level 3,
Diffrcult Trails
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iii. Vehicular Girculation

Desien of all exterior sites must resolve the potential conflict resulting from the of vehicles

äj Ë¿ä'r#u"i. tü;;;ñ;r*t, where 
"iútdr"o 

ary qe primary.sÍe usets, a distinct separation

ffihËïäqö; .f il"ñtiã" ¡ ,Jí"o *or" critical. In theãesigndevelopment of Çamp Mqqitou,

aû effort has been made to segregate_each system !o th" grglteslextent põssible, and to provide

¿irtio"i¿iuisions between the-twã where mixture is unavoidable.

a. Road Network

Regular vehicular movement is confined to the northern part of the site, with only two pedestrian

;;;"rñgJ. Til *i*åã påãestrian and vehicularroadway'running alo38 thq ye¡tern edge of the

open field nus ¡."" r"rå;;;ã;ih; p"*uw building to whic! this-road.provided access hav^ing been

""T""i.ii;h;å 
ä;tiï o""-*äñJniu" ttufü" is rñaintained on the existing.eqtrance road for ease

;¡ä*iú *¿ tné 
"r*s-walis 

are located where ample distance is p-rovided to anticipate

oncoming traffic * "."si"gËã*t 
i*r. irirl*aort it to lote that atl traits requiring a crossing of

the road#.y * puuããã-Ñpña| creating a distiirct textural and color contrast to the limestone

road surface.

vehicles.

The southern part of the site requires,access by service vehicles, but they qe infrygugnt and.often

;t-td" "f;äth.r*ih;f;ö"o "tto-**"" 
h"r been made to accommodate vehicles on the

orimarv paths them*filt. ¡" informal service road is developed algng-jle,ea9tgm edge of the.

Ëî#"åäîdüË;dúg ñ* tdparking lot to the primaryloop rrg] ttJi tli's service corridor

iìirääd t"i"tr!tå* lã"avoid being mistãken for a public igadway. Trail 1.1is consffucted to

carry the weight an¿iã ptolnia" an acõeptable width td ailow the pass.agj of service vehicles. The

#;j#; ä-n?ä"ä-r*íf ijir similarty aesigned. The pathway and ihoulders of the remainder

;iiåjiã,';;dtú; rfr"r*iuriag", t"itt 
"tõ 

carry theädditional weight of occasional seryice
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b. Parking Lot

AsillustratedinFigure 33. Camp Manitou Detail Sheet E,theresolutionof vehicularand
pedestrian conflict at the parking lot involves the introduction of a distinct edge between the
parking lot proper and the adjacent pedestrian pathway. The walkrvay fronting the Keystone
Building is surfaced in paving stones which contrasts fhe limestone gravel of the parking lot
proper.

Design recommendations resulting from the literature review were incorporated into the parking lot
revisions. The surface of the parking lot remains gravel, but a finer limestone topping is
compacted to provide a firrr surface for pedestrians moving to and from vehicles. A drop-off zone
was created adjacent to the pdmary enhance, with ample roomfor passing and gathering on the
paved pedestrian pathway. Due to the lot's surface material, parking spaces cannot be designated
on the ground plane, but must rely on signage, which is located on the side of the Keystone
Building itself. Four designated parking spaces are located immediately north of the building and
pedestrian pathway.
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iv. FacilitiesAccess

K$stone drirtrancef2
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Keystone entrance #1

Keystone entrance#'7

Keystone entrance #8

Figure 44.
Developed
Keystone Entrances

Access structures, analyzedin Section Y. Facílíties Accessibilíty lnglysís, hav_e been redesigned in
order to provide accesiappropriate to the setting ?ones within_which thgV ale fougd.. All existing
built stnñtures are locateã-within I-evel 1, Acceisible zones other than the three picnic shelters

found in the south forest, which is a mixed-level settingzone. In cases where practicable, such as

the cabins located in the southern forest, the unsuitable access structures were removed entirely,
and access was provided by the most universal of methods, raising the surrounding ground pla9e

to meet building floor levei. 'Where structures were necessary, existing character, materials and

building practices were considered and utilized in the redesign.

In all cases where platforms, stairs, or ramps are present, handrail
design has incorpoiated the design recommendations determined in the
reviðw of standards and guidelines. Han¡lrails arrrpresentÇß both si{ps
of stairways and ramps, with additional handrailslincluded Twhere the
total width measures 1100mm or greater. The handrails proper take the
form of lumber with a circula¡ treatment to the top edge providing a
diameter of 35mm. Double handrails are provided throughout, with
heights corresponding to those detailed in the design recommendations.
Continuous gnppablè surfaces are provided, the handrails retum to the
wall, post or grbund, and extensions at the tops and bottoms of ramps
and stairs are as detailed in the recommendations.

a. Keystone Building

Of the eight entrances to the Keystone Building, the Facilities
Accessibility Analysis in Section V identified four access structures
providing insuffîciênt levels of accessibility. Technical parameters of
Îftystonð entrances #1,2,7 and8, the locations of which are identified
in ú'igure 44. Developed Keystone Entrances, were found to fall
outsii[e of those determined appropriate for l,evel 1 setting zone
recommendations in the reviéw of standards and guidelines in Section II.
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Keystone entrance #1

As illustrated in Figure 45. Developed Keystone
Entrance #l,the general layout of this structure
remains, with adaptations made to the existing
stnrcture in order to accommodate design
recommendations.

The th¡eshold was revised by the inclusion of a
beveled plate to cover the hazardous threshold trough.

The stairs remain largely unchanged, with the
exception of an increase in tread depth of the lower step
to equal the others, and the addition of a third handrail.

The ramp was revised to provide an appropriate grade
of 7.IVo, and a landing was introduced to provide a
resting area.

Keystone entrance #2

The layout of this entrance structure, as illustrated in Figure 46.
Developed Keystone Entrance #2,has been entirely reworked
to provide accessible and safe use.

A larger landing was introduced, incorporating a grating with
appropriately sized openings. A stairway and a ramp were
incorporated into the structure providing a choice to users.

The stairs consist of two treads and th¡ee closed risers without
nosings, and three sets of handrails.

The ramp involves two sections with grades of 7.IVo, and a central
level landing.

Figure 45. scale 1:100
I)eveloped Keystone
Entrance #1

Figure ¿[6. scale 1:'100

Developed Keystone
Entrance #2

N
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Keystone entrance #7

As illustrated inFigure 47. Developed Keystone Entrance #1,the
layout of this structure was not altered, but alterations were made to the
structure's details.

To accommodate the step up to the door threshold, the entire structure was
raised to meet it" The length of the landing was increased to 1434mm to allow
maneuvering space.

The stairs retain their tread depth, but were re-designed to provide equal and
closed risers without nosings, and handrails were added.

The ramp was revised to provide two segments with grades of '7.17o with a
level landing betrveen. A second handrail was also incorporated.

Keystone entrance #8

While the general layout of this entrance stmcture remains, as illustrated in
Figure 48. Developed Keystone Entrance #8, a compleûe redesign
was required. The condition of the existing structure was [loor, and the
landing size, ramp grade and stairway design were determined to be
inappropriate for accessibility and safety reasons.

The developed landing is wider tlan the existing landing, and was raised to meet
the door threshold.

The developed stairway consists of three wæden treads and four closed risers
without nosings. Handrails were provided at both sides.

As this entrance is considered for emergency egrcss and not for general use,
spatial limitations confining the ground area of the ramp were addressed in ramp
design parameters. The revised ramp provides a legal grade af L27o which is
negotiable by most persons with disabilities, but which is inappropriate for a
Iæiel 1, Accessible setting zone. Handrails were provided on both sides of the
ramp.

Figure 47, scale 1:100
Developed Keystone
Bntrance #7

Figure 48. scale 1:100
Developed Keystone
Entrance #8
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b. Crafr House

As illustrated in Figure 29. Detail Sheet A, access to the Craft House has been increased
through a re-design of the existing ramp and the introduction of a stairway.

The revised ramp has an appropriate width, a grade of 7.IVo, and handrails located on either side.

The stairs consist of two treads and three closed risers without nosings, and handrails on both
sides.

c. Washroom Buildings

Access structures have been introduced to provide access to both the boys' and girls' wash¡oom
buildings, as illustrated in Figure 29. Detail Sheet A.

Both buildings have been provided with structures consisting of appropriately designed landings,
stairways and ramps, allowing universal access to the washrooms immediately adjacent to the
primary L,evel 1 loop trail (trail 1.1).

d. tbc*Area

An important development opporhrnity identified in the site analysis of Camp Manitou is found at
the existing dock location. There is the opportunity to connect users with the Assiniboine River
and great educational and recreational potential for the development of boating activities and
fishing. As discussed above, the developed pedestrian circulation system includes a l-evel 1,
Accessible trail which leads to the dock area, however the design of the dock has not been included
in either the review of standards and guidelines or in design development.

While the analysis was beyond the scope of this project, a number of accessible and barrier-free
design guidelines have accommodated dock and pier design for boating and fishing purposes. Of
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those standards and guidelines reviewed for this project, the following include such
recommendations: the Summary of Draft Fïnal Accessibility Guidelines forRecreation Facilities
(ATBCB, 2000), Access Series: Design Guidelines for Accessible Outdoor Recreation Facilities
(Parks Canada, lÐ4) and Guidelines for Barrier-Free Access (Manitoba Provincial Parks, 19æ).
Provisions include access and safety elements of both scope and technical type.
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Vll. Conclusion and Recommendations

Everyone can expect to have a physical disability, either temporarily or pennanen4y, a! some time
duridg their lifetime due to injuries or the aging process. The built environment, therefore, must
respoãd to this reality. Structures and spaces need to be desigled so that they_-are comfortable and
safè for all users. (Robinette,l9[35, p.4). This study was undertaken as an effort to increase
accessibility in the outdoor recreational environment, with a practical application of redesiguing the
site of Camp Manitou.

A thorough analysis and synthesis of related guidelines, codes and design recommendations was
used to identify the significant cha¡acteristics and appropriate technical parameters of circulation
systems and site elements. This analysis permitæd the determination of existing levels of
accessibility and was utilized ûo direct appropriate design intervention.

Analysis of the Camp Manitou site yielded information on the site's general and specifi_c ch¿racter 
^

and iãentified partic'ùlar areas exhibiting potential and / or presenting challenges to the fulfillment of
the intended program.

The combination of these analyses resulted in the development of a re-design of Camp Manitou's
circulation systems and facilities access stnrctures. The developed pedestrian circulation sysûem

successfully reorganizes the site, providing universal access to all primary siæ facilities and natural
environments while maintaining a selection of primitive and challenging routes. Choices are
providedfor users regarding siæ locations and rail diffîculty levels, throug:{r a hierarchy of legible

þthways and trails. Vehicular circulation has been separated from pedestrian movement on
ioadways and in the redesigned parking lot area. Universal access to all built site facilities has
been developed through a series of re-designed access structures integrated into the circulation
network.
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i. Project Significance

The findings of this study and the resulting design intervention have significance for the owners,
managers and users of Camp Manitou, for designers, and for society in general.

The owners, managers and future users of Camp Manitou will benefit from the included analyses
and resulting design development as direction and site-specific detail are provided for fufure site
improvements. The owners and managers of the camp intend for the site to continue to offer
recreational and educational opportunities to disadvantaged children from the Winnipeg area.
Inherent to this desire is rrniversal acceptance and access, the beginnings of which are provided by
the developed reorganization and design of the pedestrian circulation system.

This study benefits designers who are researching or developing outdoor recreational facilities in
general and those who are developing children's nature camps in particular. The analysis and
synthesis of existing standards and guidelines includes sources that had not been compared
directly, nor assimilated to a focussed intent, until this time. While there are now a number of
sources for specifications on designing in the outdoor recreational environment, the difficulty for
the designer lies in the multitude of different recommendations found in these sources. How does
a designer make his or her design decisions when faced with this variety? This study has
attempted to distill the range of recommended specifications in an effort to direct appropriate
design. The presentation of various scope parameters and ranges of technical recommendations
should help designers who are likewise attempting to make the most appropriate choices while
developing designs. Designers focussing on children's outdoor environments, and most
pafücularly those developing nature camps, may find that the site-specific design recommendations
herein can be relied upon in whole or in part, for their own design development.

For society in general, the significance of this study focuses on its small role in the continued effort
towards universal design. As more sites are designed or improved towards universal access, and
as research continues into the understanding of universally appropriate design elements and
parameteß, the movement of universal desigo moves forw¿rd. Matthews and Vujakovic's (1995)
'marginalisation' of persons with disabilities will decrease in the minds of those persons in the
'mainstream society' as their presence in all places becomes corrìmon, and as the often awkward
structures which typically afford access are replaced infuture development by 'good' (read
'universal') design.
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ii. Limitations and Constraints

Limitations to this study and the included design relate largely
applied scope. Additionally, site conditions demanded a small
adherence to determined design recommendations.

to the restrictions inherent in the
deviation from an otherwise strict

As discussed briefly in Section VI, the dock area presents unparalleled potential for development at
Camp Manitou, however scope limitations precluded a detailed analysis of related standards and
guidelines as well as any resulting design implementation. Other design comtrronents which have
not been addressed, but which are extremely important to the successful application of universal
design to an outdoor site, include signage and lighting. Appropriate signage is necessary for all
users of a site, regardless of their physical or cognitive abilities. A competent application of
signage throughout the Camp Manitou site would afford universal access and informd choice-
making to all site users. Lighting in outdoor recreational areas is important to appropriate
accessibility as well as to safety. Additionally, scope limiøtions restricted the level of design detail
prepared for this study; detailed construction drawings, implementation staging and cost analyses
would logically follow the preceding design development.

The application of design recommendations to the seüing zoûes identified through site analysis was
limited on one occasion due to existing site limitations. The access structure located at the southern
end of the east wing of the Keystone Building does not meet the recommended technical
parameûers as determined in section ll.iii. The structure was spatially confined by the high use of
the corner at which it is located, by the primary linear pathway leading along the westem edge of
the wing and by the intermittent service road running along the eastem edge of the wing which due
to the presence of service structures on the opposite edge could not be re-aligned. These factors
required that the ramp portion of the access struchrre could not be constructed with a grade meeting
the recommendations. Due to the fact that the doorway is principally used for emergeûcy egress,
and not for regular access, it was decided that the ramp would be designed with a legal grade of
$Vo.
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iii. Future Research and Development

This study presents a starting point for directed future research into analyses of standards and
guidelines within the concept of universal design and for the development of Carnp Manitou.

Future research into trail systems and outdoor recreational areas shotrld take into consideration the
wide variation of existing design guidelines and recommendations as well as the methods by which
they are often developed. Designers wishing to reach beyond building codes in an attempt at
practising universal, or even barrier-free design, while developing outdoor sites are faced with a
myriad of potential technical parameters pertaining to each site element and every cha¡acteristic
thereof. rilhile this study focussed upon trail systems and involved the dissemination of available
codes and guidelines related to this topic, numerous design elements of the outdoor recreational
environment were not analyzed. Similar studies focussing on other design elements must be
undertaken to begin the sorting of available recommendations. The other important direction for
future research is a continuation of empirical testing using real people. IVhile this study
incorporated empirically detemtined design recommendations where available, most guidelines and
codes for barrier-free design are arrived at by consensus. This is likely the reason that so many
variations of recommended dimensions are found throughout the literature review. Further
research utilizing real people, with and withoutdisabilities, will result in a standardized set of
guideline parameters that successfully provide universal access.

Future development of Camp Manitou should continue to be directed towards the creation of a
universally accessible nature camp. The re-design of the circulation systems and limited site
elements herein follow site improvements including the ramping of all structures, and the
construction of the fully accessible John Bock Friendship Center. Development of Camp Manitou
should continue with the development of appropriate exterior and interior signage and towards
increasing interior accessibility, which were beyond the scope of this study.
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slqpÊ conversion table Rfuc:Rsa
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Manitou Trails Data Sheets

À. M¡ln Tr¡ll
Pk¡¡g Lot Loading from eutrancê road along riverbank, through south forôst and returning to building cluster
I / Accessible DtËdirt RD-rough dirt Cl-=crushed limestone

PkDt=packeddirt G¡=gr¿ss Vg=forestvegetation

Max WC=wood chips

ô;; surrace o;ïåT S;; N'*
Slope 

(

(E¿\ Catsorv Tvoe (%l (Eøl

pr¡nted: l2l19101
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rendlno totål lmet€f,s)
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Slope

(%\

0
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53. I
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a7
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24t
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2a5,4
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35r
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rt1.5
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3
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?
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a

2
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I
L

1
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0.5
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0.5
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1.5
1.5
1.5

1

t
I
a
J

I,
)
a
a

1

1.5
I
1

T

1

1

a
a

1.2
1.5

I
l.t

a

0
1

1.2
I

0.9
l.l
1.4
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1.1
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I
a
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0
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t
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I
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I
)
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4
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3
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0
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I

-t
I
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4
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0
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o
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a

1

6
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4
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-15
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14
,1

0
I

eastem edge of parking lot
even with the edge of sewage plant building

centre of road inþrsection (entrance & service) heading south

near building cluster-road turning to path
path turns / fioh cleaning station / N end of Nurse's Ståtion
right türn in path
Prthway to river / between Lions & Optimist Cabins

low point / road-like character ende - path only from here

surface matprial becomes forest vegetâtion

adjacent to centre of southern picnic shelter

7.9 Max Xslope for 3m / max Grade for 1m

5 max grade for 2m

adjacent to centre of southeastem picnic sheltor
(slope up to pic ehol=+l0 for 4 m)

4.6 maxgradefor4m
enter cleåring containing eastem picnic ehelter

top edge of linear depression in ctr of s.forest
22 bottom edge of depression I max grade for 4 m

top edge linear depreseion (few logs as steps on bank)

northeâ8t corner girls bathroom building

4.5
4

1.1

A
Average Grado:
Maximum Grade:
MinimumWidth:
Typical Cross Slope:
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l¿a¡ú Stable Surface:

2.08 %
22 o/o

0,5 m
1.72 %
tl.8 0k

soft

distance of 4 mctors

packed dirt
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packed dirt / mud
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Menitou Tra¡ls Data Sheets

Trall: B - Trall
I¡caflon: Leading from A-Trail south of cabins to south picníc ehelter on A-Trail (pÊsses through totem fire clearing)
Intended Level ofAccesstblllty: 2 / Usable DtFdirt RD=rough dirt Cl=crughed limestone

PkDtepackeddirt G¡=g¡ìass Vg=forestvegetation

statlon lxstrnce Tread Typtc¡l Max Aver¡se M¿x wc=wood chips
- - -ö.ø."")_- 

\À"dth ;ii :ilfr surr¡ce nð:'"i: ff;i N"t*

re¡dln! total (metere) (%l (%l Cûteûorv TyDe (%\ (%\

printed: I2l19101

0
56

68.3
88.1

99
112.6

118
127.5
141.4
151.5

t79
191

198.4
209.1
22t.1

56
68.3
88. I

99
112.6

118
L21.5
141.4
151.5

t19
l9l

194.4
209,1
221.1

1

I
a

)
4
4
4
I
I
1

I
0,5
0.5
0.5

PKDt
wc
wc
PKDt
PKDI
PKDt
PKDt
PKDt
Gr
Gr
Gr
Gr
Gr
Gr

I

-4
-t
-1
-1

6
-5
)
-t
0

-1

0
,)

sentfe ofA-Trail at t¡ail inærsection
tree root 4 inche8 tall at 39 m

edge of fire pit sitting circle
(2 fire pits, lm dirmeter)

lop of slope outside of totem fire clearing

-6.7 max grade for lm

7.2 max grade for lm

I 4.1 northwest corner of eouth picnic shelter
large tree acrose path
max grado for2m

B
Average Grade:
Maximum Grade:
Minímum Width:
Typical Croes Slope:
Maximum Cross Slope:
Iæa¡ú Stable Surface:
Dist¿nce:

2.O9 %
t4.t %
0.5 m

distance of 2 meters

N/A
N/A

soft wood chíps
221 ¡¡4e¡s

Trall: C - Tr¡ll
l,oc¡tlonl Short trail leading ftom building clus0er boardwalk to A-Trail nbove depression
Intendsd Level of Accesolblllty: 1 / Accessible Dt=dirt RÞrough dirt Cl=cruehed limestone

p¡¡=packed dirt Gegrass Vg=forest vegetation

st¡ilon Dlstance Tle¡d Typlctl Max averace Mrx wc=wood chips---i;'d";il': üùd $ï: 3n'ö surrace 'cili ilff" Notes

re¡dtrc lolûl (mcÉsg) (%l (Eo\ Cûtecory lvDe (%l (lo\

0
22.6

34
49.3

22.6

49.3

c
Averåge Grade:
Marimum G¡ade:
Minimum Width:
Typical Cross Slope:
Maximum Cross Slope:
l¿ast Stable Surface:
Distance:

at boardwalk odge near girls washroom building
overhanging saskatoon limb

34
J

1.5
I

f
f
f

I
7

0

PKDt
PKDt
PKDI

I
-5
o

0.00 %
59o
1m

o.oo %
2.2 %
firm packed dirt
49 meters

2



Manitou Traib Data Sheets

D- Trall
Trail leading fromC-Trail south and eaet to southeast picnic shelter (through tire area)
3 / Difficult f,tt=dirt RD=rough dirt Ckcrushed limestone

PkDt-packcddirt Gr=grass Vg=forestvegetation
Max Wc=wood chipgö;;. suriace T:i:' ffffi N"t*
Stope

(4,\ l-nfarn¡v

pr¡nted; l2l19/OI

Tr¡ll:
I¡c¡tlon:
Interrded Level ol Acc€rslblllty:

ststlon Dlstance Trosd TYPlcal

(melcrs) width äi:
w¡llno tnf¡l /rrreúeaì IeL\ (%i (%l

0
15

39.5
61

78.8
96.1
98.8

109.8
120

135.3
149

t66.7
r 69.3
112.6

192
20t.7
2t1.3

0
15

39.5
61

78.8
96.1
98,8

109.8
120

135.3
149

t66.7
169.3
172.6

192
201,7
21t.3

0.?5
o.15

a

)
I
I

0.15
0.75

I
1

o,15

D
Average Gmde:
Madmum Gmdo:
MinimumWidth:
Typical Cross Slope: N/A
Maximum Cross Slope: N/A
L€åS St¿ble Surface:

Dístance:

Trall:
IÆc¡tlon:
Iniended l,evel of Acceselblllty:

E - Trall
Trail leading nolh from A-Trail at eastem pícnic shelter
3 / Difficult DÞdirt RD=rough dirt

PkDt=packeddirt Gr=gxa8s

Max
Gr¡de

(%l

Notee

at intersection with C-Trail
large oxposed root l0em high

hee down across trail - must be removed
top of rise overlooking 4 tractor tires
fire pit and tire location
outer edge of clearing

southwest comer of southeast picnic shelter

Cl=crushed limestone

f
f
Í
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
r

PKDt
PKDI
Gr
Gr
Gl
Gr
Gr
Gr
Gr
Gr
G¡
Gr
PKDI/Gr
PkDt/Gr

-l
1

0

-10
-l
7

-6
t
I
5

-9
t2

-12

-6

Gr
Gr
PkDtiGr

%
%
m

0.00
t2

0.75

firm

2l I ¡¡e1ç¡s

packed dirt / grass
gra88

Vg=forest vegetation
Wc=wood chips

ståtlon Dktance Tterd TYPlcal Mrx
- - iil;;i-" iùüh Sî"i :ili surr¡ce oä;ä:

re¡dlnr total {roet€rs) (%l (%\ CÃtesory TvDs (%\

p
Average Grade:
Maximum Gr¡de:
MinimumWidth:
Typical Cross Slope:
Maximum Cross Slope:
L¿aS Stable Surface:

DiEtance:

GT

G¡
Gr
PKDt
PKDI
PKD
PKDt
Vg

gr¿s8
forest vegetation

0
35

62.7
72.6
79.6
90,2
95,7

I 15.3

0
35

62.7
12.6
79.6
90.2
95.1

1 15.3

J
3
1

0,5
0.5
0.5

I
1.5

f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f

-1

0
I
6

-3
10
-3

great deal of poison ivy tdjasent ând on tr¿il

edge of clearing with clay oven, pat¡ contin to loft
Þathway ends at enlarged bog arÊa

o.oo %
t0%

0.5 m
N/A
N/A

fim

115 meters

3



Manitou Traib Date Sheets

F. Tr¡ll
Trail leading from F.Trail near clay oven clearing to tire / firepit clearing (through linear deprossion crossing A-T
3 / Difficult Dt=dirt RD=rough dirt Cl¡cruehed limestone

PkDt=packeddi¡t Gr=grass Vg=forestvegetatíon
M¡x WC=wood chips
¿;;;; Smtace Average ìlfax Nors
SIoPe (ilade tilade

printêd l2l19/01

Tr¡ll:
I¡crtlon:
Intended l¡vel ol Accerslblllty:

St¡tlon Dl¡tånce Tro¡d
(mßtcrs) Wtdlh

Typlcel
Cross
Slope
/e\ 1d\ t4r t4\

o
25.7
53.3
80.9

103.3
t20.4

L25
161

179.2
185.8

0
25.1
53.3
80.9

103.3
120.4

125
l6l

t19.2
185.8

PKDt
DtlMud
Mud
Mud
Mud
Mud
Dt/Mud
DVMUd
Gr
Gr

f
I
I
vg
vs
vs
s
I
s

f

I
1

a

I
5

3
I
I

-3
0

-1

0
0
3
0
0
0

lntêrsoction with E-Trail
wet
wet
edge of bog / swampy grâss area
marsh
marsh
intersection with A-Trail

wood pile at entrance to cleÂring wlth tires
tractor tires

Cl,=crushed limes¡one
Vg=forest vegotation
WC=wood chips

F
Avgragc Grade:
Maximum Grade:
MinimumWidth:
Typical Cross Slope:
Maximum Cross Slope:
l¡ad Stablc Surface:
Distance:

o.oo %
3%
lm

N/A
N/A
vory toft

186 meters

Slope

mud

G- TÌolt
Short Trail leading east from shed at building cluster to dead ênd into bog

Tr¡lI:
Locrtlon:
Intended l,evel of AcceÁstbtllty:

Statlon Dlstmce Tre¡d
(máers) lilldth

Typlcål
Cros¡

3l Diffícult DtEdirt RD=re¡g¡ ¿¡¡
PkDt=packeddirt cËgrasg

Mrx¿;; surr¡." oää1" ff;; Nr*
Slope

/&\ le\ 
^ô4ãa^ii' 

Tûñ^ t4\ t4\

0
23
39

56.6
81.6
93,6

0
23
39

56,6
81.6
93.6

0.5
0.5
0.5

1

I
I

Gr/Mud

Gr
Gr
Gr

Gr

0
-4
0

trail begins behind $hed wíth no connÊction to other trails
or to cluster boârdwâlk

muddy
rotûen tree down across path
edge of bog / standing wâtorGr/Mud

o.oo %
4%

0.5 m
N/A
N/A

Distance:

soft

94 meters

Tr¡ll:
L'oc¡tlon:
Intended lævel of Acceselblllty: 3 / Difficult

G
Averagc Grado:
Maximum Grade:
MinimumWidth:
Typical Cross Slope:
Maximum Crose Slope:
t¡aet Stable Surface:

Stttlon Dlstarice Tre¡d
(metons) Wtdth

Èô¡.llnd f^f.l /¡ddÂl

g¡aEs
grass / mud

H. Trûlt
Trail leading fmm south of Bock Bldng paved couft southwards to F-Trail

Typlcal
Cros¡

M¡x
Cross
Slope

Surlaco

Dt=dirt RD=rough dirt Cl,=crushed lirnesùofre
PkDt=packeddirt Grgrass Vg=fo¡sstvegetation

n;::åï 
Sij" n tee 

wc=wood chips

Slope
t&\t4\ (q'\ (q'\

o
14.2
20.5
29,t
4t.t
51.6
57.8
63.6

75
85.4
97.2

r 01.8
1 15.5

126

0
14.2
20.5
29.1
41.1
51.6
57.8
63.6

15
85,4
97,2

101.8
1 15.5

126

0.5
o.25
o.25
o.25
o.25
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

0.25
0,5

0.25
0.5

Gr/Dt
Gr/[I
Gr/Dt
Gr
Gr
Dt
Gr/Vg
Vg
Gr
Gr
Dt
Ch
Gr
Mud

-5
4

-3
-1
-l
-l
0
3

-J

t7

odge of paved court at Bock - no accoss to pathway

centre of small clearing
tre€ down across path
trail tums right
t¡ail tums left

intorsection with G-Trail

top of bank, steeply down to wot area

4

intersection with F-Trail



Mânitou Treils Dâta Shêets printed: 1 2/1 9/01

H
Averege Gråde:
Ma¡imum Grade:
Minimum lVidth:
Typical Cross Slope:
Maxímum Cmss Slope:
læsst Ståblo Surface:
Distancc:

o.oo %
l7%

0.25 m
N/A
N/A
very mudBoft

126 ¡¡6¿¿¡¡

5



Troll:
Loc¡tlon:
Intended Iævel of Accesslbillty:

Slatlon Dlct¡nce Tle¡d
(me[ers) Ivtdth

Menitou Treils Data sheets

I. Ttall
North Forest - Trail fron parkinglot nodhwards to
I /Acceseible Dt=dirt

printed: I 2/19,/01

picnic shelter
RÞrough dirt Cl=crushed limostone

Typtcrl
Cross

Max
Cross
SIopo

Swface

PkDt=packed dirt Gr=grass

o#::T jf;; nc*
Vg=forest vegetation
Wc=wood chips

Slope
t&\T&\ ñolmmo T¡¡n- (q,\ tq,\

0
29

47.1
72.9
85,3

0
29

41.1
72.9
85.3

-3
-l
-1

0

a
1
t
,
a

4.6
7.2

l2.t
1

v8
12.9 vs

I
vs
I

distance of 3 meters

distânce of 3 meterd
gras8 / forest vegetation

J. Tr¡ll
North Forsst - Tmil from picnic shelær northwards
2 / Usablo Dtpd¡rt RD=rough dirt

PkDt=packed dirt Gr=grass

edgo of entrance road before parking lot / much poieon ivy
6.8 rough ooft ground, mowed by large mower / left turn /

left tn max grade for 3m / max X slope for 3m

southwest post of picnic sholær

CL=crushed limeston€
Vg=forest vegetation
WC=wood chip¡

Gr/Vg
Gr/Vg
Gr/Vg
Gr/Vg
Gr

I
Average Grade:
Maximum Grade:
MinimumWidth:
Typical Croes Slope:
Maximum Crose Slope:
t¡ast Stable Surface:
Distance:

Trall:
L¡rcrtfon:
Intended LeYel ol Acceslblllty:

Statlon Dlstüce Tro¡d
(mcú€rs) Wldth

0.o0 %
6.8 %

2m
o,oo %
t2.9 %

very soft
85 metem

Typtcal
Croes

M¡x
Cross
Slope

Avorage
Gr¡de

Max
Glade

tq,\

Notee
Slope

Surface

(q,\T&\I4\

o
t7.4
39.6
55.5

0
17.4
39.6
55.5

L

o.75
o.75
o.75

-1

-l
0

I
I
I
I

Gr
Gr
Gr
Mud

Boutheast post of picnic sheltor
stump adjacent tro path
open gransy oak forest
trail ende in small clearing

J
Average Gmde:
Maximum G¡ade:
MinimumWidth:
Typical Cross Slope:
Maximum Cross Slope:
l¿a¡t Stable Surface:

o.o0 %
1%

0.75 m
N/A
N/A

soft

56 meters

gra88

mud
Distance:

Tr¡ll: K. Tr¡ll
I¡c¡tlonr North For€st - continuation of l-Trail - from southwest po8t of picnic shelt€r to road
Intended lævel ol Accesolblllty: I / Accessible DtEdirt RÞrough dirt Cl.=ffushed limestone

PkDt+packeddirt Gr=grass Vg=forcetvegetation

st¡tlon Dlet¡nce Tfead lnlcat Max Averece Mnx wc=wood chips

<-"ú*st $tdu, rm ;m surrace ^ä:äT" $;; n't*
readlnq tÒtol ,ldqcl, lø). (%l Cafecorv Tvpo go) (Eol

0
13,3

0
13.3

1.3
1.3

f
f

Gr
Gr

southwest post of picnic shelter at l-Trail
edge of road

K
Average Grade:
Maximum Grade:
MinimumWidth:
lypical Cross Slope:
Maximum Cross Slope:
l¿ad Stablc Surface:
Distance:

0.oo %
L%

10.5 m
o.oo %

t.3 %
f¡¡m
13 meters

gr¡8e

6



Manitou T¡ails Data Sheets

L. Troll
Acceseible'Walkway from Keytone building courtyard to Bock Building psved cor¡rt
1 / Accessible DÞdirt RD=rough dirt Cl=crushed limestone

PkDt-packed dirt Gegmss Vg=forest vogetation
Max Wc=wood chipg
ô;;;; surrrcs lYrPe lvlal Note¡
õlope (;lalle t;r¡de
tq^\

printeû l2l19/ol

Tr¡ll:
Loc¡don:
Intcnded Level of Acce*rlblllty:

St¡úlon Dlst¡ncs Tre¡d
(Eßú€rß) Wtdth

tôlol

Typlcrl
Cross
SIope
tq\ (q,\ t%\

0
4

8.3
29.3
44.3
64.1

0
4

8.3
29.3
44.3
64.1

t.6
0.9
0.3
0.5
2.8

0.00,
2.3

0.00
2.4

hard

2.3
2.3
3.4
.85
.85
.85

asphalt
asphalt
asphalt
aephalt
asphalt
asphslt

a

0
-1
0

-1

bottom of stairs at rear couÍyârd entry to Keystone Bldng
end of adjacent ramp (width of su¡face incr€asss to 132*)
width changes to 73i
middle of left tum
in line wilh craft buildinr
northwest corner of pevod court ftonting Bock Bldng

L
Average Grade:
Maximum Grade:
Mínímum Width:
Typical Croer Slope:
Maximum Cross Slopo:
Læsst Stable Surfaco:
Dietance:

Tr¡ll:
Loc¡tlon:
Intended Level of Accesslblltty;

St¡tlon Dl¡t¡nce Tïead
(meterr) \illdth

re¡dln¡r totd (mrtef,s)

%
%
m
Eo

%

64 meter¡
tsphalt

M. Trall
Service road / access corrido¡ betwoen parking lot and LTrail near Bock Building
1 / AccesÊible DtÊdirt RD=rough dirt Cl=crushed limeslone

PkDt=packeddirt Grgrase Vg=forestvegotation
Max Wc=wood chipsóä surrace nä:iy jf;; n"t*
Slope
(%l Caterorv Tvue (%l (%\

lyplc¡I
Crose
Stope
(%\

0
10.8
27.3

49

0
10.8
27.3

49

PKDt
PKDt
Gr
PKDt

0
o.7
3.1

0.00
3
3

0.00
3.1
fïrül
49

3
3
J
3

gfa88

N- DockTrsil
Trail leading from A-Trail to edge of Assiniboine River / Dock Are¿
2 / Usable DÊdirt RD=1o¡g¡ ¿ir1

Pftþt=packed dirt c¡=grsss

edge of LTrail

lengthwise tire ruts
eoutheast edge of parking lot

Cl=crushed limeetone

)
a
4

M
Average Grade:
Maximum Gradel
Minimum\üidth:
Typical Crors Slope:
Maximum Cross Slope:
læast Stable Surface:
DistancÆ;

Trall:
Loc¡tlon¡
Intended l¿vel ol Accesslbllttyr

%
%
m
%
%

metefs

Vg=forest veget¡tion
IilC=wood chips

St¡tlon Dbt¡nce Tread
(met€rs) lryldth

l^f.l

Typlc¡l
Cross
Slope
tø'\

M¡x
Cross
9lope

Surf¡ce
Average Max
Gr¡de G¡ade

Notes

tq^\ t\ (E\

2.1
3.1

t1
a

0.00
3.1
soft
30

2
J

00
9.4 9.4
30 30

f
I
f

CL
DVCL
PKDt

3
edge of A-Trail / Sorvice Road
¡ie€ of bank
bottrom of ptloper tf¿il

horizontÊl logs serving ae rough steps
11

Dock Path
Avemge Grade:
Maximun Grade:
MinimumWidth:
Typical Cross Slopo:
Maximum Croee Slope:
Leas Stable Surface:
Distance:

0.00 %
%
m
%
%

metëfs

7

dirt / cru¡hed limeetone



Appendix IX

Appendix iv.

Trail Developrent tlafüx, Camp llanitou



Trail Development Matrix, Camp Maniúou
Deñnitions for Degrce of,Accessbl[tJ¡ fa Pcdesû,lan Clrcul¡tion

General Accegslblc Us¡bb IXfEcult

Aay lom

Existingpdhsrfæ

preten€d:
83% anydisaæ
12% for distm up to 10m

L¡op lm of
Bmh fomrctmiagtoprimâry
toop trail

Aùrupt obstæ16 sOEm
Beveledobcaclcs: 75m
mmm'Cballengmg' lmrû table
p.29
(Jnswy:muimum )mm
Twom¡c mi¡imuml200mm

ljm@rum
Elongated openhç peryendicular to psth of tr¿vel

å11@rs¡nrcted eleæn¡s ¿¿ vegct: l¡lt cdstn¡cted elêrerts &
I 
uryielding vegeratio:

Minimum260mm
Continrctogrwd iÎ
-p(otrude g¡at¿r thæ 100rm
-prûude gr€lerthæ 25mmd læated below?62nn

Maximm protrusion 300mm
Hcizor¡l elemens md. 68Om if supports æ oyêr 30O¡¡1e apsrt

\ivhæ tred widtù u&r 221Ðúm: lwherc tr€d width utþr 1200m
pæingspææm every3Om lpæingspæm every60n

Spaæ: milim¡m 200mn wide, 2050mmlmg

z%
5%aay¿istæ
&3% with¡egaffiwithin60m
>% añy úslenæ
8.3% for distånm up to lOû

I

Muimuevery45-60nr lMuim*every90-t20m
Muimslope3%
Out ofpath oftmvel
Minfurulength l525mn
Minimm width 2050m
hovidesating
Shelær if pæible
Built €l€ænts ñinimum 600m frcm poth of travel

Surfæ cootrding ælor fm tmil |
ts¡19æ well de¡¡ûed ùy lrxtufe aad côlof
Vertiel clñgê ovs 75rnm mb or bem minijnum 76mm high
Dropaffs grea¡er the 600m' guard betwm 965 ad løOffi

ea$ly rdentú!¡bþ
Line¡¡ whcrc unætíng facilitiæ
I¡op wherc wing as tec. tmils
I ¡e sDortét tlatl rrux¡mBE o.¿lh
long

ADroItoDstæ!æ üxmuZSmm
Beveled obc¡acles: mim
å,æsgDre o¡ '.ÈlrgDly A.s€s$ble'
[¡mt¿blep29
(Jæ-wåy: mrnmu l:¿urnm
Twoway: minimum22ûfumr

2%
3% mydistanæ
5% with mtaru within3Om
JÞæV@CE
5% fordismces upto3rn

lrdoúIre(l loop tm

A mge of di$arc opportutritieE
pmidcd thrcugh thc trail layot

I nrl ¡nt€MûooÊ uth a(þqùatÊ
propofiom my *we æ pGsing spæG

¡'orm

r,engqr

Thead Obst¡cbs

Tþ¡dWtlfr

upcnmgs

rl].otr1ll(l¡rgOÞJ.cfs

Yerdc¡I Cle¡rancc
Side hotrusft¡ns

Fleestandh Oblects
Freestrndirg with müIdple
$rDü)rß

P$sirgSpscc

f,nn¡tng Slopc / Grade
h:eferred Gr¡dc
MaximumSust¡hcd Gr¡de

L¡oss sþpe

RcstArtas
Dlst¡nce betwcel
ChaÌactcrisd.s

lrdge Ploû.coon

Page t



Trail Developrent Mabix, Cary Manitou
Deffnltions for Dcgree of Acccsslhl[t¡r fon Pcdesd¡n Chc¡l¡fion

Gcn¿ral Accosslblc Us¡bb Dtlficnlt

4.5% npto8millength
5.11% upto6minlengh
7.1% W¡o4ainløgrh
zh
()ûe-sry: Ilu.hm
TrGmy rt?5mñ

Requir€d ü âll EnIE ¡isi¡g above grade

CubatlestT5nnhigh, c
Raised bmier ornil begimingnot mæ tåæ T5mabove nmp surfaæ

Minimmwídth l500nm
Minimmleagth 1500mn
Minim widthequaltomp
Minimumlength 1500mm
Mirimm wülth 3200mr
Minimum length 3200mm

on ÎamÍE

Wlæowry, sairsmaytake
ary føm suitable fctheir
ervimnt

Hædnilsæ rcquircdo¡ bc,hsidæof nmps ¿¡dst¿i¡s
Additioml l¿ndr¡ils m ramps u Sais widerlhil llOomm
Prefemed letim m repsbetqreen 875ma¡d 925nm
A circulã cræsstion wilh di¡meter betwn 3tm aad 38lm
.uo¡¡Dte ûa(trots oD ¿ll f¿rys aEd stdß
Rary* high* hâ¡dr¿il betwm 910m¡¡d 945m
Rampa: lower handnil betwee! fuErad 600m
Strfus higher hmdnil betwee¡ 94O¡m md !X0mn
Stairs: loryer h¡ndnil betwn 50&m and 600mm
M¡st provide mtinmB grippsble surfaæ along their lægth ulß a dærwãJ¡ Dffiitat6
a bre¿t

or
3{ùnm cle¿nn€ or gÞter thil ¡l@m

Top of SlaiF ed P¿mF horiæotal fu 300sm
Boum of Rarys haimtal for300nm
Boüm of Stairs dom oæ tud, tbcn horiatal fq3oomn

Minimm30O¡¡m
Minimm@degreæs
Radirsed or beveled mxímm of 13mm radiü
læted mimm every l500mm rise
Requircd on bdh sides

Avddanæ of oöSac¡?s
Avoidææ of rcxio¡s or poi$m6 p¡aÍs adjacent to taits
Co¡sidention fo¡ sb¡de, sùelær and wyfi¡di¡g purpces

KAMDS
Ililt$mr¡mGnrde

M¡I¡mEmCFæs ST0D.
MItrimImWtdttr

Distùrce bÊtwccr Lsndl¡q
Edg! hoûêcüon

L¡ßlings
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